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Executive Summary 
 
What good is economic growth, when the local communities in the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in 
Muslim Mindanao (BARMM) feel detached from pursuing their industry and exercising their aspirations 
towards a culturally relevant economy? While halal encapsulates the raison d’être of majority of the 
residents, it fails to evolve as a dominant anchor of economic affairs of the local communities and the 
Bangsamoro region. In fact, if the regional government does not adopt systematic measures to catapult 
the halal economy, BARMM will probably lose out its competitive edge to its neighbors in a short span of 
time, because Davao and Northern Mindanao are increasingly becoming “first-movers” of halal in the 
country. 
 
The restrained growth of halal is compounded by a more fundamental issue on the structure of the 
regional economy. Whereas BARMM performed relatively well in terms of economic growth, recent 
experience has shown that the economy is founded on unsustainable model. Agriculture and industry, 
which are the bedrock of a robust economy, are increasingly overtaken by the service sector. Without a 
solid production base in agriculture and industry, the prospects for halal are severely limited. 
 
Meanwhile, the local communities in the Bangsamoro region have long aspired to be partners of the 
regional government in economic and social development. Yet, in the past, they were not given the 
opportunity to actively participate in the fiscal budgeting process, especially in designing programs that 
would directly affect their lives and welfare, including those that pertained to halal development. 
 
The Minority Bloc of the Bangsamoro Transition Authority (BTA) Parliament initiated the People’s Budget 
to secure a broad-based engagement with the local communities on the fiscal budget determination for 
the fiscal year 2022. The initiative has served as a platform for the local communities in identifying their 
aspirations, the challenges they are confronted with, their perspectives on how to achieve their goals, 
their needs, and their proposals.  
 
The local communities are unequivocal in their position that the only way to achieve a halal-driven 
economy and development is if the program on halal by the regional government is approached in a multi-
faceted, multi-disciplinary, and inter-ministerial manner reflecting the various stages of the supply and 
value chains—from farming and manufacturing production to logistics and distribution, trade and market, 
consumption, and the institutional leverage required to make halal work. In short, halal development 
shall be treated as an ecosystem—each element reinforces the other. 
 
The People’s Budget proposes a program to establish the foundational structure of a halal ecosystem in 
the Bangsamoro region. The local communities have identified seven (7) subprograms for moving the 
halal ecosystem forward on the path of sustainable and culturally-relevant economic growth and 
development. Each subprogram is designed to improve the productivity of actors (mostly the ordinary 
people) at each stage of the value and supply chains by addressing the most pressing challenges faced by 
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the local communities and by making good use of the emerging opportunities. True to the intent of the 
People’s Budget, these seven (7) subprograms are named using the languages of the Bangsamoro to 
reflect the aspirations of residents to jumpstart the halal ecosystem:1 
 

A. Gadung Subprogram: Modernizing Halal Agriculture and Fishery Production 
B. Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram: Halal Participatory Production, Innovation, and Enterprise 

Development in Food and Non-food Manufacturing 
C. Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram: Improving Halal Trade and Logistics 
D. Ganap Pagguro Subprogram: Support to Halal Specialization 
E. Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram: Halal Social Inclusion 
F. Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram: Strengthening the Halal Governance and Policies 
G. Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram: Consumer Behavioral Change for Halal Development 

 
The People’s Budget offers a menu of 50 projects which comprise the seven (7) subprograms. They are 
collectively called the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program.  
 
Each project or subprogram can stand on its own, but the local communities and the regional government 
will reap the tremendous economic and societal benefits conferred by halal if all the initiatives under the 
program will be implemented. They are implementable within the fiscal year, and can be sustained the 
ensuing years. 
 
The entire program will need Php 3,360,142,505.63 for one fiscal year. 
 
The People’s Budget will devote two-thirds (or 66 percent) of the total budgetary needs to capital outlays. 
The remaining will be for maintenance and other operating expenses (28.3 percent) and personnel 
services (5.7 percent). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 The title of the subprograms are words or phrases translated into the major Moro ethnic languages: 

• gadung – green (Maguindanaon, Mëranaw, Iranun, Tausug, and Yakan, although the last two groups 
employ different spelling: Gaddung) 

• pagpataud sin industriya – expanding the industry (Tausug) although industriya is a Filipino translation 
• sugpat kalluman – connecting trade (Sama) 
• ganap pagguro – support to specialization (Sama) 
• tabang sa ingëd – assistance or help to the communities (Maguindanaon, Mëranaw, and Iranun; tabang 

also means assistance or help in Tausug) 
• namagayon – united (Maguindanaon; the Mëranaw equivalent is miyagayon-ayon which means 

consensus) 
• pagpahap kahalan – improving lifestyle (Yakan) 
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Summary Budget and Components of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 

 
Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data generated from the People’s Budget public consultations 

 
 
The proposed initiative breaks away from the previous and current experiences which put halal activities 
under the domain of very few agencies responsible for agriculture, industry and trade, and science and 
technology. Instead, eight ministries and the Parliament will serve as the lead entities in implementing 
the various projects and sub-programs identified under the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program.  
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Ministry-Level Budgetary Requirements of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 

 
Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data generated from the People’s Budget public consultations 

 
 
Finally, to be successful, the multi-faceted dimensions of the halal ecosystem call for greater degree of 
collaboration amongst ministries and offices (lead or otherwise) within BARMM, national agencies, 
regional offices (e.g. Mindanao Development Authority), local actors (LGUs, communities of farmers, 
manufacturers, traders, consumers, etc.), local and international research institutions (e.g. Southeast Asia 
Fisheries Development Center), local and domestic universities and innovation hubs, and other 
stakeholders.  
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Collaboration, along with the significant budgetary requirement, serves as a “big push” strategy for the 
regional government to lift the Bangsamoro region from the long spiels of economic inertia. 
 
 

Stakeholders of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data generated from the People’s Budget public consultations 
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People’s Budget 
Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 

 
Initiative of the Minority Bloc of the Bangsamoro Transition Authority Parliament 

 
Report prepared by the Development Advisory Group Philippines 

 
 
 
BARMM’s need to catch up its real sector2 with the rest of the Philippines remains a huge challenge. The 
halal market, idealized to catapult the real economy in the region, is still a fledgling endeavor. It has not 
fully evolved into an industry even, but a small niche with very few players and a very large unserved 
market. Other regions like Davao and Northern Mindanao have recently embraced the halal concept, 
successfully integrating it in their food and cosmetics industries, and in the service sector. These regions 
are emerging as “first-movers” of halal in the country, overtaking the Muslim-dominated BARMM.  
 
 

A. Halal Niche and Overview of the Current Real Economy of BARMM 
 

The foremost challenges of BARMM to propel the halal concept reside in the long-standing issues of low 
scale and less diversified production of goods and services.  
 
The agriculture and fishery sector, along with the industry sector, has a dwindling mark on the local 
economy—overtaken by services (mainly, government services)—according to the latest data on regional 
income accounts of the Philippine Statistics Authority. Although the region has few agricultural goods with 
high value content (coffee, banana, and abaca) much of the production volumes and employment in the 
rural areas are dominated by traditional goods such as rice, corn, cassava, coconut, and marine products 
in their raw forms.   
 
Very few agricultural goods are transformed into higher order goods that are manufactured locally. Aside 
from coconut oil and cassava starch produced by very few large companies, the manufacturing sector is 
largely run by artisanal, informal, backyard, and (ultra) micro- and small scale players of food and crafts 
including textile products, wood carving, and metal artefacts. Unlike other Muslim countries that 
experienced profound leaps in their economies driven by the industrial sector particularly manufacturing, 
the Bangsamoro has miniscule manufacturing sector which includes halal processing of goods.  
 

 
2 The real sector or real economy pertains to the segment of the economy that produce goods and services. It spans 
production, purchase, consumption, distribution, and flow of goods and services in the economy. The real sector is 
different from monetary sector or the nominal economy which includes financial services and policies or actions by 
the central bank, or the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas. 
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Trade penetration is limited. Most goods and services produced in BARMM end up being traded locally. 
Others, mostly in their raw forms, are exported to the rest of the Philippines and few neighboring 
countries for further processing. Trade in manufactured goods is dominated by imports (of goods 
produced in other parts of the country and the rest of the world) as opposed to export trade of locally-
grown items, with very few exceptions. As a result, production and trade in the Bangsamoro region have 
very little command on value addition, limiting any prospects for business expansion by local producers.  
 
Not much have also been invested in local research and development (R&D) as well as innovations to 
generate significant value creation for goods and services that are uniquely identifiable as Bangsamoro 
product.  Issues about limited infrastructure to support halal agriculture, halal industry, and halal services, 
as well as gaps in enabling general policies, legislations, and governance restrict the growth of the real 
sector.  
 
The primary interventions assigned to developing halal in the past few years remain in the aspects of 
certification, accreditation, and animal slaughter rather than seeing halal as a critical locus of value 
creation or value addition along the supply chain in an evolving ecosystem. 
 
 

B. From Niche to Halal Ecosystem: Prospects for a Full-blown Halal Ecosystem 
 
There is room for BARMM to develop its economy and to claim its stake in the domestic and global halal 

markets. BARMM has the natural advantage—human, cultural, and ecological assets—to develop its halal 

program sustainably. The technology to produce and to trade more and better quality halal commodities 
(products and services), as well as the generation of more and better employment has yet to be tapped. 
As the halal economy progresses, so does the general income in the Bangsamoro as well as the household 
consumption of halal goods and services.  
 
The overall strategy to leapfrog halal, as the dominant driver of the real sector in the region, rather than 
just a market niche, lies in the ability of BARMM to build an ecosystem that offers cohesive initiatives and 
supporting policies with dynamic loops to create the positive externalities for sustained growth. The 
growth strategies that the Bangsamoro region must embrace so that the halal ecosystem will leap forward 
must be: community-led, MSME-led, innovation-led, outward-orientated, highly collaborative and 
participatory, and must be approached as a system and a lifestyle.  
 
Hence, the opportunity for the Bangsamoro Transition Authority (BTA) regional government to initiate a 
program on halal ecosystem in the local communities exists. Afterall, it is the regional government’s 
responsibility to develop and strengthen policies and programs on halal, according to the Bangsamoro 
Organic Law (BOL).  
 
A halal ecosystem encompasses the broad areas of the economic value and supply chains from agricultural 
production to manufacturing or processing, logistics and distribution, trade, and consumption, as the well 
as the institutional leverage to strengthen the halal development.  
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Enterprise development involving the micro, small and medium players—regardless of the type of firm-
level governance structure with which they were created: corporate/business or social/cooperative—will 
play a vital role in most aspects of the value chain. Halal is not an exclusive domain of one business or one 
community entity. 
 
Islamic finance is not tackled in this report because it falls under the purview of monetary and financial 
sectors, which are different from the real sector. However, framing Islamic finance in the context of access 
to capital to promote halal-based production, trade, and consumption, or as a tool to deepen the 
agriculture, industrial, logistics, trade, and science and technology (S&T) programs and policies, renders 
Islamic finance within the realm of development finance. Hence, it is worthy a mention, albeit briefly, in 
this report. 
 
Having a program on halal ecosystem in BARMM is timely. It provides an anchor to the recovery and 
redevelopment efforts of the regional government in response to the economic recession brought by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. As the local economy will begin to open up next year, local producers will either start 
a new slate or slowly build up their scale. So, it is easy to see the idea why starting a program to create a 
halal ecosystem at the earliest is an opportunity for BARMM to explore new ways to increase production 
and trade, and to expand a culturally-relevant real economy.  
 

The fact is halal is not a new concept among residents because of its religious underpinnings. However, 
halal as an ecosystem involving the value and supply chains in the real sector is certainly a bold concept 
requiring local actors, who are accustomed to the conventional, to employ new production methods, 
technologies, systems, processes, management, relationships, and rules.  
 
At the micro level, the interminable need to develop the economic base and to have access to the local, 
domestic, and global markets resonate among local producers and communities across BARMM. Framing 
this need in the context of a halal ecosystem is seen a step forward for the fruition of their religious and 
cultural practices as applied to the broader orbits of economic production, trade and distribution, and 
consumption. 
 
 

C. Participatory or “Bottom-up” Budgeting 
 
Various ministries and offices are currently in the thick of identifying programs, projects, and activities 
(PPAs) which will determine the fiscal expenditure plan of the BTA regional government for the fiscal year 
2022. The public consultations process which culminated in the BARMM Governance Summit held in July 
2021 allowed the ministries to present the regional government’s proposed initiatives and to secure the 
inputs of local government units (LGUs) for inclusion in the 2022 BARMM expenditure plan.  In both cases, 
the fiscal budget determination employed a top-down approach in as much as the PPA identification and 
budget proposal submission had come from the government (BTA ministries and the LGUs).  
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To secure a broad-based engagement with the local communities for the fiscal spending determination, 
the Minority Bloc of the BTA Parliament has initiated a participatory budgeting exercise, called the 
People’s Budget, to establish a halal ecosystem in the region.  Because it directly involves various local 
actors actively engaged in the real economy, the exercise employs a bottom-up (also called participatory) 
approach to budgeting and fiscal spending determination. It draws out inputs from the ground, mainly 
generated from local knowledge, experiences, data, and aspirations.  
 
The main benefit of a participatory approach is that it informs the BTA regional government how a halal 

ecosystem is contextualized and understood by the local communities and how they see the ecosystem 
to move forwards. These are in turn translated into budget proposals and, subsequently, are voted upon 
by the participants according to what they see as priorities, during the public consultations sponsored by 
the Minority Bloc.  In this way, the whole process of People’s Budget is instrumental in improving the 
allocational equity and efficiency of the BARMM fiscal budget. 
 
The People’s Budget on the Halal Ecosystem supports the tenacity of the regular budgeting exercise 

pursued by the BTA and its ministries for the fiscal year 2022.  The People’s Budget is the first participatory 
programming of public spending in BARMM (and the previous regional government).  
 
 

D. Legal Basis of the People’s Budget on the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem  
 

The People’s Budget on the Halal Ecosystem in BARMM was drafted in accordance with the Bangsamoro 
Organic Law (Republic Act [RA] No. 11054) and the Bangsamoro Administrative Code (Bangsamoro 
Autonomy Act [BAA] No. 13). These are laid out in the following provisions: 
 

• The Parliament shall enact laws to further strengthen its policy and programs on halal 

development (Section 30, Article XII, RA 11054) 
• The Bangsamoro Government adopts a policy of full disclosure of its budget…and shall provide 

protocols for the guidance of local authorities in the implementations of said policy which shall 
include…the participation of representatives from civil society in the budget process (Section 40, 
Article XII, RA 11054) 

• The Bangsamoro Government shall encourage the participation of non-governmental, 
community-based, and sectoral organizations, in government affairs that promote the welfare of 
the region and its people (Section 3[i], BAA No. 13) 

 
Strengthening policy and programs on halal development, along with accreditation of halal-certifying 
bodies and awareness campaign, is one of the responsibilities of the BTA Parliament. (BOL, section 30, 
Article XIII) 
 
The BOL also identifies the joint promotion of the development of an Islamic banking and finance system 
by the BARMM government, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, Department of Finance, and the National 
Commission on Muslim Filipinos. (BOL, section 32, Article XIII). 
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While the BARMM government has yet to pass a law that will spell out its objectives and strategies to 
establish a halal ecosystem, there is a national law (RA No. 10817) that seeks to establish the Philippine 
Halal Export Development and Promotion Program. The national initiative has confined halal as an export-
oriented program rather than an ecosystem in which all aspects of the economy converge.  
 
Having a halal  ecosystem plan and program in the Bangsamoro region will be a definitive and practical 
anchor of the ways of life of ordinary Moros in BARMM.  
 
 

E. Programmatic Approach to People’s Budget on Bangsamoro the Halal Ecosystem 
 

The People’s Budget recognizes that the regional government does not yet have an existing economic or 
development plan or a set of strategies governing the halal ecosystem in BARMM, upon which the PPAs 
and budgets on halal would have been identified.  
 
To compensate for the absence, the People’s Budget incorporates a programmatic approach in the 
analytical design in both the public consultations and the report. This means that the identification of 
PPAs and their corresponding budgets hinge on the community’s understanding of the medium- and long-
term strategic and logical arrangements of various initiatives aimed at achieving a broader goal and 
desired impacts. The value and supply chain framework is taken as the compass in designing the theory 

of change of the whole program on halal ecosystem.  
 
Taken together, the programmatic and participatory approaches guarantee the cohesiveness of the PPAs 
and corresponding budget proposals.  
 
Finally, the People’s Budget on the Halal Ecosystem was initiated by the Minority Bloc several months 
prior to the formation of the BARMM Technical Working Group (TWG) for Islamic Finance on March 26, 
2021. Currently led by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fishery, and Agrarian Reform, the TWG is tasked to 
create “programs of actions towards developing and cultivating a comprehensive halal economic 
ecosystem, with Islamic Finance as a core mechanism.”3  
 
The collective  recommendations in the form of proposals and the logical framework on the halal 

ecosystem identified in this People’s Budget report can suitably complement whatever direction the TWG 
hopes to undertake to start the halal program.  
 
 
 

 
3 BARMM-Office of the Chief Minister. Memorandum Circular No. 0012, series of 2021. “Creation of a Technical 
Working Group (TWG) for Islamic Finance in the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region.” 
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F. Methodology  
 

The Office of Member of the Parliament Atty. Rasol Mitmug, Jr. conceptualized the need to have a 
participatory budgeting exercise in the Bangsamoro region in November 2020. In February 2021, the 
Minority Bloc of the BTA Parliament firmed up the concept and formally launched the People’s Budget. It 
designated the Development Advisory Group Philippines (DAGph), a registered independent group of 
practitioners in the Bangsamoro, to facilitate the consultation process and writing of this report.  
 
The actual preparation of the People’s Budget started a month after the launch where stocktaking of 
related literature and designing the lineup of activities occupied the early phase of the process. The team 
reviewed various local development profiles, planning and investment program documents of the local 
government units (LGUs) and the regional government, as well as strategies and project profiles on halal 

and related topics of agencies at the national level. 
 
Travel restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic did not significantly hamper the activities of the 
People’s Budget so that the team carried out interviews with key players and organizations between May 
and July 2021. Informants came from different backgrounds and expertise, both from BARMM and outside 
BARMM, who provided varying perspectives on the gaps and opportunities relevant for halal 

development. Informants included representatives from business chambers, academe, innovation hubs, 
industry players, etc. The team also attended several online trainings or meetings sponsored by national 
agencies to keep them abreast on the current trends on halal, agriculture production, innovations, etc. 
that proved to be handy for halal development. 
 
When the travel restrictions eased in August in some areas of the Bangsamoro region and nearby major 
cities, the team conducted a series of public consultations starting with the mainland provinces in 
BARMM. The situation was different though in Zamboanga City, the point of entry into the island 
provinces, so that the team distributed purposive and customized questionnaires to select key industry 
players in Basilan and Sulu given the telecom challenges to conduct online and phone interviews. 
 
The public consultations with actors in local communities were designed to draw out local knowledge, 
experiences, expertise, data, and perceptions to inform the People’s Budget about the needs, 
opportunities, common aspirations, priority programs and projects, and budgetary requirements. The 
local communities deem these inputs necessary to jumpstart the halal ecosystem in the Bangsamoro 
region. The participants were cautioned that there was no assurance that the programs and projects that 
they would deliberate would be approved by the BTA Parliament. There was also no assurance that they 
would become beneficiaries or implementors of any identified programs and projects should the BTA 
Parliament approve the People’s Budget. This procedure removed any self-selection bias that could 
potentially affect the identification of programs and projects. 
 
The participants during the public consultation activities helped identify the following: 
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• Development needs and long-term development goal/vision of the local communities with 
respect to halal ecosystem 

• Theory of change or results framework that links the development changes or hypotheses to 
achieve the desired goals. This became the basis of program and project identification by the 
participants. It provided coherence to project identification as opposed to having a “wish list” of 
disparate interventions. 

• Program or project proposals with budgetary requirements, along the supply and value chains, 
based on the development needs and the theory of change on halal ecosystem 

The participants were then asked to prioritize their proposals by casting their votes over each program or 
project. The public consultations initially generated a total of 95 projects but were trimmed down to 63 
projects. 
 
After the public consultations, the BTA Minority Bloc invited heads and key personnel of several ministries 
to a meeting to appraise them on the initial results of the public consultation. Held on August 18, 2021 at 
Pagana in Cotabato City, while few invitees attended, the meeting was an opportunity for the ministers 
to cross-validate the list of 63 projects. 
 
The team made a painstaking second iteration of review of the 63 project proposals and individual budget 
between September and October 2021. Some projects were merged and refined, while few were 
discarded, according to what the team views will work suitably in the local communities given the team’s 
expertise on value and supply chains and their knowledge about the local context of the economy and 
halal development. A total of 50 projects distributed under seven (7) subprograms, collectively called the 
Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program, comprise the final list of initiatives proposed in the People’s 
Budget. 
 
The team calibrated the budget of each individual project and subprogram. In doing so, the team applied 
the following assumptions. The pricing applied in the estimation of procurement of assets and services, 
as well as on subsidies for construction of facilities were based on current market prices available to retail 
buyers. For projects that required both construction and procurement of assets, similar government 
projects in the country were used as benchmark.  No volume discounts, additional taxes and levies were 
considered in the pricing method utilized in this report.    
 
The People’s Budget will be submitted to the BTA Parliament for inclusion in the deliberation of the 
regional fiscal spending program for FY 2022 to 2023. 
 
Furthermore, the BTA Minority Bloc hired a professional media team that produced a video documentary 
of the participatory budgeting process. The video document serves as a tool to promote  “bottom-up” 
approach to fiscal spending determination in the nascent parliamentary government in BARMM.
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A. Internal Environment: Challenges 
 
The supply of home-grown halal products and services in BARMM has not kept pace with the surging local 
and global demands. Other regions like Davao, Northern Mindanao, and the National Capital Region have 
recently attempted to fill this void, and successfully launched their halal programs. This is the paradox of 
BARMM: the region has abundant resources and the largest Muslim population relative to rest of the 
country, but insufficient capacity to lead the halal market.  
 
The local communities in the Bangsamoro region have identified a hefty number of challenges at each 
stage of the supply chain (refer to Figure 1). These issues are the main factors why the halal system in 
BARMM is restrained to flourish. They are summarized below under the broad topics of factors of 
production (capital, labor, technology), institutions, behavior, and the market or industry. 
 

1. Capital 
 
There are two types of capital that local producers (farmers and business owners) in the Bangsamoro 
region find difficult to access: financial capital and physical capital.  
 
BARMM is one of the regions with the lowest saving rate and level of savings. And, because savings are 
low, entrepreneurs and farmers seek out loans to finance new economic ventures or to support the 
expansion of existing production. However, financial intermediaries have low penetration in the region 
due to relatively low production activities in the real sector and because of inherent market failures. With 
few players in the financial market, the cost of borrowings is prohibitively high, save for very few 
microfinance outfits offering Islamic financial products.  
 
Credit outfits in the region tend to compensate for the risks brought by the market failures by charging 
high interest rates for borrowings. The market failures in BARMM arise from a number of factors: (i) peace 
and order situation, (ii) uncertainty in the property market where collaterals for loan applications in 
conventional finance are hinged on, (iii) inadequate information and referral system to weed out the good 
borrowers from the bad ones, (iv) highly dispersed potential clients so that credit collection can be 
expensive, (v) thin markets because of lack of volume of economic activities, (vi) infrastructure gaps such 
as telecommunication system, among others.  
 
The high interest rates (hence, high potential returns to creditors) are not enough to convince big banks 
and other players in the financial sector to locate in peri-urban and rural areas in the Bangsamoro region. 
These imperfections in the financial market constrain the entrepreneurial activities in the Bangsamoro. 
As a result, the gap left by formal financial market has led to the emergence of informal credit market 
dominated by padjak (pawnshops) or its equivalent.  
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Figure 1. Challenges of the Halal Ecosystem in the Bangsamoro Region 

 
  

Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data from the People’s Budget public consultations. 
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This means that the Bangsamoro region has a dual financial system—formal banking and microfinance 
markets, on one hand, and the informal credit market, on the other.  
 
The informal credit market, in turn, feeds the informal entrepreneurial activities in the region, which 
contribute to the erosion of institutions (i.e. tax evasion) and to the difficulty of entrepreneurs in the 
informal sector to obtain external finance, i.e. finance given by formal financial intermediaries such as 
banks or other formal credit outfits. Unlike the informal credit market, formal financial intermediaries 
have the advantage to mobilize large amount of savings so that their investible funds can be used to 
finance bigger capital requirements by big entrepreneurs. Informal entrepreneurs who plan to make it big 
are, therefore, constrained to access big credits. Hence, the presence of an informal credit market 
contributes to financial repression, because padjaks and other informal creditors restrict local informal 
businesses from expanding their operations due to limited funds that they could offer, in addition to high 
cost of borrowings. 
 
The level of modernization efforts in halal agriculture and fishery sector and industrialization (i.e. 
manufacturing) prospects in BARMM depends on the capacity of the Bangsamoro region to invest in and 
to accumulate durable capital goods (also called physical capital). The financial market has huge role to 
play in this respect because the investible funds collected through savings can be used to finance the 
acquisition of physical capital.  
 
Because of the high borrowing cost and the presence of a dual financial system in the Bangsamoro region, 
investments in physical capital is hard to come by to many micro and small producers apart from the 
assistance that few received in the past from government agencies and donors. Local farmers and micro, 
small and artisanal manufacturers are confined to using simple implements disallowing them to launch 
higher volume of production that could otherwise have been possible using mechanized equipment. And 
by doing so, they fail to achieve higher productivity and lower average costs of production (i.e. economies 
of scale). 
 
The failure of the autonomous region to launch a strong manufacturing industry that fabricates durable 
capital goods to support agriculture and food and non-food manufacturing is a huge hurdle that must be 
dealt with squarely if BARMM wants to see profound changes in the structure of the economy. This is 
despite the fact that the region produces some of the best engineers and capable technicians in the 
country. As a result, a substantial share of physical capital employed in agriculture, manufacturing, and 
services are imported from outside BARMM, which tend to be expensive. Even the machines and 
equipment provided by the government and donors as assistance were mostly sourced from outside 
BARMM.  
 
Infrastructures (utilities, logistics and transportation, telecommunication) are essential to run production 
plants and farms, to operate machines, and to support trade.  At the macroeconomy level, infrastructures 
form part of the stock of physical capital of the BARMM economy.  
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In some communities in BARMM, some farmers and micro food processing operators lament that the 
mechanize equipment they had received as business or agriculture assistance in the past were barely used 
because of frequent power interruptions or the cost of fuel was too much the household budget could 
spare. So, rather than the beneficiaries allow the mechanized equipment to succumb to rapid 
obsolescence, some sold the equipment. This defeats the purpose of any modernization program in 
agriculture and local manufacturing unless the essential infrastructures are installed.  
 

2. Technology 
 
BARMM’s competitiveness in halal agriculture and food and non-food manufacturing is stifled because 
local producers have not fully employed new advances in technology and innovations in their operations. 
Even producers that have embraced the idea of technical change, most technologies that they adopted 
are the mature and low types, when other regions or countries engaged in halal production are exploiting 
better and newer technologies. This pattern reinforces the tail-end position of the region in a growing 
divergence of incomes and productivity across regions and countries. And, there are a number of reasons 
why innovation and technology adoption and adaptation have been slow, or worse absent, in many local 
communities in the Bangsamoro region.  
 
New technologies that have potential applications to modern agriculture and manufacturing are 
expensive. Indigenous technologies are recognized but they do not receive the same amount of resources 
for further development and marketability.  
 
Skills, which are required to absorb specific types of technologies, have not been developed locally—or, 
if they exist, they have not been fully harnessed. There are narrow efforts on home-grown research and 
innovation to develop high value halal products. Conversion of raw inputs to high value halal products is 
limited, that is otherwise possible with the application of innovation and technology by skilled workers in 
the production setting. Very few producers have dedicated production line for halal or have, at the very 
least, production process that applies the halalan tayyiban concept (i.e. quality, purity, safety, beneficial).  
 
Local universities are instrumental in the production of basic and applied research and development 
(R&D), technology, and product development. However, there is no university or research institution in 
the Bangsamoro region that has technical facilities devoted to halal encompassing the broader spheres 
of technology and product development, prototyping, testing, etc. A halal laboratory exists in BARMM, 
which was initiated by the previous government, but the services are limited to laboratory testing to 
determine any porcine and alcohol contamination of products.  
 

Little has been done to pursue an industry-academe collaboration to fast track technology absorption and 
to involve scientists, teachers, and, even, students to be active promoters of new technologies, or acting 
as surrogate agriculture or technology extension workers, in the local communities. At the same, there 
appears to be preference for local universities by the regional government over other similar research 
institutions in other parts of the country notwithstanding the latter’s greater degree of specialization on 
certain aspects of the value chain that can otherwise be beneficial to the region.  
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3. Human Resource 
 
The ability of BARMM to jumpstart its halal program rests on the existence of a large pool of skilled and 
semi-skilled labor force from which to draw employment: (i) in modernizing agriculture and fishery, (ii) in 
deepening the level of mechanization of local manufacturing, and (iii) in harnessing the frontiers of 
information technologies in the service sector. A shortage of skilled and semi-skilled labor is a major 
bottleneck to growth. 
 
While BARMM has an oversupply of labor trained in the Islamic basis (jurisprudence and religious 
underpinnings) of halal, the region has a large shortage of technicians and professionals skilled in the 
science and business of halal and halalan tayyiban. A strongt halal manufacturing sector will need workers 
with adequate skills and knowledge to operate productions plants, machines, processing equipment, etc. 
In the same way, a modernized agriculture and fishery sector will require laborers with sufficient 
knowledge on plant science, soil management, animal husbandry, marine science, aquaculture or the 
technical know-how to operate tractors, dehuller machines, etc. Similarly, the service sector including 
halal logistics and Islamic finance will need skilled workforce that know how to apply information 
technology and related applied science. Moreover, it is also easy to train better educated workers than 
those without any schooling. 
 
Other human resource inadequacy in the Bangsamoro region include: limited training of agricultural 
extension officers in halal, limited training in cultivation and breeding of halal farm inputs, limited 
knowledge on halal manufacturing (and even the basic of food safety and quality standards), and lack of 
training in developing halal packaging materials. Even professionals working with the regional and local 
governments will need sufficient training on halal development within the purview of building an 
ecosystem to make halal flourish sustainably. 
 
Students and children, who will eventually become part of the labor force , are also not adequately trained 
on the science of halal. Providing them the knowledge at an early age will help ease their learning curve 
once they join the labor force. 
 

4. Institutional 
 
The success of any intervention on halal rests on the institutional structure and policy environment that 
generate: (i) the least possible transaction costs (e.g. “cost of doing business”) to start any halal economic 
activities, (ii) a high degree of certainty so that any private actors who commit halal investments in the 
Bangsamoro region can retain the value they created, and (iii) conducive social spaces or contractual 
arrangements to cooperation for halal productive endeavors. 
 
Crucial to providing certainty in the future direction of programs on halal is a development or investment 
plan. The Bangsamoro regional government does not have a halal plan despite few small projects already 
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rolled out. Nor does it have a halal framework to tease out the logical interventions and their cohesive 
structure. Without a plan or a framework, halal projects tend to be disjointed restricting their ability to 
optimize the achievement of the target outcomes.  
 
Similarly, absent policy directions and standards on logistics, industry development, and  related measures 
on other functional areas or sector of the economy contribute to the uncertainty in the business climate 
and high transaction costs for doing business. As a result, private investors postpone their investment 
decisions since any semblance of business uncertainty is rather costly, especially for investments of the 
type that are characteristically irreversible. An irreversible investment refers to physical capital that, once 
installed, has little value unless the firm starts production, e.g. factories, specialized equipment, machines, 
or technology, etc. 
 
Adopting a plan provides focus. But, an unbalanced plan, devoid of reality on the ground, leaves out 
certain profitable industries. The agriculture ministry adopted the World Food Program-sponsored food 
security plan as BARMM’s agriculture plan. It seems that the regional government does not see the value 
of agriculture as a valuable factor in developing non-food manufacturing industries.  
 
Farming communities and entrepreneurs engaged in non-food agriculture production such as abaca feel 
left out in the future development trajectory of the regional government. The Bangsamoro region is the 
top producer of abaca, which is a high value crop with high prospects for halal packaging and for other 
industrial products. Similarly, any entrepreneur planning to set up processing plant for viable high value 
halal pharmaceutical and chemical products (e.g. ethanol, biofuel) using major crops like coconuts will be 
discouraged.  
 
An unbalanced agricultural plan will have BARMM lose its current comparative advantage in few 
agriculture and fishery products, and its prospects for diversified manufacturing activities. The lack of an 
industrial policy framework and plan that tie manufacturing with agriculture, exports, trade, logistics, 
employment, and science and technology contributes to disjointed programming by the regional 
government. It has huge repercussions on the long-term economic structure of the Bangsamoro region. 
 
This points to a much deeper issue on unfettered lobbying of third party or donor organizations keen to 
influence important policy agenda and regulatory frameworks of the regional government on growth and 
local development at the expense of some segments of the local communities and industries. 
 
On a more practical level, having a limited number of halal certifying bodies (HCB) in the Bangsamoro 
region effectively adds to the cost of doing halal business, leaving local producers with two options: either 
the latter pay additional fees incurred for transportation and other charges to the nearest HCB (which is 
in Cotabato City) or they do not apply for halal registration at all.  
 
And, lastly, business uncertainties loom large in some areas in BARMM with high physical insecurity issue. 
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5. Behavioral 
 
To improve the probability of success of supply-side initiatives on halal development requires an 
equivalent demand-side response.  
 
There appears to be lack of awareness on what is halal and on how the technical aspect of halal is applied 
in the daily affairs, by the general public in the Bangsamoro region and outside.  
 
Some consumers, particularly non-Moros, have low confidence in locally-produced “halal” products 
because of the proliferation of goods not meeting the minimum standards on safety or quality 
requirements (halalan tayyiban). This is true for the halal market that is dominated by micro and small 
producers with little or no capital to apply for halal certification or to improve their facilities.  
 
Consumers have little information about the quality of some products being sold. As a result, consumers 
opt not  to patronize “halal” products because the chances of the former to get low quality goods or 
services are high.  This creates a muddled market atmosphere where it is hard to distinguish a true halal 
from those “halal” goods with less quality. This results in few halal goods penetrating the markets outside 
of BARMM. 
 
And, finally, factoring for tastes, status, and quality, local consumers are predisposed to choosing 
imported products over local halal products even if the latter have met the quality requirements. This 
consumption bias contributes to the weakening of the market demand for local halal goods. 
 

6. Industry and Market 
 
The structure of industries affects the behavior of the halal market and the allocation of economic 
resources.  
 
There are only few suppliers of halal farm inputs in BARMM giving them the advantage to extract higher 
prices than what farm growers can afford. In the same vein, there are few suppliers of halal products 
(oligopolist), e.g. halal beef, giving them the market power to charge consumers with higher prices 
compared to other equivalent products that are non-halal.  
 
Because the prices of halal commodities are higher, the purchasing power of farm growers and consumers 
are reduced resulting in fewer production of halal farm products supplied and fewer halal final goods 
consumed, respectively. 
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B. External Environment: Opportunities 
 
There are several global and domestic trends that serve as attractive factors for the halal ecosystem to 
prosper in the Bangsamoro region, and they are summarized here as they are found in various literatures. 
(See for example DAGph, 2021; Hussein, 2016; and Pratiko, et. al., 2020) 
 
The halal industry is a $2.3-trillion industry across the globe, and it is valued at $560 billion annually. Its 
scope has rapidly expanded from the traditional sector, e.g. food, in the previous decades, to 
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and personal care, medical services, logistics, media, packaging and branding, 
tourism,  lifestyle, textile and fashion, and finance, in the present.  
 
The market for halal has also evolved gaining the acceptance of Muslims and non-Muslims alike, because 
halal is tied to the ethical dimensions of consumption and investments, as well as strong regard for 
preserving and promoting humane treatment of animals and environmental stewardship. Hence, the 
growing preference for organic or chemical-free ingredients or products; free-range and pastured poultry 
and livestock; and environmentally-friendly use of raw materials, agriculture and manufacturing practices, 
and packaging materials present an opportunity for halal producers, as consumers begin to look for safe 
and quality products.  Innovations in procurement practices in favor of single sourcing is closely related 
to halal as companies and consumers look for sole supplier of raw materials to assure quality and safety.  
 
Related to procurement practices, recent advances in technology (e.g. blockchain) have unlocked the 
latest global trend in logistics and supply management on traceability. The ability to trace halal products 
to secure the purity (i.e. non-contamination) of goods en route to final consumption from the suppliers 
will unlock the full potential of the industry. However, the technology is not enough since the shipment 
and storage of halal products call for dedicated logistics and warehouse infrastructures, which are also 
gaining wider currency among logisticians and supply management business outfits. Point-to-point 
delivery services is another global opportunity in logistic arrangement that connects the suppliers of 
products (whether raw materials, intermediate products, or final products) to the final consumers. The 
digital technology has allowed point-to-point delivery services to integrate some elements of traceability 
and supply management in a highly democratized platform, increasing trade and production. 
 
And, finally, the global movement of fair trade which corresponds to equitable and sustainable trade 
arrangements is not far-fetched from the halal concept where social justice is among the core values and 
principles in Islam.  In the same fashion, the emerging trend of consumers increasingly patronizing social 
enterprises, which are producer-organizations whose objective functions combine social ideals and the 
highly mundane profit motive, opens avenues for the marginalized communities to participate and gain 
footing in the halal industry. 
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Figure 2. Opportunities of the Halal System in the Bangsamoro Region 

 
 
 
 
 

Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data from the People’s Budget public consultations. 
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The People’s Budget calls for a program that will establish the foundation of a halal ecosystem in the 
Bangsamoro region (herein called, Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program). The program is designed to 
support BARMM’s 2020 to 2022 Overall Development Goal (ODG) of creating “a favorable enabling 
environment for inclusive and sustainable economic development” [ODG No. 3] by helping the 
Bangsamoro regional government build a commitment to a culturally-relevant economy through the 
Islamic institution of halal.  
 
More specifically, the local communities collectively aspires the region to lead a competitive, integrated, 

and sustainable halal ecosystem whose halal products and services will be accessible to the 

Bangsamoro but also to the rest of the Philippines and the world. This means that the communities 
embrace the outward orientation of the economy, and the halal ecosystem serves as the fulcrum of 
economic growth and societal development. The program’s value proposition is encapsulated in its goal: 
engaging actors, productive communities, value-laden products and services, and sustainable halal 
ecosystem.  
 
Because halal is viewed as an ecosystem, the proposed program will necessarily support six (6) other 
aspects of the ODGs beside the economy. Notably, the program will touch on: 

• ODG No. 1: Establish the foundations for an inclusive, transparent, accountable, and efficient 
governance 

• ODG No. 4: Promote Bangsamoro identity, cultures, and diversity 
• ODG No. 5: Ensure access and delivery of quality services for human capital development 
• ODG No. 6: Harness technology and innovations to increase socio-economic opportunities and 

improve government services 
• ODG No. 7: Increase strategic and climate-resilient infrastructure to support sustainable socio-

economic development  
 
And indirectly, 

• ODG No. 8: Improve ecological integrity, and promote and enhance climate change adaptation, 
and disaster risk reduction to sustain resilience of communities in the Bangsamoro 

 
With proper planning, adequate administrative and policy oversight, supervisory systems, and resources, 
the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program works toward the following six objectives (also its desired 
impacts) spanning the elements of the ODGs:   

1) Income:  Improved income generation from halal activities 
2) Connectivity: Better physical access to quality halal products and services 
3) Supply: Critical mass of halal businesses and producers 
4) Social: Preference for halal products in community or social development programs 
5) Consumption: Increased local market demand for halal products 
6) Governance: Improved governance for halal development 
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Figure 3 below outlines the analytical pathways not only those that will affect the demand and supply of 
the halal ecosystem, but also the institutional underpinnings of the latter that will influence the behavior 
of actors and the local communities as well as the broader organization towards the achievement of the 
program vision and goal. Each element of supply, demand, and institutions  will directly or indirectly affect 
other aspects of the pathways. 
 
A key learning realized by the communities involved in the preparation of the People’s Budget report is 
that: to establish a halal ecosystem in the Bangsamoro region will necessitate a collaborative 
development approach and solutions to usher in a new direction of the economy and the society. Halal is 
an aspect of Islamic faith,  a paradigm, a development model, a science, a business, an art, an institution, 
and, most importantly, an embodiment of the desired way of living.  
 
This implies that the program will involve multiple actors working on multiple aspects of the halal 

ecosystem. This is reflective of the variety of actors along the value and supply chains who will be involved 
in the critical pathways as outlined in Figure 4. Therefore, the program requires an inter-ministry 
collaboration and solutions, especially given the unique political and social landscapes of communities in 
the region.  
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Figure 3. Theory of Change of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 

Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data from the People’s Budget public consultations. 
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Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data from the People’s Budget public consultations. 
 

Figure 4. Actors along the Supply and Value Chains relative to the Theory of Change of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 
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A. The Composition of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 

 
The Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program consists of seven related subprograms:4 
 

A. Gadung Subprogram: Modernizing Halal Agriculture and Fishery Production 
B. Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram: Halal Participatory Production, Innovation, and 

Enterprise Development in Food and Non-food Manufacturing 
C. Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram: Improving Halal Trade and Logistics  
D. Ganap Pagguro Subprogram: Support to Halal Specialization 
E. Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram: Halal Social Inclusion 
F. Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram: Strengthening the Halal Governance System 
G. Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram:  Consumer Behavioral Change for Halal Development  

  
These subprograms are composed of 50 individual projects.   
 
Some of these proposed initiatives can stand on their own because they fundamentally address the gaps 
in economic production and distribution as well as supporting policies needed to make the former happen. 
But, taken together paves way for optimized streams of expected benefits to allow a coherent halal 
ecosystem to flourish in the Bangsamoro region. This means that the structure of the program is a system 
of feedback-loops reinforcing the benefits of each subprogram or project.  
 
The following summarizes how each component of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program relates to 
one another. Reference to the specific initiative is indicated in color-coded and alpha-numeric ordering 
which corresponds to the project titles in the diagram below and to the detailed project description in the 
subsequent section. 

 
4 The title of the subprograms are words or phrases translated into the major Moro ethnic languages: 

• gadung – green (Maguindanaon, Mëranaw, Iranun, Tausug, and Yakan, although the last two groups 
employ different spelling: Gaddung) 

• pagpataud sin industriya – expanding the industry (Tausug) although industriya is a Filipino translation 
• sugpat kalluman – connecting trade (Sama) 
• ganap pagguro – support to specialization (Sama) 
• tabang sa ingëd – assistance or help to the communities (Maguindanaon, Mëranaw, and Iranun; tabang 

also means assistance or help in Tausug) 
• namagayon – united (Maguindanaon; the Mëranaw equivalent is miyagayon-ayon which means 

consensus) 
• pagpahap kahalan – improving lifestyle (Yakan) 
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Figure 5. List of Initiatives under the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 
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B. Project Relatedness 
 

Production Base in the Halal Primary Sector  
 

The first step to unlock the potential of the halal ecosystem program in the Bangsamoro is to expand and 

deepen the production base in agriculture and fishery, which are also called the primary sector. The aim 

is to increase the volume and improve the quality of locally produced halal primary commodities by 

adopting a cluster-based approach to production and to employ modern techniques and technologies at 

the farm level.  

 

A clustered-based production groups agriculture and fishery producers that are engaged in the same or 

related products.  A cluster consists of farming households or producers that are located adjacent or near 

each other, subject to the limitations allowed by the natural environment. While there is no defined 

number of producers to form a cluster, the latter must be big enough to pave way for economies of scale 

and localization economies, but also small to be wieldy.  Economies of scale pertains to a situation when 

the average cost of production declines as production volume expands, while localization economies 

refers to improvements in productivity in the entire industry because producers are located near each 

other.  Farmers and producers benefit from having access to learning/local knowledge and the labor pool 

because of their proximity to each other in a cluster or industry.  

 

In this report, a cluster consists of at least 100 farming or fisher households (including those engaged in 

backyard farming or backyard fishing) producing the same or related commodity or commodities within 

the specific industry.  

 

Currently, a substantial number of farming households in the Bangsamoro region each own less than a 

hectare of farmland, on average, according to the latest PSA statistics. The same is true for fisher 

households who each own one or two bancas in coastal areas. So, a cluster practically aggregates 

agriculture or fishery outputs, by location, while farmers and fishers still maintain ownership of their 

factors of production (e.g. land, labor, and physical capital). 

 

The system of clustered production is different from the traditional one-town-one-product (OTOP) 

approach peddled by national agencies in the past, because the latter turned out to be less congenial to 

productivity in some rural areas in the Philippines, especially in the context of risk exposures—whether 

natural, man-made, or policy-induced5. Clustered production allows intercropping or integrated 

permaculture, while OTOP does not. A municipality in the Bangsamoro region can have multiple 

agricultural or fishery clusters. The goals of clustered production are grounded on efficiency gains: to 

 
5 An example of policy-induced risk is the trade embargo instituted by the People’s Republic of China over the 
Philippine banana exports at the height of the West Philippine Sea tension in 2012. The embargo affected the 
Philippine trade surplus and the local economies of some rural towns or cities that implemented OTOP. Farming 
households in OTOP areas that are dependent on banana cultivation bore the brunt of the economic effects of the 
embargo. 
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generate competitive volume of production and to hasten consolidation of products for local 

consumption, trade, and further production of complex goods, e.g. food or non-food manufactured goods 

under the halal framework.   

 

The following crops stand out, among many, that local communities across BARMM view to be worthy for 

cluster-based production that conforms to the halal framework: livestock particularly cattle and goat [A1]; 

broiler chicken [A3]; upland and lowland organic vegetables [A5]; exotic and tropical fruits including high 

value crops such as coffee, cocoa, and coconuts [A6]; other crops such as root crops, corn, heirloom rice 

[A10]; and catfish [A7].  

 

Each farm will employ modern technologies to boost production, either through shared facilities 

(greenhouse structures, cattle fattening facilities, water pumps and tanks for DIY irrigation, motorized 

tractors) or individually- provided equipment (incubator and portable solar power). Many facilities and 

equipment for the production clusters are embedded as project inputs except for solar power treated as 

a separate project, called Bangsamoro Greentech Initiative [C5].  

 

Provision of portable solar power is an essential production input to address the prevailing issue of many 

poor farmers in the Bangsamoro region. Farmers who had received energy-dependent agricultural 

machines from various donors in the past were forced to sell the machines due to lack of electricity or 

due to prohibitively high cost of fuel relative to their household budget.  

 

Aside from cluster-based production arrangements, one project will involve commercial-grade modern 

production techniques and facilities for high-value mud crabs, using the technology of SEAFDEC6 [A8]. 

Other production technologies have high potential so that demonstrating them as pilot initiatives is crucial 

to determine their future profitability as well as social and environmental acceptability: small-scale 

pastured system of production for halal livestock [A2] and for native breed of chickens [A4]; tuna farming 

for smoked fish (bakas) production [A1], and  floating farms for vegetables or fruits for towns with inland 

waterscape [A11]. These projects are either replicated in other parts of the country on commercial scale  

or currently being piloted. 

 

The Gadung subprogram introduces initiatives that will break away from the past tradition of over-

reliance of farmers and of government agriculture offices in procuring farm inputs from outside BARMM, 

unless otherwise necessary. Farmers in key strategic areas will produce halal and organic fertilizers, 

pesticides, and vermicomposting [A2], and feeds [A13]. The same goes for procuring seedlings. BARMM 

will set up accredited seed supply or distribution centers in key areas to serve the agriculture production 

clusters, as well as two science-backed halal seed banks [A14]. Planting is an investment of time and 

resources, so it is essential that what the farmers sow is guaranteed to produce the right type and quality 

of crop harvests. Maintaining seed banks will provide safeguards to endemic crops, as well as valuable 

 
6 Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center/Aquaculture Department (SEAFDEC) is an international 
collaborative research institution whose headquarter is based in Iloilo. 
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staples with better traits, which will secure the region the production of agricultural commodities uniquely 

identifiable as Bangsamoro’s in the world market in the future. Choosing seeds with better traits  can be 

done through selective breeding but not genetic modification to guarantee that the seeds are halal.  

 

It is envisioned that each ordinary farmer and fisher will be transformed into income-earning economic 

players. The regional government will initiate activities to boost the confidence of farmers and fishers and 

to confer or restore their respective personalities to do farm business transactions through the following: 

assistance on farm and fishery business formalization [A16], basic farm business and financial literacy 

[D8], and farm branding [A16]. Qualified farmers and fishers will be given access to capital under the 

Bangsamoro Halal Agriculture and Fishery Financial Scheme [A15]. BARMM will establish a government 

finance institution (GFI) to be co-owned by BARMM and a corporate entity to administer and manage the 

halal financial scheme for farmers and fishers. 

 

 

Production Base, Technology, and Technical Capabilities in Halal Manufacturing 
 

What the agriculture and fishery sectors have produced and will produce will feed as inputs to propel 

BARMM’s industrial sector, particularly manufacturing, given the right conditions. BARMM’s industrial 

sector currently consists of food and non-food manufacturing, cultural artefact (including textile and 

metalcraft) manufacturing, in addition to construction, and utilities.  

 

Improving the industrial competitiveness in the region shall be the priority of the Bangsamoro government 

so that private business enterprises engaged in halal will be able to thrive with the rigors of the open 

market, which is characterized by exporting and competing with imports from areas outside of BARMM 

and the rest of the world. What type of industrial and trade orientation that will shape the economic 

structure (including those that pertain to halal) of BARMM in the future will depend on what type of 

industrial policy and framework that the Bangsamoro regional government will mount and adopt.  

 

While that has not happened yet, the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program identified the following 

initiatives that will extend the production possibility frontiers of the halal  manufacturing in the 

Bangsamoro, currently and predominantly confined to artisanal micro- and small-scale operations, and 

that will help pull the agriculture and fishery sectors as source of production inputs. To this end, the 

Bangsamoro regional government will contribute to improve the markets for factors of production 

(production infrastructures, skills and technology capabilities, and support institutions) and the product 

markets (trade competition). The initiatives to develop the factors market are encapsulated in four (4) 

subprograms: Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram, Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, Ganap Pagguro 

Subprogram, and Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram. Projects that cover the products market 

are partially covered by Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram and Ganap Pagguro Subprogram.  

 

Local micro and small manufacturers that are constrained by the high cost of procuring physical 

equipment and FDA-approved production space will have an opportunity to access shared manufacturing 
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facilities [B2] suitable for any type of halal food manufacturing to be located in major urban areas across 

BARMM or community-managed processing plant for smoked tuna [B1] in the coastal town in Lanao del 

Sur. Production of indigenous packaging materials using modern techniques and facilities that conform to 

the halal and sustainability benchmarks will also be pursued to address the high cost and significant 

environmental impacts of conventional packaging materials largely imported by local producers and 

traders from other parts of the Philippines. The indigenous packaging materials will also provide identity 

to halal products to be produced in the Bangsamoro region [B3].  

 

Cultural workers will have an opportunity to tap the production area and showroom attached to each 

School of Living Traditions [B9]. There will be one School of Living Traditions per province to promote 

cultural goods which will embrace the halal or halalan tayyiban standards (e.g. halal textiles, halal and 

traditional herbal medicines or cosmetics, traditional delicacies) as it will also preserve the local cultures 

and boost the tourism industry.  

 

The MTIT along with the private sector and other key actors will determine the priority industries (and 

products) that fall within the scope of halal production with great local and global market prospects over 

the short to long-term horizons. Identifying the priority and strategic industries and products shall be 

backed by well-thought out industry research.  This will be part of the universe of the Bangsamoro Halal 

Governance Initiative [F1] where each priority industries and products will be included in the Halal 

industrial plan and policy. Priority products will be cascaded to all initiatives (and responsible ministries 

or offices including LGUs, the proposed product guilds, [D4] and the private-led Bangsamoro Halal 

Manufacturing Industry Council [F2]) under the Gadung Subprogram, Pagpataud sin Industriya 

Subprogram, Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, and Ganap Pagguro Subprogram.  

 

Similar to farmers and fishers to be given access to finance under the Gadung Subprogram, qualified local 

manufacturers in the Bangsamoro region will have access to capital through the Bangsamoro Micro, Small 

and Medium Industries Financial Scheme for Halal Development [B7]. This will help the local 

manufacturing firms that are engaged in halal to expand their existing operations or to start new ones. 

Local manufacturing MSMEs will be encouraged to diversify their halal product lines to avoid the 

oversaturation of markets and to increase their trade penetration and market reach. An incentive scheme 

will be set up to this end [D1]. The regional government will also provide performance-based incentives 

to local halal manufacturers and producers (including farmers) in the agriculture sector provided they will 

have achieved certain prescribed targets—either export (i.e. goods sold outside BARMM or outside the 

country) targets or production targets covered by the priority industries [B4]. 

 

Product diversification and operation expansion usually require investing in certain amount of skills and 

certain level of technology suitable to the needs of the private sector and the demands of the natural 

environment. However, because of the inherent size disadvantage of MSMEs to undertake technological 

activities and because of the limited information on technical alternatives by the local MSMEs, the 

Bangsamoro regional government will support various projects to boost halal production with high 

technology content. The goal is that local enterprises will be able to command high value in the market 
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for their manufactured commodities and will penetrate the domestic and global trades. This is tied to the 

primordial and broader need of BARMM to deepen its industrial and export structures by using incentives 

to persuade locals to invest in its core capabilities starting with labor-intensive activities and, eventually, 

gradually moving towards skill- and technology-intensive activities starting in halal food and non-food 

manufacturing.  

 

The regional government will set up the Bangsamoro Strategic Halal Innovation Fund for local 

manufacturers, innovators, and farmers in the region with highly promising and tested technologies that 

are ready for commercialization to improve production and processing of halal products [B5]. At the 

community level, prospective micro or small entrepreneurs, existing business owners, farmers, students, 

technicians, professionals, housewives, or practically just any resident with interest in developing business 

ideas related to halal manufacturing, production, and trade operations shall be given a shared venue for 

product development, business idea conceptualization, and collaboration. Each province will have one 

community-level Collaborative Halal Innovation Center which will host supervised group sessions or 

assisted product experimentations. The initiative shall be a platform to encourage the general public to 

engage in product development, to instill a sense of entrepreneurial discovery among residents in the 

Bangsamoro, and to promote innovation and experimental learning for business growth [B6] even for 

micro players in halal. 

 

While the hardware component of the production technologies are important, MSMEs needs to improve 

their technical capabilities to efficiently utilize the hardware. Technological capabilities include the 

technical, managerial, organizational, and financial skills that are firm-specific and which are necessary to 

improve the learning curve of local enterprises engaged in halal manufacturing.  The project on 

enterprise- or firm-level skill upgrading will precisely do as that [B8].  At the same time, a selected number 

of successful and innovative local halal manufacturers in the Bangsamoro region with export (domestic 

or outside the country) performance or history will participate in exposure trips and learning exchange  

with leading halal manufacturing companies in southeast Asia and the Philippines [D2]. The aim of the 

initiative is to allow local entrepreneurs to acquire new insights on modern halal manufacturing on a 

grander scale so that they will be encouraged to adopt similar technologies in the Bangsamoro region 

sooner or later.  

 

Because there are different technologies that are specific to different aspects of the halal industry, 

BARMM will need a breadth of specialized skills and knowledge to assist the demands of various sectors 

encompassed by halal: manufacturing, agriculture and fishery, trade, transportation and logistics. Hence, 

the regional government will invest in upskilling the labor force on halal by providing few post-graduate 

scholarships on science-based courses [D3] and organizing science, innovation, and trade fairs geared 

towards halal development [D5]. At the same time, to instill community-level appreciation about the 

science of halal and to accumulate general skills about halal development, the regional government will 

invest in halal literacy to communities across BARMM [G1] and will explore the inclusion of halal subjects 

in the current curriculum in basic education [G2]. 
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At the institutional level, the regional government will encourage producers, farmers, artisans, and other 

actors along the value chain to form guilds or associations around particular halal products (e.g. 

Bangsamoro Coffee Association) whose sole purpose is to foster the development of the product industry 

that they represent [D4]. The initiative targets to strengthen business practices for each type of industry 

or furtherance of mutual and beneficial professional interests and to maintain standard quality for 

Bangsamoro products. The product guilds or associations will also serve as a venue for their member to 

exchange the latest trends on technologies, new products, industry risks, product input sourcing, market 

prospects, etc. as a way to address the loose, or seemingly detached, structure of the supply chain in 

BARMM. In the same vein, it is essential that a private-led Bangsamoro Halal Manufacturing Industry 

Council [F2] will be organized and nurtured to serve both as the voice of the manufacturing community 

in the Bangsamoro region for advocacy and representation and as the platform to advance their common 

interests. 

 

 

Halal Product Positioning 
 

While product specialization and application of technology are vital to market positioning, the next task 

of the Bangsamoro regional government is to ensure that the credibility of the local producers (farmers, 

manufacturers, and traders alike) of halal goods and services conforms to the national and global 

standards and is maintained. It is an essential aspect of product positioning. Ultimately, the quality and 

volume of halal products to be sold to the market depends on the technology and the technical 

capabilities applied in production at the farm and firm levels, 

 

Applying for halal certification from accredited bodies is an endeavor of the private sector. But, because 

applying for a halal certification can be prohibitively expensive to many ordinary farmers, producers, and 

local manufacturers, especially among those organized as micro and small players, it is necessary for the 

Bangsamoro regional government to step in. Otherwise, the halal opportunity presented to the region 

will remain a “missing market.” Complying to the Halal Assurance Standards [D7] will be a cheaper option 

while local producers will work towards certification in the future when  their profitability prospects will 

become more congenial to their current operations. 

 

The ability of BARMM to secure the credibility of its production base also rests on the capacity of the  

regional government to protect the economic assets and products of the local communities, as well as the 

natural and cultural wealth upon which our industrious farmers and fishers, artisans, and local 

manufacturers depend, from being lost to intellectual piracy.  

 

Some traditional products and raw materials are now produced in other parts of the country, while some 

are procured from local communities in BARMM at very low prices but repackaged as products of other 

cities or regions at much better prices. Because intellectual piracy remains untracked, the immediate and 

long-term economic and financial losses to the producers and to the local communities from where the 

products and raw materials are originally produced are immense.  
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Hence, the Bangsamoro regional government will undertake an initiative to protect the ownership of the 

local communities of their traditional products and endemic raw materials and to secure a stamp of 

authenticity of locally-produced commodities through the application of the Geographic Indication (GI) 

System [D6]. Classifying intellectual property is an exclusive power of the national government, which 

means the regional government will collaborate with Intellectual Property Office of the Philippines 

(IPOPHIL) for the registration of local commodities to earn their the GI status. The initiative is still being 

piloted by the IPOPHIL. However, it will be beneficial for the local communities to be among the first 

“movers” (i.e. first registrants) to acquire GI status, given the rigorous validation process involved in the 

application, before other communities outside of BARMM will lay claim ownership. The initiative will be 

BARMM’s ticket to safeguard its economic and cultural wealth and to secure the premiums that local 

farmers, artisans, and manufacturers have long sought for their local products. 

 

 

Supply Chain Management, Trade Support Structures, and the Market 
 

Aside from standards and intellectual property, the most important aspect of maintaining business 

credibility is that pertains to the supply management and the ability of suppliers or producers to meet the 

market demand for halal goods based on agreed specifications. This refers to whether local producers 

including farmers and fishers in the production clusters will be able to meet the required volume and 

quality agreed upon in the supply contracts with buyers (e.g. local manufactures or processing plants, 

traders and exporters) located within and outside BARMM.  

 

All the projects identified under the Gadung Subprogram will guarantee higher level of production on 

halal goods in the primary (agriculture and fishery) sector. The two projects on financial and business 

literacy for farmers [D8] and firm-level skill upgrading [B8] under the Gannap Pagguro Subprogram and 

Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram, respectively, will equip both the farmers and micro and small local 

entrepreneurs the skills on supply management being an essential component of management 

operations. These initiatives will be necessary but not sufficient for producers and farmers to engage in 

beneficial trade with manufacturers and traders including exporters who will demand strict specifications 

on volumes and quality that will meet the national or global standards, on reliable terms (time, space, and 

price).  

 

Linking suppliers of raw materials to manufacturers and traders, as well as traders to consumers, will 

require support infrastructures. In fact, the economic goal of BARMM for unhindered growth in both 

production and trade depends on the efficiency of trade support structures such as logistics services.  

 

The Bangsamoro regional government will set up consolidation points—and will harness existing ones—

to be located near the production clusters and in key transportation nodes or terminals (e.g. land or ports). 

The hardware will be integrated to an organized system of supply management where all the farmers and 

fishers in production clusters will be enabled to trade with representatives of big manufacturers, 
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processing companies, and exporters [C7] on regular basis based on harvest schedule. It will also be easy 

for logisticians to pick volumes of raw materials up at consolidation points rather than fetch crops 

individually at each farm that will be prohibitively costly. Manufacturers, processing plant operators, 

exporters, big traders, and other institutional buyers mostly operate on efficiency terms (i.e. economies 

of scale) which the big-volume type of procurement and supply arrangements will target to facilitate.  

 

Consumers and small buyers (retailers, micro and artisanal manufacturers), on the other hand, will be 

able to buy halal goods or raw materials direct from farmers and sellers through point-to-point delivery 

[C8], dedicated halal market spaces for informal enterprises as an incentive for the latter to file their 

business registrations [C1], dedicated halal lanes, shelves, trade posts in existing and prospective 

groceries and retail shops [C2], and halal e-commerce platforms [C3]. All these will be run by the private 

sector or the local communities so that the Bangsamoro regional government’ role will be entirely 

facilitative and coordinative, although in some cases will require the regional government to put up a 

counterpart assistance so just to jumpstart the process. A legislation is needed to encourage the private 

sector to install halal lanes or trade posts in retail grocery shops. The halal e-commerce, which will 

complement the conventional platforms of trade, will require the digital infrastructures [C4] as well as 

information campaign on the use of e-commerce as a viable trade platform of the future [G3].     

 

Vulnerable population, the poorest segment of the population, and internally displaced population will 

be able to access halal products through the social welfare assistance under the Tabang sa Ingëd 

Subprogram. The latter consists of one pilot initiative to be called Tulong with Dignity project which will 

combine setting up halal food banks and developing a food voucher system [E1]. Qualified beneficiaries 

will receive halal goods from a food bank, just like any other ordinary resident shopping for their grocery 

items, using a voucher stub or coupon. The social welfare ministry of the Bangsamoro regional 

government will distribute the voucher coupons. Allowing beneficiaries to shop for their grocery items 

will remove the stigma of being a recipient of relief welfare programs.  

 

Once the pilot is deemed successful, rolling out a grander scale of Tulong with Dignity project will 

necessitate a BTA legislation on procurement policy favoring halal goods which will be used to stock up 

the inventories of the food banks. This requirement is one of the priority outputs of governance project 

[F1] under the Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram. 

 

Trade also requires the efficiency of the transportation system, ideally adopting multi-modal 

transportations appropriate to the physical environment and suitable to meet the economic demand for 

safety, timeliness, efficiency, and comfort of both the people and goods in the agriculture, industry and 

commerce sectors.  

 

The Bangsamoro regional government will construct or upgrade inland ports and provide modern water-

based transportation system in Maguindanao and Lanao del Sur [C6] to augment the connective 

infrastructures in the provinces. The project will link production clusters in the peripheries surrounding 

the marsh or the lake to major trade and urban areas lying along the tributaries. This will ease the flow of 
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halal goods and raw materials and movements of people. Another worthy investment is a cable-assisted 

(or tramline) transportation system connecting communities within the production clusters, in 

mountainous or elevated terrains or in expansive farmlands, and between production clusters and nearby 

consolidation points across the region [C9]. The project will be a huge relief to the farmers engaged in 

halal production since post-harvest, particularly transporting farm goods, is the most labor intensive 

aspect of farm operations. Transportation costs gobble up a significant share of the family budget of 

ordinary farmer or fisher households. A similar project has been implemented in Negros Occidental with 

benefits far outweighing the costs. 

 

And, finally, a critical component of many projects in Gadung Subprogram and Pagpataud sin Industriya 

Subprogram is access to electricity by the communities in farm production clusters and even in urban 

areas where a significant number of local manufacturing and trade activities are located. Lack of electricity 

in rural areas is a major deterrent to modernize agriculture and fishery. Businesses and households in the 

capitals are scourged by frequent power interruptions which adversely affect their operations, often 

resulting in rapid obsolescence of equipment, machineries, and other household durable items. Hence, 

the Bangsamoro regional government will provide portable hybrid (off-grid and on-grid) solar power 

equipment to farm and fisher households in production clusters and will install the same in shared or 

community facilities to pave way for continuous growth in production, business expansion, and trade [C5]. 

The project will be called Bangsamoro Greentech Initiative.            

 

 

Improving Social Norms to Strengthen the Demand for Halal Goods and Services 
 

Once the BARMM lays the foundation to strengthen the supply of halal commodities for the region and 

to the rest of the world, the next task will be on how it can influence the collective behavior of its 

constituents to embrace the science of halal and halalan tayyiban and embed both in the lifestyle of all 

actors along the supply chain including consumers.  

 

In doing so, it will ensure that the local demand for a whole range of halal commodities, at par with the 

global standards, will remain solid and will to continue to grow. Halal as a concept is deeply tied to the 

Islamic belief system practiced by majority of BARMM residents, but the science of halal and halalan 

tayyiban has still not permeated the community and individual psyches.      

 

To improve the social norms and strengthen halal behaviors—and, consequently, the demand for halal 

goods and services, a lineup of initiatives under the Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram will target the general 

communities in the Bangsamoro region, so that each resident will appreciate and imbibe halal 

development in his or her daily affairs. Similar to the assistance for the farmers and micro and small 

entrepreneurs under Ganap Pagguro Subprogram, a sustained literacy initiative will allow ordinary 

residents and consumers to learn the general principles of and develop their basic skills on halal and 

Islamic finance [G1]. An information campaign project on halal e-commerce will be essential if the 

Bangsamoro will want e-commerce to gain wider currency as a viable trade infrastructure, which 

complements the conventional trade platforms, to the general public [G3].  
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Allowing people at a young age to acquire an appreciation and to develop certain level of competencies 

about halal as a science and as a lifestyle, along with their hands-on applications both in their learning 

environment and at home, will fortify the long-term quality of the labor force. The latter will champion 

halal development as an ecosystem and as part of the broader economic policy agenda of the Bangsamoro 

region in the future. Hence, the regional government will explore the inclusion of well-rounded halal 

subjects in the basic education curriculum in BARMM [G2]. This will require all the necessary elements of 

developing strategies and resources for instructional materials development and adoption, teacher and 

school administrators trainings, parents’ and teachers’ support to the new addition to pedagogical 

methods which will be used in teaching halal subjects, etc.  

 

Furthermore, consumers will be given a proactive role in terms of advancing their rights. They will be given 

a platform, a voice, and advocacy about anything related to consumer welfare. The platform will allow 

consumers elevate to concerned authorities issues or potential disputes emanating from industry actions, 

policies, trends, risks, etc. that will have significant impacts on consumer welfare. Once consumers are 

organized into an association, they will advocate for their representation in various policy bodies to 

promote the protection of consumer rights over halal goods and services [G4]. Such representation shall 

be supported by the Bangsamoro regional government. Organizing consumers to advocate their specific 

rights will be a counter-weight to any corporate excesses and abuses. 

 

 

The Locus of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem 
 

And, finally, the environment by which the broad and individual rights of consumers, producers, and factor 

owners—labor, land, and capital—are protected and promoted are crucial in determining the institutional 

environment that generates economic progress. The quality of institutions in the Bangsamoro frames the 

expectations about the conditions by which private or public investments on halal will generate future 

private or social returns, and the manner by which these returns to investment will be enjoyed. In fact, 

BARMM’s future success in terms of achieving the fruits of halal development will rest on its capacity to 

leverage resources and to strengthen the institutional setting to pursue a rapid-catch up.   

 

Halal governance shall be at the locus of the Bangsamoro halal ecosystem. This means that the regional 

government will put the halal ecosystem at the core of the regional and local governance since halal 

covers a wide spectrum of societal needs. The Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram will be 

instrumental to establish: (i) the enabling environment which will define the parameters and the 

incentives to do business on halal, (ii) the rules governing the protection of the rights of economic actors 

to pursue their industry related to halal at the least possible cost to the society, and (iii) the structures to 

provide public goods and to correct market failures that will otherwise hinder halal to thrive.  
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The Bangsamoro Halal Governance Initiative [G2] is a crucial project because it identifies 10 legal or 

administrative instruments (plans, guidelines, policies, legislations necessary to support different aspects 

of the halal ecosystem laid out in this report.  

 

The projects to establish the Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation to be under the MTIT and a 

private-led Bangsamoro Halal Manufacturing Industry Council, both discussed in previous sections, will 

be important local bodies. The former will be responsible for the administration of future programs 

encompassing halal manufacturing industry, while the latter for the advancement of interests of the 

private sector involved in the halal manufacturing industry, as partner of the Bangsamoro regional 

government on halal development.           
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A. Gadung Subprogram: Modernizing Halal Agriculture and Fishery Production 
 

Project A.1. 

  

Halal Cattle and Goat Clustered Production with 

Community-based Fattening Facilities 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  70,590,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The current supply for halal beef and chevon (or goat meat) cannot meet the current and future 

demand primarily because livestock production in BARMM is limited to backyard farming. There are 

many reasons why backyard farming dominates, but chief among are that many farmers in BARMM are 

either tenants or small landholders, and farming livestock requires large capitalization and 

maintenance. By most accounts, farmers who own few heads of cows or goats rely on common or 

public land or a tract of land owned by traditional community leaders at the latter’s bidding for grazing. 

Access to veterinary care is limited. Knowledge about optimal feeding and watering is also limited. Most 

farmers use their cattle for their brute labor to assist in farming activities. This confluence of factors 

results in livestock raised in backyard farming that are malnourished, sickly, or reared without regard 

to their welfare.  

 

           The project proposes to increase both the volume and quality of livestock production in BARMM 

by (i) distribution of several heads of livestock, (ii) teaching farmers the proper way to rear and 

propagate cattle and goats, (iii) and establish community-based fattening facilities in selected areas 

complete with amenities such as water and sanitation system to maintain the concept of Halalan 

Tayyiban (or purity, safety, and cleanliness) in animal husbandry. The goal is to work around the 

concept of backyard farming, but at the same time, leverage the livestock production of individual 

farming households in BARMM by improving the supply of quality halal beef and chevon for local 

consumption or for exports to other parts of the country. 

 

          The project shall identify suitable areas (and restricted areas) for livestock production so that the 

latter will have minimal effect on the environment (e.g. overgrazing in public land and encroachment 

protected areas, water pollution from the runoff of manure, other environmental hazards such as 

disease or fly outbreak especially if the animals are raised near highly settled areas even in rural 

landscape). An environmental assessment will be conducted prior to the establishment of clustered 

farms. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Clustered farms for halal cattle and goat raising 

• Community-managed livestock fattening facility 

• A system to manage the use of community-managed facilities 

such as fattening facility and common grazing grounds 

• Environmental assessments on livestock production 
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• A system of cluster-based rearing and harvesting management 

Area coverage: 1 cluster in rural areas per province in BARMM: Basilan, Lanao del 

Sur, Maguindanao del Norte, Maguindanao del Sur, North Cotabato, 

and Sulu.  Note: Tawi-tawi is excluded because of potable water 
scarcity in the province  

 

Operational setup: • Follow a clustered approach (i.e. distribute live cows and goats) 

to farming households that reside near each other. The reason 

is that the project hopes to achieve economies of scale to utilize 

the community-based facility, and to allow the development of 

a livestock industry within the cluster even if livestock is reared 

in a backyard farming setup.  

• Incorporate farmers involved in livestock production.  

• Establish a system to allows them to use the community-based 

fattening facility. 

Inputs Per cluster: 

• 1 fattening facility 

• 6 water tank 

• 1 hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* 

• farm hand tools and equipment 

 

Per farmer-household:  

• 2 cows or 2 goats 

• veterinary care 

• training 

 

Per fattening facility: 

• haystack 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 32,130,000.00 45.5 

MOOE 38,460,000.00 54.5 

Total 70,590,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 50 farming households per cluster x 1 cluster in 

rural areas per province in BARMM (except Tawi-tawi due to 

scarcity of water) x 6 provinces  

 

Indirect beneficiaries: Backward linkages (suppliers of local feeds, 

i.e. farmers engaged in rice, corn, and legume production in the 
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province), forward linkages (workers in the halal abattoir, vendors in 

the local market, workers in the transportation sector, consumers)  

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MENRE (for the environmental 

management of livestock production particularly grazing areas, and 

for maintaining water and sanitation of community-based fattening 

facilities), LGUs, local university, local farming households, livestock 

cooperatives (to be organized) 
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Project A.2. 

  

Small-scale Pastured, Organic, Free-Range, and Halal 
Livestock Production (PILOT) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  12,952,000.00 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Livestock production in BARMM is thriving, but it remains mostly as a backyard enterprise where 

some farming households own few heads of livestock. Very few, if not none, are engaged in proper 

management for a productive pasture on small to big farms. This is despite the fact that there are 

substantial tracts of agricultural land in BARMM that are suitable for pasture remain idle.  

 

          Current practices on rearing and handling of livestock do not conform to halal and global 

standards that provide adequate pastoral care including soil management and veterinary care for the 

wellbeing of the animals. The traditional forms of assistance provided by the regional and local 

governments on livestock production is limited to just distribution of several heads of livestock, and 

sometimes, the provision of veterinary care services.  

 

          In addition, the livestock industry in BARMM is tethered only to two outcomes: as a main source 

of meat for dietary consumption of residents and as a dependable source of brute labor to carry the 

heavy load of some farming activities that ordinary farmers have a hard time doing. BARMM has not 

explored other spans of the livestock industry as the production of dairy milk and related goods which 

can be used for domestic consumption or for exports to other regions in the country. 

 

          The project will pilot well-managed pastures with modern facilities for the rearing and production 

of healthy, halal, organic, free-range, and grass-fed livestock consisting of cows, and goats. The project 

envisions an integrated pasture for livestock to improve productivity and to ensure the well-being of 

animals according to the global standards on welfare-friendly animal farming and Halal standards. The 

establishment of pasture-based livestock production has the following components:  

 

1) Identification of tame grass or rangeland pastures by MENRE and LGU to ensure livestock 

production will have minimal impact to the environment. (Note that the choice of grazing area 

within the pasture must be near riparian areas so that animals will have access to shades and 

water.) 

2) Proper soil management to utilize manure and other organic materials as source of nutrients 

for plants and to manage runoff to prevent the risk of water pollution 

3) Grass and legume (corn) cultivation and field buffer to optimize forage management and 

pasture growth 

4) Animal husbandry which includes provision for fencing; rotational grazing, watering and 

feeding sites with; and distribution of several heads of live goats and cows. The optimal carrying 

capacity of cows per pasture shall be determined. 
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5) Pasture-based watering system 

6) Provision of barns and designated exercise locations within the pasture for feeding, watering, 

exercise, relaxation when the pasture is not accessible due to heavy rain, flooding or drought. 

7) Farm equipment 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Pilot and integrated environmentally-friendly pasture of 

livestock that produces: healthy, halal, pastured, free-range, 

grass-fed and organic livestock farms (goats and cows) 

• A system of managing and operating a small-scale pasture 

Area coverage: Pasture sites in riparian area located in: 

• Lanao del Sur:  Amai Manabilang 

• Maguindanao del Norte:  Sultan Mastura 

• Maguindanao del Sur: Mamasapano 

• North Cotabato: Pikit  

 

3 contiguous hectares per pasture. 1 pasture per municipality 

Operational setup: Integrated and pasture-based farm management. This is applicable 

to those with relatively big farmland (consolidated or otherwise) 

Inputs Per pasture: 

• 1 shaded barn 

• fenced grazing area 2 hectares 

• 1 generator 

• 6 water tanks 

• 1 water pump 

• 10 cows 

• 10 goats 

• veterinary care 

 

Per farming household: 

• training 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 10,320,000.00 79.7 

MOOE 2,632,000.00 20.3 

Total 12,952,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 5 farmers per hectare x 3 hectares per pasture 

x 1 pasture per municipality x  4 municipalities 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: Backward linkages (suppliers of local feeds, 

i.e. farmers engaged in rice, corn, and legume production in the 
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province), forward linkages (workers in the halal abattoir, vendors in 

the local market, workers in the transportation sector, consumers) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project); MENRE (to determine suitable 

rangeland pastures); LGU; local private investor, local university-

agriculture, farm cooperatives or local business outfit engaged in 

livestock production 
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Project A.3. 

  

Halal Chicken (Broiler) Clustered Production 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  75,728,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Like livestock farming, poultry production in BARMM is a backyard industry—typically at the scale 

of ultra-micro to small—which severely limits the chances of producers or farmers to supply their 

products to big institutional buyers such as franchised or ordinary restaurants and food manufacturers 

within and outside BARMM. At the same time, residents in the Bangsamoro region rely on dressed 

chicken imported from other parts of Mindanao for local consumption. 

 

           Previous and present assistance by the regional government include provision of  live chickens 

and materials for the construction of coops to households engaged in backyard farming. But, because 

the recipients are not organized into a clusters and there has been no consolidation of produce to 

achieve competitive volume, local producers and farmers have not able to penetrate institutional 

buyers. At the very least, their produce end up being consumed by their own households or sold in local 

public markets. Chicken farming in effect has not transitioned into a thriving and significant industry 

and generate enough incomes among the farming households. 

 

          The proposed project aims to distribute halal live broiler chickens and assistance for the 

construction of chicken coops, as well as halal feeds, incubators, to farming households. Provision of 

community-shared power source (hybrid solar and wind), truck to transport produce, and transport 

harvest crates for chickens will address the common challenge of poultry farmers in BARMM of power 

outages (for the incubators) and difficulty in transporting produce. The project will also include trainings 

on sustainable poultry production and management.   

 

           The project will pursue a clustering of farm production including those engaged in backyard 

farming. The reasons are: 1) the arrangement of spatially clustered producers/farmers of broiler 

chickens makes consolidation of products easy to manage to reach the competitive volume 

requirement for domestic and international markets, 2) spatial clustering of farm production makes it 

easy to establish a local industry and an identity/brand surrounding a fulcrum product (in this case 

broiler chicken), and 3) it allows farming households engaged in broiler chicken production to share 

facilities that are otherwise expensive to give individually, e.g. hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) power 

source or generator, transportation vehicle (e.g. elf truck), and transport harvest crates. 

 

          An environmental assessment will be conducted prior to establishing or expanding clustered 

farms for broiler chicken. 
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Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Clustered farms for halal broiler 

• A system to manage the use of community-managed facilities 

such as hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) power source for 

incubators and cargo truck 

• Environmental assessments on broiler chicken production 

• A system of cluster-based rearing and harvesting management 

Area coverage: 10 clusters in rural areas per province in BARMM: Basilan, Lanao del 

Sur, Maguindanao del Norte, Maguindanao del Sur, North Cotabato, 

Sulu, and Tawi-tawi, plus Cotabato City.   

Operational setup: • Follow a clustered approach (i.e. distribute live broiler chickens) 

to farming households that reside near each other.  

• Establish a system to allows them to use the community-shared 

facilities. 

Inputs Per farming household: 

• 1 chicken coop 

• 1 incubator 

• 30 broiler chickens 

• 50 kg. of Halal feeds 

 

Per cluster (community-based facilities): 

• 1 hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* per 25 household 

(as applicable to areas without electricity) 

• 20 transport harvest crates 

 

• 1 elf cargo truck per 5 clusters (i.e. 10 cluster per province) 

• 1 training per 100 households  

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 30,000,000.00 39.6 

MOOE 45,728,000.00 60.4 

Total 75,728,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 200 farming households per cluster x 10 

clusters per province in BARMM x 6 provinces plus Cotabato City 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: Backward linkages (suppliers of local feeds, 

i.e. farmers engaged in rice and corn production), forward linkages 

(workers in the halal abattoir, vendors in the local market, workers 
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in the transportation sector, restaurants and other institutional 

buyers, consumers)  

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MENRE (for the environmental 

management of broiler chicken production particularly grazing 

areas, and for maintaining water and sanitation), LGUs, local 

university, local farming households 
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Project A.4. 

  

Small-scale Pastured, Free-range, and Halal Native Chicken 

Production (Pilot) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php 4,090,500.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

         The conventional practice on poultry production in many parts of the region confines chickens in 

poorly managed and poorly sanitized cages have high mortality and morbidity rates. Feeds, 

nourishments, and medicines provided to the poultry are of unknown provenance so that some do not 

conform to the halal standards. Some poultry farms have low access to veterinary care. The technology 

employed (e.g. incubators) in many farms is still the traditional type resulting in low productivity rate.  

 

          Some farms were able to receive assistance (consisting mainly of live chicks, feeds, nets, and 

traditional incubators made of bulbs) from BARMM in the past. But some farmers, particularly those in 

Lanao del Sur, complain that they cannot sustain poultry production because of low survival rates. 

Frequent power outages renders traditional incubators useless exposing eggs to spoilage or hatchlings 

to risks of dying or illness.  

 

          Many farmers are also not aware about the health risks both to the animals and to the consumers 

posed by rearing poultry confined in cramped and dirty cages. They are not aware that such practice is 

not welfare-friendly to the chickens. Hence, cramped and caged poultry production does not conform 

to the concept of Halalan Tayyiban (purity, safety, and cleanliness). 

 

         The project will address these concerns by employing a pasture-based system for poultry 

production in response to the growing demand for natural, organic, free-range (i.e. outdoor access), 

welfare-friendly chicken which are essential elements for halal production. The pasture-based poultry 

production will include:  

 

1) Feeding and watering sites 

2) Covered and fenced area to allow chickens to rest at night or during bad weather 

3) Egg incubators with reliable heat source (such as hybrid generators--wind and solar). 

Fuel for diesel generator may be costly for many farmers. 

4) Enclosed structure with heat source for newly-hatched chicks to allow them to get 

strong for weeks before they are released in the pasture. 

5) Sanitation and isolation area for newly arrived chickens to prevent the spread of 

diseases such as the avian flu 

6) Breed selection in favor or fast growing chickens like broilers to allow frequent 

harvests of meat and eggs. At the same time, effort to utilize heritage breeds are 

necessary for biodiversity conservation and preservation of genetic pool, which adds 

premium and identity which will make BARMM poultry production known for. 
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Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Pilot pastured farm that produces organic, halal, free-range and 

healthy chicken and eggs 

• A system of managing and operating a small pasture 

Area coverage: 0.5 hectares per municipality: 

 

Lanao del Sur: Maguing, Buadipuso-Buntong, and Madalum 

Maguindanao: Mamasapano, Upi, and Datu Odin Sinsuat 

North Cotabato: Midsayap 

Sulu: Indanan and Parang 

 

Operational setup: Integrated and pasture-based farm management. This is applicable 

to those with relatively big farmland (consolidated or otherwise) 

Inputs Per pasture (2,500 sqm): 

• 50 rolls x 20m netting 

• perimeter fence (subsidized cost of bamboo materials) 

• 1 incubator 

• 1 hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* 

• 1 chicken coop 

• 100 native chickens 

• 3 x 50 kgs of halal feeds 

• training for farmers 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 2,592,000.00 63.4 

MOOE 1,498,500.00 36.6 

Total 4,090,500.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 5 farming households per pasture x 9 

municipalities 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: forward linkages (traders; institutional buyers 

including food manufacturers, restaurants; consumers; 

transportation) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MENRE, LGU, farmers, local 

private investor, local university with specialization in agriculture 
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Project A.5. 

  

Clustered Production of Halal and Organic Vegetables 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  251,255,640.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Some areas in BARMM (e.g. Lanao del Sur and the island provinces) face a supply shortage of 

vegetables so that they have to import the latter from other cities or towns outside of BARMM. This 

supply measure has not reduced the upswings in commodity prices in the local markets because of high 

transportation costs, poor handling and storage resulting in high spoilage, and other challenges. With 

low purchasing power among majority of households in BARMM, consumption of nutritious foods 

including vegetables is compromised which contributed to the prevalence of undernourishment of 

household members and stunting of children with major implications on their long-term productivity.  

At the same time, many local food processor could not embark on new ventures or product nor expand 

their operations because of the precariousness of supply of vegetables as raw materials for their final 

products. 

 

          The irony of it all is that BARMM boasts to have one of the most fertile soils, yet many of its 

agricultural lands are idle. 

 

          The project will address the supply shortage by encouraging local production/farming of halal and 

organic vegetables. This will entail provision of seedlings; halal and organic vermicomposts, pesticides, 

and fertilizers; nettings, stakes, farming equipment such as rice stalk shredder and burner (for 

mushroom production), deep plow tractors and harvesters, (the type of equipment and machines 

depends on the product being produced), as well as growing area (for mushrooms) and greenhouse 

structure (for other vegetables), hand tools for farming, and irrigation (even the DIY types made of rain 

spray or drip pipes, hose, as well as pump and water tanks for farmers or clusters without access to 

reliable to water).  Skills training on proper farming and cultivation of specific crops will be undertaken 

to optimize farm production as well as soil and water management. The role of local universities or 

college specializing in agriculture will be tapped to speed up technology and knowledge transfer to 

farmers. 

 

          The approach to be undertaken will be clustered farming to encourage specialization of particular 

products (without prejudice to intercropping and integrated permaculture) per area.  The assistance 

will leverage existing or promising product specialization which will serve as the identity or fulcrum 

product/s of a particular cluster.  

 

          For example, barangay Pagalungan in Ramain-Distaaan in Lanao del Sur has the natural advantage 

for mushroom production and there are currently two successful mushroom micro-scale producers in 
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the area who struggle to meet the huge demand for the product. It is necessary to leverage the 

advantage by assisting other farmers or anyone capable or with interest in farming such as OSY, 

unemployed, etc. (with help of the existing mushroom producers in the area) to engage in farming of 

mushrooms.  

 

          The aim is to establish a mushroom industry footprint and specialization in that particular cluster. 

The approach can be extended to other types of organic vegetables in other clusters.  The objective is 

to make BARMM the new “vegetable bowl” in the south by creating a number of community of farmers 

living adjacent or near each other (i.e. within the cluster) so that collectively, the total produce of 

particular vegetables will reach the competitive volume requirement of the local and domestic markets.  

 

          The goals are to stabilize the supply of agricultural commodities at competitive prices in BARMM, 

to create a condition for further production of higher level products using the raw materials produced 

by the clusters, and to establish BARMM as an important player and exporter of fresh and packaged 

vegetables in Mindanao. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Clustered farms of organic and halal (highland and lowland) 

vegetables consisting of, but not limited to: bell pepper, chili, 

cucumber, eggplants, bitter gourd, tomatoes, onion, sakurab, 

garlic, mushrooms, cabbages, carrots, cucumber, moringa, 

turmeric, ginger, root crops, etc.) 

• A system to manage the use of community-managed facilities 

such as greenhouse structure, water tanks for backyard or 

small-scale irrigation, hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) 

generators, etc. 

• A system of cluster-based cultivation and harvesting 

management 

Area coverage: 5 clusters per municipality (except for North Cotabato: 3 clusters; 

Mapun: 1 cluster) 

 

• Lanao del Sur: Ramain-Ditsaan, Bubong, Maguing, Buadipuso, 

Taraka, Butig, Lumba-Bayabao, Masiu, Madalum, Madamba, 

Ganassi, Calanogas, Piagapo, Kapai, Wao, and Amai Manabilang 

• Maguindanao del Norte: Upi, Datu Odin Sinsuat, Barira, 

Matanog, Kabuntalan, Sultan Mastura 

• Maguindanao del Sur: Ampatuan, Talayan, South Upi, Datu 

Abdullah Sangki, Mamasapano, Buluan, Paglat, Datu Unsay, 

Datu Anggal Midtimbang 

• North Cotabato: Midsayap, Pikit, Carmen, Pigcawayan 

• Basilan: Ungkaya Pukan, Tipo-tipo, Lamitan, Sumisip, Lantawan 

• Sulu: Indanan, Maimbung, Patikul, Luuk, Omar, Sias 

• Tawi-tawi: Panglima Sugala, Languyan, Tandubas, and Mapun  

Operational setup: • Clusters of adjacent or nearby farms (backyard or otherwise) 

specializing in specific crops.   
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• Within clusters, groups of farming households will be organized 

so that they can access shared facilities such as greenhouse 

structures and cargo (elf) truck.  

• Each greenhouse structure will cater to a maximum of 5 farming 

households. The elf truck will be shared by the whole cluster. 

• Per farm, simple or DIY type irrigation system made of rain 

spray or drip pipes, hose, pumps, and water tanks (note: each 

cluster can share water tanks) 

Inputs A. For non-mushroom related vegetables 

A.1. Per other vegetable growers (target 240 clusters): 

• 1 weighing scale 

• DIY irrigations system (rain spray or drip pipes with small water 

pump) 

• farming tools (e.g. rake combs) 

• vegetable seed packs 

• 5 kgs. Each of halal fertilizers and pesticides 

• 1 sack vermicompost 

• 5 seedling trays (128 holes per tray) 

• 100 pcs biodegradable seedling pouch 

• 2 rolls of 20m net 

• 5 rolls of 20m biodegradable black plastic sheeting 

• trainings 

 

A.2. Community-shared facilities: 

• 1 water tank (shared by 20 farming households) 

• 1 greenhouse structure (shared by 20 farming households) 

• 1 motorized plower-tractor (shared by 20) 

• 1 cargo elf truck per 24 clusters (for vegetable growers); 1 cargo 

elf truck for combined mushroom clusters 

 

B. For mushrooms 

B.1. Per mushroom grower (target 2 clusters = 200 farming 

households): 

• mechanized rice stalk shredder 

• 1 roofed and cemented production area (15 sqm) 

• 1 steel drum or big cooking vat 

• 1 kitchen equipment and tools including 1 thermometer and 1 

humidity meter 

• mushroom spawns 

• plastic bags and elastic band (both to be shouldered by 

beneficiaries) 

• sprayer (and bleach which will be shouldered by beneficiaries) 

• trainings 

 

For all types of vegetable growers: 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 
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Note:  All seedlings or plantings must be check for their 

environmental impact/consistency with local biota and local 

biodiversity 

 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 121,849,240.00 48.5 

MOOE 129,406,400.00 51.5 

Total 251,255,640.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• 100 farming households per cluster x 5 clusters per 

municipalities x 46 municipalities 

• Plus, 50 farming households per cluster x 3 clusters per 

“municipality” x 4 municipalities (but only for barangays 

that are part of BARMM) in North Cotabato 

• 100 farming households per cluster x 1 cluster in Cagayan 

de Mapun in Tawi-Tawi 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (suppliers of farm raw 

inputs), 2) forward linkages (traders; institutional buyers including 

food manufacturers, restaurants; consumers; transportation) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MENRE (for environmental 

assessment, soil and water management), MILG (for access to water 

for farming), MOTC (for cargo truck), LGUs, local university, clusters 

of farming households 
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Project A.6. 

  

Clustered Production of Halal Fruits 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  75,072,400.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Like the problems in vegetable production, some areas in BARMM are faced with supply shortage 

of fresh fruits despite their expansive but idle fertile land. Unlike the island provinces which boasts their 

exotic fruits such as native durian, mangosteen, marang, lansones, native limes, in addition to coconuts, 

native bananas, and mangoes. The mainland provinces, particularly Lanao del Sur have very limited fruit 

orchards or fruit farms that qualify for commercial distribution. Fruits in the province are foraged from 

the wild and there not many fruit-bearing trees that bear commercial-grade quality and volume to 

speak of beside coconuts in the coastal areas and cavendish bananas which destined for export.  

 

          Few fruits such as native banana and jackfruits are cultivated but only for own household 

consumption or sold in local public markets or sari-sari stores. Some fruit-bearing trees are harvested 

for purposes other than for their fruits. The jackfruit tree, in particular, which is a hardwood seen as 

alternative to traditional hardwoods like Narra is utilized for its lumber for the production of traditional 

cultural artefacts (e.g. wood carving) in Lanao del Sur. 

 

           To address this issue, the project will assist in the expansion of the stock of fruit-bearing trees 

with high economic value in several areas in BARMM. Fruit-bearing trees will be cultivated depending 

on the local terroir. Durian, jackfruit, marang, lansones, mangosteen, coconuts, banana, citruses, 

mangoes, avocado, cacao, and coffee are priority crops. Replanting of coconuts is necessary because 

of the much of the existing tree stock has aged resulting in dwindling harvests.  

 

          Since fruit farming has long gestation period before trees become mature to bear fruits, the sunk 

cost of investments involved in farming fruit-bearing trees is huge. Hence, it is necessary that the 

selection of seeds will be procured from certified suppliers and with aid from local research institutes 

across the Philippines including local universities and DOST-PCCARD. The project will explore the 

selection of seeds or plantings—a combination of native and better quality cultivars—will increase the 

product variety subject to the requirements of the environment and local biodiversity.  

 

            The goal is to put BARMM in the map as main producer of diverse, high value, exotic, and tropical 

fruits. The strategy will employ cluster approach to fruit crop farming without prejudice to 

permaculture or inter-cropping (e.g. honey production to improve pollination) so that each cluster will 

gain some level of specialization on particular crops, which will serve as their identity and brand. 

 

          The project will provide certified fruit-bearing seeds and plantings, organic fertilizers, hand tools 

(e.g. spade, axe, bolo, pruning tool, budding knife, grafting knife, secateurs, hedge shear, lawn mower) 
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pruning towers or ladder, power tiller, and irrigation (as required in the area).  Skills training will be 

provided on crop cultivation and farm management, soil and water management. Local universities 

with specialization in agriculture will be tapped for proper technology transfer to farmers. An 

environmental assessment will be conducted prior to cultivation to ensure fruit-tree farming has 

minimal impact on the local biodiversity.  

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Clustered fruit farms or orchards  

• A system of cluster-based cultivation and harvesting 

management 

• A system to manage the use of community-managed facilities 

such as greenhouse structure, water tank for irrigation, etc. 

Area coverage: • Lanao del Sur: Butig, Marogong, Sultan Dumalondong, 

Calanogas, Balabagan, Kapatagan, Lumbatan, Lumba Bayabao, 

Maguing, Amai Manabilang, Kapai, Wao, Piagapo 

• Maguindanao del Norte: Upi, Barira, Matanog, Buldon, 

Kabuntalan, Datu Blah Sinsuat 

• Maguindanao del Sur: South Upi, Ampatuan, Talayan, Datu 

Anggal Midtimbang, Shariff Aguak, Northern Kabuntalan 

• North Cotabato: Pigcawan 

• Basilan: Ungkaya Pukan, Tipo-tipo, Sumisip, Lantawan, Maluso, 

Al-Barka, Hadi Mohammed Ajul, Akbar 

• Sulu: Indanan, Maimbung, Talipao, Luuk, Omar, Kalingalang 

Caluang, Siasi 

• Tawi-tawi: Panglima Sugala, Tandubas, Sibutu, Mapun 

Operational setup: • Clusters of adjacent or nearby farms (backyard or otherwise) 

specializing in specific fruits.   

• Within clusters, groups of farming households will be organized 

so that they can access shared facilities such as greenhouse 

structures, and cargo (elf) truck.  

• Each greenhouse structure will cater to a maximum of 10 

farming households. The elf truck will be shared by the whole 

cluster.  

• Per farm: simple or DIY type irrigation system that made of rain 

spray or drip pipes, hose, pumps, and water tanks (note: each 

cluster can share water tanks). 

Inputs Per farming household: 

• Farming tools (e.g. spade, axe, pruning tools such as secateure, 

head shear) 

• pruning tower or ladder 

• DIY drip or spray irrigation system 

• 10 plantings of fruit-bearing trees 

• 10 kgs of fertilizers and pesticides 

• flowering spray 

• skills training 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 
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Community-shared facilities: 

• 1 greenhouse structure (to be shared by 25 farming households) 

•  water tank and water pump (to be shared by 25 farming 

households) 

• 1 cargo elf truck per 250 farming households 

 

Note:  All seedlings or plantings must be check for their 

environmental impact/consistency with local biota and local 

biodiversity 

 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 47,422,000.00 63.2 

MOOE 27,650,400.00 36.8 

Total 75,072,400.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 50 farming households per cluster x 2 clusters 

per municipality x 41 municipalities 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (suppliers of farm raw 

inputs), 2) forward linkages (traders; institutional buyers including 

food manufacturers, restaurants; consumers; workers in the 

logistics sector) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MENRE, MOST, DOST-PCCARD, 

local universities, local or international research institutes with 

office in the Philippines, farming households (grouped in clusters), 

LGUs, local communities 
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Project A.7. 

  
Clustered Production of Halal and Organic Catfish 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  65,680,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The project addresses the supply gap in catfish (hito) production that applies halal and organic 

techniques in fish rearing and production at the least cost to the environment. Local materials will be 

used for the construction of fishponds or tanks as well as sourcing feeds. Modern techniques will be 

applied to ensure healthy pond or tank environment (monitoring water quality acidity (pH)-level and 

dissolved oxygen) to prevent outbreak of fish diseases and to improved productivity and profitability. 

A separate tank will be constructed for selective breeding of hito that survives high pond density or that 

possess other favorable traits. The project includes facility that allows farmers to breed their fingerlings 

for steady production. 

 

          The project includes regular trainings of farmers by a certified aquaculture specialist. Partnership 

with the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development (SEAFDEC)/Aquaculture Department will help in 

technology transfer. 

 

          The projects targets to have a total of 1 hectare of hito pond per municipality. Each pond ranges 

from 250 sqm to 2,000 sqm. This means that the projects targets to assist maximum of 40 catfish hito 

farmers per municipality. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Inland tank or pond for catfish (or hito) production as well as 

fingerling production 

• A system of cluster-based rearing and harvesting management 

Area coverage: Maguindanao del Sur: Mamasapano, Sultan sa Barongis, Datu Piang, 

Rajah Buayan, Sultan sa Barongis, General SK Pendatun, Paglat, and 

Buluan  

Operational setup: In coordination with local university with aquaculture department 

that will provide expertise in hito production 

Inputs Per farm: 

• Compartmentalized pond or inland tank (250 sqm each) 

• Water pump 

• Water quality instrument (portable pH level meter and oxygen 

level meter) 

• Hito fingerlings 

• Halal fish feeds 

• Nets  

• Baskets and sacks (to be shouldered by the beneficiaries) 

• training 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 50,400,000.00 76.7 

MOOE 15,280,000.00 23.3 

Total 65,680,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries:  5 farmers per 1 farm x 40 hito farms per 

municipality x 8 municipalities in Maguindanao 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1. Backward linkages (producers of feeds, 

construction workers for the cemented pond), 2. Forward linkages 

(workers in the transportation sector, consumers, and institutional 

buyers) 

 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), local university with specialty 

in aquaculture, SEAFDEC, LGUs, farmers and cooperatives 
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Project A.8. 

  
Modernized Commercial-scale Hatchery/Production of Halal 
Mud Crabs 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  72,079,200.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

            

          The opportunity to position BARMM as a “mudcrab super-pond” in the Philippines is for region’s 

taking given the massive domestic and global demand for the marine product. 

 

          The project will contribute to the steady supply of mud crab (alimango) production which has a 

huge demand gap both within the local and domestic market as well as the global market. Modernizing 

crab production will position BARMM as primary producer of high-value and quality crabs in a highly 

selective market.  

   

          The proposed initiative of modern and commercial-scale mud crab hatchery or production plants 

that will employ modern technology and facilities for:  

• hatchery preparation (tanks and water treatment) 

• natural food production (culture for algae and rotifer, hatching area) 

• spawning and brood crab management 

• incubation and larval rearing, and  

• fattening of grown outs  

 

          The hatchery or production plant will have compartmentalized vertical tanks in a controlled 

environment, packaging and transportation. The facility will have a pumping station for brine or sea 

water, filtration, covered reservoir, generator, laboratory, tanks for algae growth, for crab spawning, 

brooding, and larval rearing, as well as aeration system.  

 

          The facility is expected to accommodate 80,000 to 120,000 crablets in a total of 50 ton rearing 

tanks (refer to sample approved SEAFDEC mud crab facility layout) in each project site.  

           

          The project will explore partnership with the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development 

(SEAFDEC)/Aquaculture Department for the technology transfer. Collaboration with a local university 

such as the Mindanao State University will optimize capacity building in mud crab production. 

 

          A modern facility will recoup its cost of investments by expanding the scale and capacity of the 

hatchery. This means that the initiative will require partnership with suitable private local investors 

and/or enterprising local cooperatives and business outfits, subject to the agreed technical assistance 

and financial arrangement with Bangsamoro Government.  

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
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Expected outputs: • Modern commercial-scale crab hatchery facility technology, 

skilled workers and farmers in mud crab hatchery for 

commercial scale 

• MOA with SEAFDEC on technology transfer for modern and 

commercial-scale mud crab production 

Area coverage: Maguindanao: Parang 

Lanao del Sur: Balabagan 

Basilan: Lamitan 

Sulu:  Patikul 

Operational setup: • To be financially viable, the project needs to be managed by 

private investors or enterprising entities in the Bangsamoro.  

• The initiative will tremendously benefit from a collaboration 

with local university (MSU) with aquaculture department with 

expertise in mud crab cultivation as well as with 

SEAFDEC/Aquaculture Department for technology transfer, as 

well as with MAFAR and MTIT. SEAFDEC has a model modern 

commercial-scale production facility for mud crabs. 

Inputs Per hatchery/production area: 

• Cemented, walled, and roofed hatchery or production area with 

stockroom and laboratory 

• Compartmentalized concrete or fiberglass tanks (i.e. for spawning, 

for brood stock, for larval rearing, for artemia hatching, for algal 

growth, for rotifer) 

• 3 covered water reservoirs 

• Laboratory equipment 

• Other mud crab aquaculture equipment 

• aeration system 

• Filtration tank  

• Water pumping area and water pumps 

• Generator house and hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) 

generator* 

• Crab larvae and eggs (50,000 crab larvae) as startup 

• Algae and rotifers 

• Baskets or crates 

• Footbath 

• Nets 

• Gloves 

• Training (mud crab production, operations management, financial 

management, water and sanitary management) 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 50,072,000.00 69.5 

MOOE 22,007,200.00 30.5 

Total 72,079,200.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 40 workers per facility x 1 hatcher/production 

plant per selected municipality x [4 coastal municipalities in coastal] 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1). backward linkages (suppliers of crab 

larvae, and fishers for collection of algae and other raw materials) 

2). Forward linkages (workers in logistics and handling; wholesalers, 

exporters, and vendors; institutional buyers such as restaurants and 

food manufacturers; consumers) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), local university, SEAFDEC, local 

private investors, local enterprising farmers and business outfits, 

LGUs 
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Project A.9. 

  
Sustainable Halal Tuna Farming (this will be taken with 

Project B.1 as part of the integrated tuna/bakas production 

system) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  94,786,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The future prospect of smoked tuna (bakas) production in Lanao del Sur crucially depends on the 

supply of fresh tuna and the availability of tuna stock in the wild. Tuna was traditionally sourced from 

the coastal areas of Lanao del Sur, but the depletion of tuna stock led local bakas producers to import 

fresh tuna caught in the wild waters off the neighboring provinces of Lanao del Norte and Misamis 

Oriental or purchased from fish traders based in Cotabato for fresh tuna from General Santos City. The 

price of bakas depends largely on the supply swings of wild fresh tuna.  

 

          Farming tuna, as has been done in other parts of the country and globe, is not yet explored in 

BARMM.  

 

          The project aims to establish tuna farms in the coastal areas of Malabang, Balabagan, Kapatagan, 

and Picong in Lanao del Sur. This will entail borrowing and application of tuna farming technology of 

SEAFDEC and other players (e.g. Japan) that have jumpstarted similar endeavors in other parts of the 

country and outside.  The goal is to secure steady supply of quality tuna to existing tuna processing 

industry (e.g. bakas in Lanao del Sur) and the future prospects for tuna export or canning industry in 

the island provinces. Collaboration with SEAFDEC, JICA, University of the Philippines in the Visayas in 

Miag-ao College of Fisheries, as well as the MSU in Naawan and the island provinces will be explored 

for the technology transfer of tuna farming.  

 

         To secure abundance of fresh tuna supply, the project targets 10 tuna farms per municipality. 1 

farm = 5 nautical hectares of municipal waters. 

 

          Similar initiative can be replicated in the island provinces in the future once manufacturing for 

higher level goods tied to tuna (e.g. tuna canning) exists to warrant a thriving industry. 

 

          MENRE will be engaged to ensure minimal environmental impact of tuna farming on the seas and 

marine biodiversity. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Sustainable Tuna Farms; Skilled and Trained tuna farmers; 

standards on bakas smoking and industry development 

• MOA with SEAFDEC or JICA on the technology transfer for the 

tuna farming 

Area coverage: Lanao del Sur: Malabang, Balabagan, Kapatagan, and Picong  
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Operational setup: • The initiative will tremendously benefit from a collaboration 

with local university (MSU) as well as the University of the 

Philippines in the Visayas in Miag-ao and SEAFDEC for 

technology transfer.  

• Tuna farming is pioneered by Japan so an exploration with JICA 

will be helpful for the success of technology transfer.  

• Inter-ministry collaboration with MAFAR, MENRE, MOST, and 

MBHTE will be helpful 

Inputs Per tuna farm: 

• buoys and nets 

• cages 

• motorized boats 

• Tuna fingerlings 

• Containers (to be shouldered by the beneficiaries 

• Feeds 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 

• training 

 

Per province (i.e. for the entire coastal area of Lanao del Sur): 

• 1 tuna egg and larvae spawning center with tanks 

• 1 water pump 

• 1 hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* 

• aeration system 

• 1 mini-laboratory with equipment and tools 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 85,810,000.00 90.5 

MOOE 8,976,000.00 9.5 

Total 94,786,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 20 fishing households per farm x 10 farms per 

municipality x 4 municipalities 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1). backward linkage (suppliers of feeds and 

tuna fingerlings, and other raw materials, 2). Forward linkages 

(canning plants, bakas producers, workers in the logistic sector, 

exporters, wholesalers, institutional buyers, vendors, consumers) 

 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 
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Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MENRE, MOST, MBHTE; MSU, 

UPV-Miag-ao; SEAFDEC, local private investors, local enterprising 

business outfits; fishers; bakas manufacturers; local private 

investors; logisticians, LGUs; JICA 
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Project A.10. 

  

Clustered Farm Production of Other Crops (e.g. root crops, 

corn) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  70,180,020.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          For products not covered in projects A.1 to A.9., the project will explore how farm production can 

be clustered geographically to achieve the desired volume of production of crops with potential for 

high value crops, and to reduce the per-unit operational and transportation cost of collecting and 

consolidating the produce. Local actors will be thoroughly consulted to identify suitable products with 

high potential for value addition and high marketability subject to the land use of the provinces in 

BARMM. These identified products will serve as the fulcrum of various lines of production activities. 

This means that clustered farms will supply the materials for various related manufactured products 

which will be developed along the identified fulcrum products.   

 

          The young generation will be encouraged to venture into sustainable farming and will be part of 

clustered farming.  

 

          Membership in a clustered farm need not necessarily be in the form of cooperative. Sole 

proprietors engaged in farming and even those engaged in backyard farming by ordinary households 

can be part of clustered farms. Clustered farms is a consolidation of farming activities around few 

fulcrum product with high value added potential. 

 

          The project will: (i) identify the specific high value farm produce, (ii) set the collective production 

targets to be achieved, (iii) delineate the clusters of farms which will produce fulcrum product/s 

(whether traditional or high value crops so long as they has high potential of value addition once turned 

into other products) subject to land suitability and other characteristics, and (iv) organize (not 

necessarily coops) rural farms including backyard farms (of households in peri-urban or urban areas) to 

belong to clusters. Farmers will be taught of the 1st stage of adding value to their produce, e.g. cleaning, 

washing, sorting, and similar quality assurance. The project will be taken in tandem with performance-

based incentive, farm branding, and other initiatives to ensure that the collective production targets 

are achieved.  

 

          Clustered farms can engage in inter-cropping or integrated farming so that the soil quality will not 

be compromised. The type of crops to be cultivated must be synchronized with other farms belonging 

to the cluster so that production volume objective will still be maintained.  

 

          A consistent high volume of production will prevent price swings in the market due to stable 

supply and will secure inputs of raw materials to local food manufacturers. 
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          Local universities with strengths in agriculture and fishery can help in providing assistance to the 

clustering of farms. The LGUs plays a vital role in setting the targets and coordinating with households 

to meet the targets. Vigorous information campaign is essential for the success of clustered farms. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Clustered farms engaged in agriculture products with high value 

addition potential 

• Identified priority fulcrum agricultural crops with high value 

potential per cluster 

• A system of cluster-based cultivation and harvesting 

management for identified crops 

• A system of management and use of community-shared 

facilities 

Area coverage: • Lanao del Sur, Maguindanao del Norte and Maguindanao del 

Sur: each province will have: 

o  3 clustered agriculture areas for each of target 5 

priority agriculture products outside of project A.1. to 

A.9, and  

 

• North Cotabato: 2 clustered area in agriculture for 3 agricultural 

products outside of project A.1. to A.9 

 

• Basilan, Sulu, and Tawi-tawi: each province will have  

o 3 clustered agriculture areas for each of the target 5 

agriculture products 

 

IMPORTANT: each clustered area will specialize in a specific product 

or two (without prejudice to integrated farming or inter-cropping) 

so long as it has high value potential (either as high valued crops or 

can be converted into high value processed or manufactured goods) 

and high demand 

Operational setup: • Clustering of farms including household engaged in backyard 

farming and those engaged in commercial farming (i.e. those 

that produce product surplus to be traded/sold) 

• MAFAR, MTITI, business groups, farmers, and the LGUs will be 

consulted to determine type priority crops suitable to the 

terroir, as well as target production volumes. 

• Local universities with specialties in agriculture and fishery, as 

well as research institutes in other parts of the Philippines will 

help in the fast diffusion of technology transfer 

• Project will be taken in tandem with other proposed initiatives 

such as farm branding; formation of product associations or 

guilds; performance-based incentives for farm production; Halal 
financial scheme for farmers, etc. 

Inputs: Shared community facilities per cluster that can serve max of 20 

farming households: 
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• shared facility greenhouse structure  

• 1 water tank and 1 water pump  

• 1 motorized plower-tractor  

• 1 wheelbarrow 

 

Per farming household: 

• DIY irrigation system (drip hose or water sprayer) 

• farm hand tools 

• Vegetable seed packs or fruit plantings/seedling 

• 5 kgs. each of fertilizers and pesticides 

• 1 sack vermicast 

•  5 seedling trays (1,100 holes per tray) 

• 100 pcs biodegradable seedling pouch 

• 2 roles of 20m net 

• 5 roles of 2om biodegradable black plastic sheeting 

• training 

• Coordination cost with local university or student OJT for 

technical assistance 

 

Note:  All seedlings must be check for their environmental 

impact/consistency with local biota and local biodiversity) 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 25,816,320.00 36.8 

MOOE 44,363,700.00 63.2 

Total 70,180,020.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries:  

• 100 farming households per cluster x  81 agricultural 

clusters across BARMM 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1). Backward linkages (suppliers of raw 

materials), 2). Forward linkages (food manufacturers, institutional 

buyers, exporters, wholesale and retail traders including vendors, 

consumers, workers in the logistics and other services) 

 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly visit  (randomized) 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MENRE, MOST/DOST-PCCARD, 

LGUs, farmers and fishers, local universities (e.g. MSU system) with 

strengths in agriculture and fishery 
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Project A.11.   

  

Demo Floating Farms for Vegetables or Fruit (PILOT) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  23,000,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The project will explore and pilot an inexpensive and suitable farming technology such as floating 

farms for the production of certain crops in areas where access to irrigation and land availability are 

limited, but where suitable waterscape is available. BARMM is endowed with lakes, marsh, rivers, seas. 

It will pilot the construction of floating farms using only traditional materials such as bamboo and water 

lilies. The latter, once they are deliberately allowed to decompose, will serve as the “soil bed” of floating 

farms. Floating farms will be firmly secured using ropes. Farmers will then cultivate plantings in the 

floating farms. 

 

          Floating farms will address the land constraint often faced by poor farmers as well as the issue on 

the environmental impact of irrigations.  Utilizing floating farm technology necessitates agreeing and 

penning the operational guidelines banning the use of inorganic fertilizers and pesticides. Floating 

farms are compatible with halal production because only organic and environment friendly cultivation 

will be allowed.  

 

          This means the project will spell out what agricultural practices are allowed in floating farming 

regime. Selection of crops to be cultivated in the floating farms must pass the test of their potential for 

value addition, food security, as well as environmental suitability, based on the priority crops of the 

province. The assistance must also include provision of water transport (e.g. banca). 

 

          To maximize the technology, the project will explore municipal water boundary delineation and 

user fees for the use of the common resource such as lakes and rivers.  In the same way, the project 

will explore the need to craft policy directive governing the use of waterscape in farming to prevent 

encroachment once residents realize the future value or potential of floating farms. Note that bodies 

of water cannot be subjected to property rights, hence a common resource.   

 

           Farmers without land and who are attuned to the inland water resource as their source of 

livelihood will be given priority. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • 5 hectares of demo floating farms with productive harvests for 

each province with inland water resource 

• Inland municipal water boundaries and guidelines  

• A system of guideline on management of floating farms and 

regulation including penalties of using prohibited materials that 

will harm the water source 
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• A system of cluster-based cultivation and harvesting 

management in areas where there are floating farms 

Area coverage: Provinces with inland water (Lanao del Sur and Maguindanao del 

Sur) 

 

1 floating farm = 100 sqm or total of 500 floating farms per province 

 

Operational setup: • MAFAR will take the lead in the implementation of floating 

farms.  

• MENRE, MILG and the LGUs will work together to define a clear 

framework on the delineations of municipal boundaries 

pertaining to the use of inland water resource.  

• A Steering Committee consisting of MAFAR, MENRE, MILG, 

LGUs, and the select representative of agriculture colleges of 

each province will serve as the oversight for the implementation 

of the project. 

Inputs: Per floating farm: 

• farm hand tools 

• banca 

• plantings of vegetables or fruits 

• water lilies (water hyacinths) 

• training 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 

 

Note:  All seedlings or plantings must be check for their 

environmental impact/consistency with local biota and local 

biodiversity) 

 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 14,000,000.00 60.9 

MOOE 9,000,000.00 39.1 

Total 23,000,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 1 farmer per floating farm x 500 floating farms 

per province x 2 provinces 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (workers or suppliers of 

plantings or seedlings, suppliers of bamboo), 2) forward linkages 

(traders, consumers) 

Monitoring and assessment: quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MENRE, MILG, LGUs, local 

university, and farmers 
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Project A.12. 

  
Halal and Organic Farm Input (Fertilizers, Pesticides, 

Vermicast) Production 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  89,448,750.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Agriculture in the autonomous region is a sector of contradictions. It has inordinate amounts of 

agricultural wastes (either from discarded parts of plants and animals after harvest or from spoilage) 

and yet many farmers source their farming inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides from outside 

BARMM. The common fertilizers and pesticides being imported from other provinces, being distributed 

by the regional and local governments to the local farmers are either inorganic or whose provenance 

or materials used for the production of fertilizers are unknown to be suitable for the Halal concept. 

 

          Very few local players have started the venture of production of Halal and organic fertilizers, 

pesticides and vermicompost in BARMM. There are also local universities or agricultural institutes that 

have experience and expertise to jumpstart the production of Halal and organic farm inputs.   

 

          The project aims to assist existing local players/farmers who have ventured into the production 

of Halal and organic fertilizers, vermicompost, and pesticides using local raw materials, and to 

encourage others to do the same. The goal is to establish 20 local producers engaged in Halal and 

organic farm inputs production per selected municipality from whom other farmers will source their 

input requirements. The project will employ the following strategies: 

• Assist and leverage existing local farmers engaged in production of Halal and organic 

fertilizers, vermicompost, and pesticides. Encourage other to venture into the 

production of said farm inputs. This will be their specialization to secure regular 

production of the products 

• The selection of beneficiaries must have operations near the source of raw materials 

(particularly agricultural wastes) 

• Engage local universities with college or departments in agriculture or other research 

institutes within and outside BARMM to assist in technology transfer. This will require 

frequent visits of students or faculty members as part of their OJT. 

• Form a network of local producers of Halal and organic farm inputs with help of local 

universities and research institutes, etc. 

 

           The assistance include provision of machines (dehuller and shredder), production areas one for 

the vermicast and another for organic pesticides and fertilizers, hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) 

generator, large vats or clay pots and farm and kitchen utensils, worms, molasses, sacks, containers, 

sprayer and bottles, etc.  Training on the production of farm inputs for the farmers-beneficiaries will be 

an essential component of the project.. 
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Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Farm supplier of farm inputs such as organic and halal 

pesticides, fertilizers, and vermicompost 

• Guidelines and regulations governing the production of organic 

and halal pesticides, fertilizers, and vermicast 

Area coverage: • Lanao del Sur:  Bubong, Calanogas, Madalum, and Buadipuso-

Buntong, Butig, Bayang, Amai Manabilang, Kapai, Malabang, 

and Piagapo 

• Maguindanao del Norte: Barira, North Upi, Kabuntalan, and 

Datu Odin Sinsuat 

• Maguindanao Sur: Mamasapano, Rajah Buayan, Datu Saudi 

Amptauan, and Pandag 

• North Cotabato: Midsayap and Pigcawayan 

• Basilan: Ungkaya Pukan and Lantawan 

• Sulu: Luuk, Talipao and Indanan  

• Tawi-tawi: Bongao, Mapun, and Panglima Sugala 

Operational setup: In coordination with local university with agriculture department 

that will provide expertise in the propagation of certified seedlings 

and organic and halal pesticides, fertilizers. 

Inputs Per farm: 

• 1 coconut huller 

• 1 coconut shredder 

• 1 hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* 

• 1 enclosed production area for organic fertilizers and pesticides 

• 1 open but shaded area for production of vermicompost 

• 1 warehouse (per 3 farms) 

• 20 large clay pots (to be shouldered by the beneficiaries) 

• 2 sets set kitchen tools (bolo, knives, ladles, tongs, chopping 

boards, etc.) 

• 2 sets farming hand tools (spades, rakes, etc.) 

• 7 wheelbarrows 

• 15 liters molasses 

• bottles, containers, caps 

• agricultural wastes 

• trainings 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 87,045,750.00 97.3 

MOOE 2,403,000.00 2.7 

Total 89,448,750.00 100.0 
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Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 7 farmers per farm x 5 farms per municipality x 

27 municipalities 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (farmers of crops with 

agricultural wastes), 2) forward linkages (farmers, institutional 

buyers, consumers) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MOST, local universities with 

college or department in agriculture or research institutes in 

agriculture, local farmers, LGU 
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Project A.13. 

  
Halal and Organic Feed Production 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  30,221,900.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

        Setting up a halal and organic feed production area will address the gaps in the supply of feeds 

faced by local farmers engaged in poultry and livestock husbandry as well as for aquaculture livelihood 

in BARMM. Many farmers had to source feeds from outside BARMM, which exposes local poultry and 

livestock farmers as well as fishers in the aquaculture enterprise to the price fluctuation of the raw 

material. Unless there is a certified supplier of farm feeds in the Bangsamoro, sourcing feeds from other 

parts of the country does not give assurance to the local farmers the provenance of food being fed to 

their farm animals. 

 

       The halal and organic feed production will maximize operations if it has its own farm from which 

corn, cassava, soya bean and other organic materials are cultivated, or the production area is near the 

raw materials source for halal, organic and nutritious feeds. 

 

        There is one cooperative engaged in halal and organic feed production (that also produces halal 

and organic vermicast, fertilizer, and pesticides) in Mamasapano in Maguindanao. But its production 

scale is very limited. Expanding its scale, replicating its technology in other strategic locations across 

BARMM, and organizing them into a guild to allow cross learning will be a boost to farm feed production 

to address the perineal need of BARMM  feed importation.  

 

          Hence, the project aims to identify and to support 10 farming households engaged in halal and 

organic farm feed production (without prejudice to those engaged in integrated farming) per identified 

municipality across BARMM. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: A functional Halal feed production area and corn, cassava, soya 

bean farm  

 

Area coverage: • Lanao del Sur:  Bubong, Ditsaan-Ramain, Calanogas, Taraka, 

Buadipuso-Buntong, Butig, Bayang, Amai Manabilang, Wao, 

Kapai, Malabang, and Piagapo 

• Maguindanao del Norte: Barira, North Upi, Kabuntalan, and 

Datu Odin Sinsuat 

• Maguindanao Sur: Mamasapano, Rajah Buayan, Datu Saudi 

Amptauan, and Pandag 

• North Cotabato: Midsayap and Pigcawayan 

• Basilan: Lamitan, Ungkaya Pukan and Lantawan 

• Sulu: Luuk, Talipao, Indanan  
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• Tawi-Tawi: Bongao, Languyan, Mapun, and Panglima Sugala 

 

Operational setup: In coordination with local university with agriculture department 

that will provide expertise on optimal and nutritious feed mix for 

different types of farm animals. 

 

Inputs Per farm: 

• 1 pellet maker/grinder machine 

• 1 shifter vibratory screen machine  

• 1 weighing scale 

• 1 hybrid solar and wind power generator*  

• 1 warehouse 

• 2 wheelbarrows 

• 20 sacks 

• 1 sack each of corn, rice bran, legumes, copra, etc (note: type of 

materials to be determined by a certified agriculturist) 

 

Per farm:  (buffer farm area for corn, cassava and soya beans or 

other legumes) 

• 1 tiller 

• Farming hand tools 

• corn and legume seeds,  

• 5 kgs each of organic and halal pesticides and fertilizers  

• 1 sack of vermicompost 

 

 

• skills training 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT for technical 

assistance 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 27,617,900.00 91.4 

MOOE 2,604,00.00 8.6 

Total 30,221,900.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 2 farming household per municipality x 31 

municipalities 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (farmers of crops with 

agricultural wastes), 2) forward linkages (farmers, institutional 

buyers, consumers) 
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Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project), MOST, local universities with 

college or department in agriculture or research institutes in 

agriculture, local farmers, LGU 
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Project A.14.   

  

Halal Seed Banks and Accredited community-based Halal 
Seedling Distribution Centers or Suppliers 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  55,739,376.01 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The project will set up: 1). three halal seed bank (ideally attached and managed by a local 

university with strong agriculture department), 2) accredited community-based supply or distribution 

centers of certified halal seedlings of high value crops and staple crops one per province, and 3) system 

of including standards on accreditation and certification. 

 

         Partnership with local university (MSU System, UP Mindanao), as well as with reputable domestic 

or foreign institutions based in the Philippines, e.g. Philippine National Network on Plant Genetic 

Resources for Food and Agriculture, National Seed Industry Council, Bureau of Plant Industry, Visayas 

State University-Philippine Root Crop Research and Training Center, Nueva Vizcaya University) is 

necessary to provide the technical collaboration in the areas of selective breeding and propagation, 

genetic assessment, plant systems, etc.  

 

          The proposed central halal seed banks which will serve as repository of seeds and genetic 

materials of important endemic crops, high value crops, and important staples. It will initiate stock 

taking and bio-profiling, and research of endemic crops in the BARMM and will ensure the propagation 

of best seeds of local cultivars with promising value in the supply chain as well as cultivars with high 

value to local biodiversity and local culture. It will accredit suppliers of halal seeds and seedlings in the 

community. This means that the project will come up with standards as well as seal of accreditation. 

 

          The community-managed supply or distribution center of seeds will be tasked for the distribution 

and selling of seeds that are certified to have come from a genuine and quality cultivar. It will follow an 

income earning setup in the production and supply of seedlings of high valued and endemic crops for 

the local farmers and producers. The project will endeavor to form a network of certified community-

based seed banks/distribution centers. 

 

          The goals of the project are to secure adequate supply of seedlings for the farmers for a minimal 

fee, and to preserve endemic and high value seeds for the local environment and for posterity. The 

project aims to break the cycle of dole-outs of seed distribution by the agriculture ministry and the 

LGUs.   

 

          The project will employ local graduates in agronomy etc. to provide credible technical assistance 

and training to farmers. Initial training will be given local outfits/famers/growers that want to get 

certification as supplier of credible seeds and seedlings. 
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Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Central seed bank facilities 

• Accredited community-based supply or distribution centers or 

suppliers of certified seeds and seedlings 

• Seed and genetic assessment of identified high value and 

indigenous crops in BARMM 

• System (including standards) of accreditation of suppliers and 

certification of genuine seeds or plantings 

• Certified seeds and seedlings 

• MOA with specialized research and seed repository institutions, 

as well as with universities 

Area coverage: Two seed banks (one in mainland and another in the island 

provinces) 

 

Community seed bank/distribution centers (30 per province plus 

North Cotabato and Cotabato City) 

Operational setup: • Collaborative partnership with (local, domestic, and potentially 

international specialized research agencies).  

• A central seed bank can be managed by a local university or a 

research outfit (e.g. MSU-Department of Agriculture).  

• The community seedling distribution centers which is under the 

central seed bank will be responsible for distributing/selling 

certified seed or seedling stock to farmers and growers. 

• Form a network: BARMM Network of Certified Seed and 

Seedling Bankers 

Inputs: Per halal seed bank: 

• 1 temperature-controlled room 

•  laboratory equipment (2 analytical balance, 3 moisture 

determination balance, 2 data loggers, 1 dehumidifier, 2 distillation 

apparatus, 2 electronic scale, 3 magnifier lamp, 2 grinder mill, 2 

thermohygrometer, 2 mechanical thresher, 3 portable GPS unit, 2 

incubator, 3 moisture testers—quick meter and hygropalm, 1 

mechanical oven, 4 purity workboard, 2 sealing machine, 3 seed 

blower, 2 seed counter, seed-counting board, 3 seed dividers, 5 

graded sieves, 2 stereo microscope), 1 drying room, 1 chest-type 

freezer, 2 germination cabinet, 10 storage trays) 

• 1 hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* 

• containers (to be shouldered by the beneficiaires) 

• general supplies (germination paper, labwares, seed envelopes or 

pollination bags, labels, chemicals—tetrazolium chloride, agar, 

desiccants, etc. 

• trainings 

 

Per community-based halal seedling supply or distribution center: 

• 1 greenhouse structure 

• 1 set farming tools (e.g. rack comb) 

• DIY-type irrigation system made of rain spray or drip pipes, hose 
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• water tank and water pump 

• hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator 

• certified seed and seedling stock (to be provided and certified by 

the central seed bank) 

• 5 kgs. of halal fertilizers 

• 1 sack halal vermicomposting,  

•  seedling distribution supplies (biodegradable seedling pouch, 

seedling tray with 128 holes) 

• trainings 

• coordination cost with local university or student OJT for technical 

assistance 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 7,381,776.01 13.2 

Capital Outlay 43,077,600.00 77.3 

MOOE 5,280,000.00 9.5 

Total 55,739,376.01 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• halal seed banks: 10 specialists, technicians and staff x 2 

seed banks 

• Accredited community-managed seed bank: 30 farming 

households per province x 7 provinces which includes the 

group of barangays in North Cotabato and Cotabato City 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: Forward linkages: i.e. farmers receiving seeds 

for a fee from the community-managed seed bank: 

• 2,000 farmers – 1st year 

• 6,000 farmers – 2nd year 

• 10,000 farmers – 3rd year and hence 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MENRE (lead agency for the project), MAFAR, MOST, DOST-PCCARD, 

local and international research institutions e.g. MSU, LGU, network 

of accredited farmers/growers/distributors of halal seedling 
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Project A.15.   

  

Bangsamoro Halal Agricultural and Fishery Financial 

Scheme: Islamic financial products for farmers and 

fisherfolk 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  100,000,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          In addition to the trading MSMEs, farmers and fisherfolk have been marginalized in terms of 

access to appropriate financial schemes due to perceived seasonal income stream based on their 

produce and harvest.  The Bangsamoro Agricultural and Fishery Financial Scheme will use Islamic 

microfinance to supply the needed capital for these halal agricultural/fishery producers, the 

beneficiaries for this scheme.  The project is similar to the MSME financing scheme in terms of 

utilization of Islamic finance financing products thru the same, established GOCC/government finance 

institution (GFI).  However, the qualification and requirements to avail of this scheme will be 

determined and approved by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Agrarian Reform (MAFAR) as 

this project is specific to agriculture and fisheries sectors.  There are Islamic financial products that are 

appropriate for financing perishable halal goods and these can be deployed through this project, 

cognizant of the unique business practices of farmers and fisherfolk.  After MAFAR deliberates and 

approves the qualified beneficiaries’ application for financing, endorsement is given to the GOCC/GFI 

for its assessment and approval process before financing is disbursed to the MAFAR beneficiary.   

 

          The project will establish a set of specific promising, and critical industries to be supported based 

on the halal value chain. 

 

          Availing financial capital under the scheme shall not have any restriction on type of business 

ownership structure (e.g. sole proprietorship, cooperative, or agrarian reform beneficiaries [ARBs]). 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • MSME financial scheme for farmers and fishers, GOCC or GFI 

 

Area coverage: Areas where there are clustered areas in agriculture and fishery 

across BARMM 

 

Operational setup: • The scheme can be coursed through a GOCC/GFI established in 

the BARMM, co-owned by the regional government and an 

Islamic financial institution/corporate entity 

• After endorsement to the GOCC/GFI by MAFAR, qualified 

farmers and fisherfolk will undergo financial assessment and 

approval based on operating guidelines of the GOCC/GFI. 

 

Inputs: • Capitalization of 100,000,000 (requires a law from the BTA) 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 100,000,000.00 100.0 

MOOE 0.00 0.0 

Total 100,000,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

1ST year: 100 beneficiaries per province 

2nd year: 250 beneficiaries per province  

3rd year onwards: Increasing at 10-20% of previous year’s volume of 

financing or number of beneficiaries.  

 

Not exclusive to cooperatives. Open to all type of organizational 

arrangements, size, or structures 

Monitoring and assessment: GOCC/GFI will be subject to Philippine corporate governance 

standards and guidelines; quarterly operational assessment with 

MAFAR  

Stakeholders BTA (for the establishment of a GOCC or GFI as the lead entity to 

implement the project), MAFAR, MFBM, LGUs, farmers and fishers 
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Project A.16.   

  

Formalizing halal agricultural MSMEs and farmers, 

including branding for farms (e.g. Dizons Farm, Session 

Groceries) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  10,530,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          To be able to sustain the development of halal ecosystem, the halal agricultural MSMEs and 

farmers have to progress and formally enlist in the business sector.  Registration and securing necessary 

business licenses will enable the micro and small halal players to access government assistance, shared 

facilities, and training programs in their respective industries.  Formalizing these halal farmers will 

necessitate government to provide support mechanisms in acquiring identification documents, 

accessibility of business registration centers, and extending of business development schemes (eg. 

branding and brand promotion) for these MSMEs and farmers. This project will primarily be subsidies 

for costs of business registration (initial year), acquisition of legal identification documents (such as 

birth certificate needed for TIN registration), and tax registration.  Instead of paying full costs for 

registration licenses and formal documents, the interested halal MSMEs and farmers will pay for a 

reduced amount based on registration guidelines set by the MTIT (on business registration), and the 

MILG (local taxes).  Once the beneficiaries are registered, they are eligible to avail of support services 

from MAFAR or MTIT on product promotion, marketing, and enterprise development.  The subsidy 

provided by the project is time-bound and will be operational for five (5) years starting on the first batch 

of beneficiaries. However, the project will explore the institutionalization of formalizing farmers. One 

output is the establishment of a Farmer Business Name Registration System. The ultimate goal is to give 

dignity and recognition to the farmers and fisher who have remain anonymous for so long in the 

production supply chain. 

 

          The success of this project will also hinge on the implementation of the proposed project on 

business and financial literacy of farmers.  

 

          To have better branding of farms, producers of local and indigenous packaging will be supported 

to supply the necessary packaging materials creating an identity. For example, refer to coconut leaves 

basket in Basilan and Sulu.  

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Registered farms 

• Branding of farms and fishing villages 

• System and guidelines on farm and fishery registration and 

branding 

Area coverage: Across BARMM 

Operational setup: Collaboration through MOA between PSA, LGU, MAFAR and MTIT 

Inputs: Per farm/farming-household: 
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• Subsidy for the registration costs (LGU, MTIT, and tax registration) 

• Subsidy to cover for transportation and other fees for the 

acquisition of formal documents (eg. birth certificate, national ID) 

• Guidelines for farm registration to be determined by MAFAR 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 10,530,000.00 100.0 

Total 10,530,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

1ST year: 20 farms/farming households per cluster x 81 clusters 

across BARMM (or 810 farms) 

 

2nd year: 30 farms/farming households per cluster x 81 clusters 

across BARMM (1,620 farms)  

 

3rd year until the 5th year: Increasing at 20% of previous year’s 

volume of newly-registered agricultural MSMEs and farmers. 

 

Not exclusive to cooperatives. Open to all type of organizational 

arrangements, size, or structures 

Monitoring and assessment: Annual assessment, inclusion in LGU, MTIT, and MAFAR annual 

reports for volume of farms/farming household and of agricultural 

MSMEs, that had formally registered with branding.  

Stakeholders MAFAR (lead agency for the project) in collaboration with MTIT, 

MILG, Philippines Statistics Authority, and LGUs, farmers and fishers 
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B. Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram:  Halal Participatory Production, Innovation, and 
Enterprise Development in Food- and Non-Food Manufacturing 

 

Project B.1. 

  
Modern and Halal Smoked Tuna (Bakas) Community-

Managed Processing Plant 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  32,146,323.75 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The prospect of smoked tuna (bakas) production, being still an artisanal industry with high cultural 

value in Lanao del Sur, hinges on the quality of the smoking and handling process and ultimately on the 

availability of fresh tuna. The previous assistance provided by the regional government in few areas in 

Lanao del Sur were mostly smoking kilns made of concrete given in a piecemeal manner.  

 

          Current practice among the bakas micro-manufacturers, most of the bakas operators store their 

stock of fresh tuna inside flimsy, often badly maintained, styro boxes, a cheap alternative to a proper 

cold storage facilities. In terms of the smoking process, local bakas producers do not follow standards. 

Many were not trained on food safety, product development, and food handling. Unpredictability of 

quality is common which shortchanges the consumers with an expensive bakas but with high content 

of histamine, chloroforms, or and other harmful pathogens.    

 

          In the past, the regional government provided piecemeal interventions to local producers, which 

far removes BARMM to develop a competitive bakas industry in Lanao del Sur. The industry requires 

an integrated operation system to be at par with any smoked fish industry in the country with 

substantial stake in the domestic and international markets. Developing a modern and competitive 

bakas industry requires development of an industry study to chart out prospects and viability. 

 

          Taken in tandem with project A.9 (on sustainable tuna farming), this project will establish a 

medium-sized production complex for tuna and smoked tuna industry in Lanao del Sur. Together, they 

will constitute the integrated or value chain on bakas production. 

 

          The proposed project involves setting up a modern and well-equipped common or integrated 

operations facility housed in a modern, clean, and secure production complex.  Within the complex are 

separate but integrated working spaces or chambers for fresh tuna landing, sorting and cleaning, cold 

storage, trade area of fresh tuna for bakas producers, production area for smoking bakas, area for 

packaging smoked bakas, warehouse for the finished product, separate washing rooms for workers, as 

well as in-house laboratory (to check for the level of histamine, mercury, harmful microorganisms 

present in fresh tuna as a raw material and smoked tuna as a final product). The production complex 

will be equipped with a combination of traditional and modern tools and machines such as 

temperature-controlled smoking kilns and automated cold storage, aeration system, sufficient supply 
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of potable water, water tanks, generators, warehouse, steel tables, industrial and kitchen tools, 

footbaths, boiler system, etc. The production complex must pass the standards on food manufacturing 

and Halal set up. The production complex will be situated in Malabang. 

 

           A temperature-controlled transportation system of operation for fresh tuna cargo (at least from 

source to the production area) and of smoked tuna cargo will be developed and provided by the project. 

 

          A significant amount of social preparation to organize groups of fishers, tuna handlers and 

logisticians, enterprising business outfits, local investors, and technicians for the success of bakas 

production. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Integrated Production Complex with modern facilities for 

Smoked Tuna (Bakas) Production 

• Skilled and Trained Food Manufacturing for Bakas  

• Standards on bakas smoking and industry development 

• Organized players or actors in the bakas industry 

• Operational management and system for a commercial-grade 

production of halal bakas 

Area coverage: Malabang  

Operational setup: • To be financially viable, the project needs to be managed by 

private investors or entities in Lanao del Sur.  

• The initiative will tremendously benefit from a collaboration 

with local university (MSU) as well as the University of the 

Philippines in the Visayas in Miag-ao, as well as with SEAFDEC 

for technology transfer, on fish processing.  

• Inter-ministry collaboration with MAFAR, MTIT, MOST, and 

MPW will be helpful.  

• JICA will be a valuable resource given the technology and 

manufacturing process of Japan for smoked tuna flakes. 

Inputs • 1 modern, clean, and secure production complex with:  

       • 1 fish landing 

       • 1 sorting area and 1 cleaning area 

       • 1 automated & clean cold storage room 

       • trade/auction area of fresh tuna          

       • production area for smoking bakas with smoking facilities (30 

smoking kilns) 

       • 1 area for packaging smoked bakas 

       • 1 warehouse for the finished product 

       • 1 office room for plant manager 

       • aeration system 

       • 5 big water tanks 

       • 1 water pump and hose   

       • 1 hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* and 1 backup 

and 1 generator room  
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        • steel tables and other fixtures 

        • kitchen tools 

 

• certification for halal 
• foot bath 

• general supplies 

• staffing requirements: (c/o LGUs) 

• 1 plant manager 

• 10 plant staff 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 4,702,823.75 14.6 

Capital Outlay 25,267,500.00 78.6 

MOOE 2,176,000.00 6.8 

Total 32,146,323.75 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 1st year 50 bakas artisanal manufacturers, and 

10% increase every year following. more 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (fresh tuna fishers, ice 

makers, workers in the logistics sector, 2) forward linkages 

(restaurants, consumers, food manufacturers) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MPW (lead agency for the project), MTIT, MAFAR, MOST, MBHTE, 

MOLE; MSU, UPV-Miag-ao; SEAFDEC, local private investors, local 

enterprising business outfits; fishers; bakas manufacturers; local 

private investors; logisticians, LGUs 
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Project B.2. 

  

Shared Facilities for Small-Scale Food and Non-Food 

Manufacturing 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  80,810,193.95 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The proposed project will consist of shared, commercial-scale and top-notch production 

processing equipment and machines, as well as production area or building. The facility will be managed 

by technically capable human resource. The type of machines and equipment per facility will depend 

on the prevailing and prospective produce in the province that has potential for high value addition. 

The project will cater to micro and small-scale producers constrained to  venture into food and non-

food manufacturing industry because of the large sunk cost required to acquire physical capital and 

equipment. New and micro and small player-entrants, as well as existing artisanal manufacturer-MSME 

will also be encouraged to avail of the processing technology.  

 

          At the very least, each urban capital (Cotabato, Marawi, Lamitan, Jolo, Bonggao) and select 

secondary urban centers in the province will each have a shared facility that caters to food 

manufacturing. Partnership can be explored with a university (that will provide the management, the 

human resource requirement, training, and production-level assistance to the users of the facilities), 

DOST (for locally manufacture technologies and equipment on agriculture or food processing and 

packaging), and domestic or international private sector suppliers of processing machines and 

equipment (to promote their technology). Users of the facilities will be charged a reasonable amount 

of user fees to cover for the maintenance and operations. The goal of the project is to encourage high 

value production in BARMM of agricultural goods and develop the light manufacturing industry in the 

region.  Partnership (MOA) with local unit, LGU and business association 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Processing facilities including equipment and building or space, 

operational guidelines 

• Partnership agreements or MOA with DOST or private suppliers 

of machines and equipment 

• System and guideline on the management, operation, 

maintenance including user-fee collection for shared facilities 

Area coverage/no. facility: 1 facility each for the 5 major urban areas (Cotabato, Marawi, 

Lamitan, Jolo, Bonggao) 

Operational setup: • MOA with LGU, university, business association 

• Corporate approach (income earning) 

• Government subsidy for maintenance (1
st

 and 2
nd

 year), 

thereafter to be sourced from income generated by each facility 

Inputs: Per shared facility: 

• 1 production area with room for generator, water pump, and mini 

laboratory 
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• 1 set of commercial grade food processing machines: dehydrator, 

pulverizer, food processor, vegetable machine peeler, mixers, water 

retort machine, atomizer or spray dryer, vacuum fryer, freeze dryer 

• 1 set of commercial grade packaging machines: filling machine, 

theraforming vacuum machine, band sealer 

•  other equipment: weighing scales, kitchen tools, steel tables and 

cabinets 

• equipment for mini laboratory (for detection of microbial and 

chemical contamination, and other assays) 

• aeration system 

• hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* capable of 

supporting big machines 

• 2 water tanks and water pump  

• General supplies (cleaning, etc.) 

• Laboratory supplies (chemicals, laboratory glass wares, etc.) 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 11,142,693.95 13.8 

Capital Outlay 68,387,500.00 84.6 

MOOE 1,280,000.00 1.6 

Total 80,810,193.95 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• MSME and artisanal manufacturers 

o 1
st

 year:  20 beneficiaries (artisanal 

manufacturers) per month for each pilot area 

o 2
nd

 year:   50 beneficiaries per month-pilot area 

o 3 years and onwards: at least 60 per month-

pilot area (20% increase of number of users per 

year) 

• Students and faculty OJTs 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (farmers and producers, 

suppliers of essential raw inputs), 2) forward linkages (traders and 

consumers, logistics workers) 

 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly monitoring, bi-annual operational assessment  

Responsible Parties and 

Stakeholder: 

MTIT (lead agency for the project), MOST, academic institution 

(particularly with food technology department), LGU, private 

suppliers of processing machines, business organizations; private 

producers (micro and small enterprises) 
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Project B.3. 

  
Developing and Modernizing the Industry for Indigenous 

Packaging Materials 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php 15,120,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

           

          Local manufacturers, especially the micro and small enterprises and those engaged in artisanal 

production have difficulty marketing their products because of limited supply of packaging materials. 

The primal reason is that conventional packaging materials are expensive because they are sourced in 

major urban areas in Mindanao, which are also procured in Metro Manila or Metro Cebu. The cheapest 

of packaging materials are made of polyethelyne bags or containers, which are a boon to the 

environment most especially in BARMM where there are no large scale machines to properly dispose 

or convert plastic wastes into other uses. The pedestrian use of take-out dinner wares such as plates 

and cups made of plastic or styrofoam material among restaurants, offices, food stores has left the 

capacity of existing landfills almost or over exhausted. Even the commercially and supposedly “eco-

friendly” takeout boxes and cups are actually the most difficult to recycle according to environment 

practitioners and owners of large recycling facilities outside BARMM because even the former are made 

of paper products, the inner linings are actually made of thin plastic film. Consumerism without 

thoughtful consideration to use of non-recyclable materials extols a huge economic and environment 

cost to the Bangsamoro. 

 

          The prospect for development packaging products using indigenous and environment-friendly 

materials is highly promising in BARMM. Some communities have traditionally used leaves (e.g. kalokop 

in Lanao del Sur and baskets made of coconut leaves in Basilan and Sulu), grass stems (e.g. bamboo in 

the production of baskets or cups), grass straws (e.g. woven materials traditionally used for banig but 

has other multitude uses including crafting packaging materials), among other. In other countries, the 

use of fish scales or shrimp shells are converted into biodegradable “plastic” applying the latest of 

technologies, and the raw materials abound in BARMM. The possibilities of creating unique packaging 

materials in BARMM also provided identity to products that are uniquely produced in BARMM. 

 

          The project aims to: 1) develop and mass produce indigenous and eco-friendly packaging 

materials including dinner wares and make them accessible to local manufacturers, traders, including 

farmers, and 2) allow the production to develop into an industry with sufficient number of players.  

 

          The strategy is to engage locals including elders who know traditional materials and crafts with 

the help of MAFAR, MENRE, and BCH.  MAFAR will assist in the identification of existing raw materials 

among farmers and fishers. The experts of MENRE will provide inputs on which indigenous or native 

flora and where they thrive to increase cultivation of the raw materials as packaging materials. The BCH 

will engage locals and cultural workers on indigenous packaging traditions of the community and 

explore other cultural products suitably useful for developing other packaging materials. Local 
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knowledge plays a vital role in the identification of raw materials and practices. The MOST along with 

local universities will assist in the development of certain durable and safe packaging products requiring 

modern technology. that can be made and developed into sustainable packaging materials. Engaging 

the creative sector both traditional and the modern (industrial design artists) will be crucial to  derive 

at new packaging product designs and prototypes that evoke elements of uniqueness, appeal, and 

practical application of conceived packaging design.  A production plant will be identified to mass 

produce certain indigenous and sustainable packaging materials based on design, or an existing one 

will be assisted to develop the packaging products. Once successful, TESDA or MBHTE can help train 

farmers on the use of modern machines to mass produce packaging materials using the conceived 

designs and indigenous materials. 

 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • A thriving industry initially consisting of 2 players per urban area 

for the commercial production of eco-friendly packaging 

materials using indigenous materials 

 

Area coverage: Cotabato City, Marawi, Lamitan, Bonggao, and Jolo (or in areas 

where ample supply of raw materials exists) 

 

Operational setup: • Either community managed or private enterprises 

• Establish supply contracts with farmers to source the raw 

materials 

• Involvement of cultural workers (including elders for the 

indigenous knowledge) in the communities and industrial design 

artists to transform traditional products into other uses such as 

packaging materials  

 

Inputs Per facility: 

• 2 thermoforming machine for eco-friendly dinner wares, cups, 

boxes, etc. 

• 1 production area 

• 1 warehouse/stockroom 

• 1 cutter 

• 1 water tank 

• 1 water pump 

• 1 solar-wind generator 

• 1 cleaning area with sink 

• kitchen utensils 

• 1 cling film machine (for bundled retail) 

• 2 working tables 

• general supplies (soap, disinfectant, etc.) 

• training 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 13,670,000.00 90.4 

MOOE 1,450,000.00 9.6 

Total 15,120,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 2 MSMEs or community-managed enterprises 

per selected urban area x 5 urban areas 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (farmers of areca 

leaves/betel nut/mama and bamboo; foragers of palm leaves); 

women weavers of traditional materials like banig, 2) forward 

linkages (local manufacturers, traders and exporters, consumers) 

 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MOST (lead agency for the project), MAFAR, MTIT, BCH, MENRE, 

TESDA, MBHTE, LGUs, community or private enterprise, and farmers 
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Project B.4. 

  

Performance-based incentive scheme for highly productive 

industries, innovators, and farmers 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  30,800,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Economies of scale (i.e. higher volume of production at a lower cost) is what is lacking in BARMM 

to propel the food and non-food manufacturing sector as well as the supply of raw agricultural goods 

to ensure food security and to stabilize prices in the market. An incentive-based approach to production 

based on performance is an important step to encourage backyard or non-backyard farmers and MSME, 

as well as startups to be productive and secure the necessary volume of production. Incentives can be 

based on meeting a certain minimum level of production quota (to be regularly coordinated with local 

and domestic manufacturers requiring agricultural inputs). Manufacturers need the volume of raw 

production inputs to reduce their per-unit operational cost of production. In the same way, exporters 

and traders need the volume of goods to allow them break into the global or domestic markets.   

 

          The project will design an incentive scheme for 1) local manufacturers, 2) farmers and fishers, and 

3) local innovators. Each group will have its mechanics and number and size of awards. The incentives 

will be the form of cash payouts, in-kind payouts (e.g. production machines or capital), or a reward 

twinned with other services (e.g. free medical visit or hospitalization of any member of the family for 

the duration of the next harvest/production season).   

 

          It is necessary that the incentive will be based on production or trade performance. The 

performance metrics shall be in the form of volume of goods sold to local manufacturers (among 

farmers eligible for the incentive), or volume of agriculture or locally-manufactured goods exported 

outside of BARMM—whether domestic or global markets—(among farmers or local manufacturers 

eligible for the incentive), or prospect for increased or efficient production for local innovators. It is also 

necessary that BARMM or each LGU shall determine and announce the production and trade volume 

of priority crops or goods so that local actors (i.e. manufacturers, farmers, fishers, innovators) will be 

able to align their production and export decisions to the targets. The target will be updated regularly. 

 

         The performance-based incentive shall be time-bound  (i.e. short- to medium-term measure) 

enough to incubate productive farmers and producers into a star performer, but not for long to avoid 

local producers and farmers from being less responsive to the market signals by just relying on the 

incentive given. The ultimate goal is to have the local manufacturers, fishers/farmers, and local 

innovators respond to the true incentives dictated by the price system by first having the volume to 

secure their positions as suppliers of raw inputs to manufacturers or to exporters or domestic traders.  

 

          Market segmentation will be encouraged to increase more players in the industry. Farm or 

production in higher level of agriculture or fishery including aquaculture goods run by youth will be 
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given special incentives based on export or trade performance to address the issue of ageing population 

in the agriculture sector and to encourage the young to find value in production as employment 

generator.  

 

          A sustained information campaign is crucial for the success of the project. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Performance-based incentive scheme to highly productive 

• System and guidance on, target setting (for the alignment of 

volumes of local production and types of goods in relation to 

the priorities of the LGUs and of BARMM), selection and award, 

etc. 

Area coverage: Across BARMM (including those involved in clustered production in 

agriculture and fishery) 

 

Operational setup: • MAFAR in coordination with LGUs will administer the project.  

• The MTIT and local business chambers will be engaged to help 

decide the type and target volume of production determined by 

the market demand. 

Inputs: • Award mechanics and guidelines 

• Prize pot 

• Clear information campaign 

•  Production or export volume targets 

 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 00.00 0.0 

MOOE 30,800,000.00 100.0 

Total 30,800,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries:  

• Among local manufacturers: Top 3 high performing local 

manufacturers per province by size of enterprise x 3 

categories (local MSME engaged in manufacturing) x (6 

provinces plus North Cotabato barangays plus Cotabato 

City) 

• Among local farmers and fishers: 81 cluster areas x 3 

prizes (top 3 winners) across BARMM 

• Among innovators: Top 3 per province  x (6 provinces 

plus North Cotabato barangays plus Cotabato City 

Monitoring and assessment: Bi-annually 

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency for the project), MAFAR, MOST, LGUs, local 

farmers and fishers, local producers and manufacturers, innovators 

and startups 
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Project B.5.   

  

Bangsamoro Strategic Halal Innovation Fund 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  22,400,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The project will create a funding scheme for local market players engaged in innovations and 

technology related to the halal value chain from production to manufacturing, trade, and all the way 

to consumption. This will be achieved by providing seed or capital funds or additional sources of 

investments for start-up, spin-out ventures, or existing local enterprises venturing into expanded 

operations with innovation application for halal in BARMM.  

 

          Practical frameworks and efforts on innovations in production and manufacturing of high priority 

products, or future-focused endeavors, are prioritized. The assistance includes helping innovators form 

companies that carry promising and strategic  halal innovations, providing seed capital, assisting in 

investment promotion to encourage the scaling up of the ventures, assistance on intellectual property 

registration, among others. Recipient innovators will enjoy tax efficient opportunities. The project will 

benefit if there is a coherent science and technology (S&T) policy as well as industrial policy in place 

(which will be explored by another project to be discussed in Project on BARMM Halal Governance 

Program).  

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Ventures on halal innovations 

• Guidelines on financing spinouts 

• Portfolio risk management and strategies  

Area coverage: BARM 

Operational setup: • BARMM will set up the BARMM Innovation Fund Board 

(consisting of the head of MTIT, MOST, and reputable business 

leaders in BARMM and outside BARMM). The board will serve as 

the Portfolio Advisor of the project.  

• BARMM will set up the innovation fund, but will outsource fund 

management services (with a financial institution). 

• A Technology Manager will oversee the implementation of the 

project. MOAs with the Technology Management Center (of 

University of the Philippines Diliman) and the Intellectual 

Property Office will provide technical assistance on 

commercialization of successful innovations for halal 
development. 

Inputs: • Halal innovation fund (max of 300,000) 

• Guidelines on Halal innovation fund  

• Fund management 

• Promotional events and tools for successful innovations  

• assistance/subsidy on intellectual property registration 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 22,400,000.00 100.0 

Total 22,400,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries at 10 ventures on halal innovation with high 

commercial success per year (for the first 5 years) 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: forward linkages (manufacturers) 

 

Monitoring and assessment: Bi-annual 

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency for the project), MOST; finance Intellectual 

Property Office; in collaboration with Technology Management 

Center of UP Diliman, innovators engaged in halal 
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Project B.6.   

  

Community-Level Collaborative Halal Innovation Centers 

for Product Development and Promotion (PILOT) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  66,764,028.95 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          A neighborhood- or community-level collaborative workspace will encourage participatory 

innovations, experimental production, exchange of new ideas or trends to improve various aspects of 

value addition (from production to processing, packaging and distribution). Community members and 

business owners (not necessarily cooperative members) from any backgrounds are allowed to actively 

participate and contribute. Diversity and collaboration spur innovations. The objective is to encourage 

creativity and identification of new halal products or services or improve the high value content of 

goods. The goal is to create a culture of collaborative innovation. The strategy is to adopt a flexible and 

future proof workspace to make the project current and relevant. 

 

          The innovation workspaces will be equipped with equipment and tools based on needs to expand 

the value content of the identified product fulcrum. Seasonal technical speakers will be invited to 

impart new ideas and handle experiments and other similar sessions.  

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • 3 workspaces with equipment, tools and staff per urban area 

• System and guidelines on the management, operations, and use 

of collaborative spaces 

• At least 10 tested innovations with high commercial application 

per workspace 

Area coverage: Marawi, Cotabato, and Lamitan 

Operational setup: • Collaborative setup 

• A system that encourages open partnership, stimulating 

atmosphere, pursuit for experimentation and innovation, multi-

disciplinary 

Inputs: Per pilot area: 

•  1 community-managed collaborative workspaces with conference 

area, individual study area, collaborative kitchen/"laboratory 

pantry”/workshop area for product development 

•  Fixtures and equipment 

•  Water tank and pump 

•  Hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* 

•  Transportation, accommodation, and meal cost for resource 

persons 

•   General supplies 

•  1 innovation center manager 

•  1 receptionist/staff 
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•  Regular resource speakers (from various fields)-target 1 speaker 

per month (honorarium) 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 4,311,528.95 6.5 

Capital Outlay 60,052,500.00 89.9 

MOOE 2,400,000.00 3.6 

Total 66,764,028.95 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

100 participants per month x 12 months x 3 sites  

Monitoring and assessment: quarterly 

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency for the project), MOST, MAFAR, BCH (for product 

development of indigenous and traditional goods), LGUs, local 

university and technical organizations, business chambers, 

community members (farmers and fishers, business owners, 

scientists, technicians, engineers, students, teachers) 
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Project B.7.   

  

Bangsamoro Micro, Small and Medium Industries Financial 

Scheme for Halal Development: Specialized Islamic Finance 

Platform for MSME 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  107,000,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Micro and small enterprises have the least access to financial capital since they are mostly start-

ups and have little assets for collateral.  It is imperative for the BARMM to devise an Islamic financial 

scheme that helps these enterprises, especially in the procurement of capital-intensive assets required 

in their commercial enterprises.  The BARMM Small and Medium Industries Financial Scheme project is 

centered on Islamic micro-financial products for MSMEs to provide access to much-needed financial 

capital and compel financial literacy among its beneficiaries.  This project is initiated by the regional 

government thru the creation of a dedicated creation of a regional government owned/controlled 

corporation (GOCC) or government financial institution (GFI) to appropriately dispense the scheme and 

other Islamic financial requirements of the government.  The GOCC/GFI will necessarily be put up by 

the BARMM regional government in partnership with a financial institution, whereby BARMM can 

retain significant ownership (at least 20%) or controlling interest (51%). The GOCC/GFI will be run as a 

corporate entity, subject to requirements set by applicable BSP, SEC or DOF conditions, and 

strategically, managed in a corporate structure where BARMM allows participation of private finance 

sector in management of the GOCC/GFI.  The financing scheme is not considered charity but will levy 

appropriate service charges, financing profit markup, lease or any other Islamic finance cost 

requirement that beneficiaries can afford, to ensure that the operations of the GOCC/GFI is sustained. 

 

          The project will establish a set of specific promising, and critical industries to be supported based 

on the halal value chain. 

 

          To qualify for the scheme, respective ministries with an Islamic finance program for MSMEs must 

determine their guidelines and pre-approve qualified beneficiaries before financing can be availed with 

the GOCC/GFI.  Pre-approve applications are subsequently assessed by the management of the 

GOCC/GFI based on financing requirements set by Philippine financial regulatory and supervisory 

agencies.  Only upon the approval of management will financing scheme be disbursed to the selected 

beneficiary.  In the immediate term, temporary financing conduit thru existing government financial 

institution such as Amanah Bank can be utilized while the said Islamic GOCC/GFI is being established.   

 

          Availing financial capital under the scheme shall not have any restriction on type of business 

ownership structure (e.g. sole proprietorship, corporation, cooperative, partnership). 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • MSME financial scheme for SMEs 

• GOCC or GFI 
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Area coverage: MSME beneficiaries in MTIT financing program/s in BARMM  

Operational setup: • Through a GOCC/GFI established in the BARMM, co-owned by 

the regional government and an Islamic financial 

institution/corporate entity.  

• After endorsement to the GOCC/GFI by the ministries, qualified 

MSMEs will undergo financial assessment and approval based 

on operating guidelines of the GOCC/GFI.  

• A system will be placed on due diligence and repayment 

collection. 

Inputs: • Establishment of a GOCC or GFI that has capitalization of 

100,000,000 (subject to the passage of a law of the BTA) 

• professional fees/expert opinion 

• research study 

• consultations with MSMEs 

• coordination costs 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0 

Capital Outlay 100,000,000.00  

MOOE 7,000,000.00  

Total 107,000,000.00  
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

(1st  and 2nd year: 140 beneficiaries  

3rd year onwards: Increasing at 30% of previous year’s volume of 

financing or number of beneficiaries and includes other ministries 

with MSME financing assistance programs. 

Monitoring and assessment: GOCC/GFI will be subject to Philippine corporate governance 

standards and guidelines; quarterly operational assessment with 

respective ministries involved  

Stakeholders BTA (for the establishment of a GOCC or GFI as the lead entity to 

implement the project), MTIT and MFBM, local businesses, MSMEs 
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Project B.8. 

  
Bangsamoro Industry Skill Upgrade: Firm-Level Skill 

Upgrading Halal Business Operations and Assistance on 

Business Development and Application to Access 

Enhancement Fund for Halal MSMEs and Producers 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  7,600,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          A perennial problem in financing livelihood projects is the sustainability of revenue stream among 

entrepreneurs and producers, to enable them to fully exercise commercial ventures.  In the past, start-

up capital may be accessed and given for free in BARMM but beneficiaries more often than not, remain 

informal or operate for less than 3 years, and eventually cease to be business enterprises.   

 

          While access to finance remains an impediment to starting a business, start-up capital is likely 

recognized as a development requirement than the subsequent enhancement financing needed to 

sustain new fledging businesses in the region.  Enhancement funds or financing is the necessary capital 

needed to boost productivity, increase production volume, or expand operations such as purchasing of 

bigger machines, new technology and expansion of production facilities.  Although in an open market, 

these funds are easily supplied by banks and financial institutions, such access is not readily tapped in 

BARMM due to the lack of basic financial proficiency of business owners.  There is difficulty in drafting 

and submitting documents such as financial projections, estimated operating budgets, forecasting 

business trends and sales, understanding commercial processes, and computing for basic return on 

capital, which are ordinarily required to secure bank loans/financing. Before any financing to boost 

commercial production can be achieved by MSMEs and producers, they need assistance in translating 

proper hindsight and business planning into concrete and formal documents.  Expectedly, formal 

entrepreneurs who may have operated for a few years will require improved business processes, 

increased production and new technologies that necessitate additional financial resources.   

 

          But this only reflects a much broader need in managing basic business practices that are essential 

for competitiveness. Many MSMEs especially the informal ones have limited grasp on various aspects 

of business management such as operations, organizational, financial, procurement and supply, legal 

including contracting, and marketing. 

 

          This project aims at setting up an intervention that:  

1) allows halal MSMEs and producers to access assistance programs in business 

development, planning, and marketing, and 

2) provides and exposes halal MSMEs to proper business management practices: 

operational management, organizational management, financial management, 

procurement and supply management, legal and contracting management, and 

marketing operations 
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          First, the regional government will identify institutions that MSMEs and producers can turn to for 

support in drafting their business documents, conducting their bookkeeping, business planning, and 

understanding basic commercial requirements.  The project will produce a menu of short courses for 

business development, to be crafted jointly by the MTIT, Development Academy of the Bangsamoro 

(DAB), and select academic institutions.  The local business chambers of commerce and industries in 

the region should be consulted in the project design, in particular, in determining the business 

development needs of the MSMEs. The mandate of MTIT on enriching commerce in the region thru an 

intensified private sector participation, is central to this program. The courses will be taught through 

practical one-day/series of training and workshops corresponding to identified business requirements.  

In addition, the courses should be designed not only to assist entrepreneurs in their documentary 

requirements but to initiate their understanding of market trends and appropriately recognize targets 

in the regional development plans in drafting their respective business projections.   

 

The project is implemented through scheduled training programs through the DAB, MTIT, and 

designated academic institutions with business or finance colleges/curriculum whereby teachers and 

professors can be resource persons or lecturers. Since resource persons are needed to teach the 

program courses, interested participants may be required to pay a minimal fee per session, to cover 

necessary operating expenses of the program.  The regional government can decide to waive such fees 

at the onset, and only levy fees in succeeding years, as well as accept subsidies or sponsorships to offer 

the courses for free to select jurisdictions.  This project can be implemented congruent to other 

business and finance literacy programs recommended for the halal ecosystem, including the program 

for e-commerce awareness.   

 

Business development is a requisite program to enable MSMEs and producers in the region to 

advance from the current informal and unbanked profiles, into formal MSMEs who are capable of being 

funded by the banking and financial sector.  Any entrepreneur who effectively benefits from this 

business development project will have viable choices for further financing requirements, as funding 

options become accessible for them.  These participants are likely to develop into empowered business 

enterprises who positively impact the local economy, increase employment opportunities for their 

community, and eventually convert proprietorships into enhanced entities (i.e. corporations). 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • An assistance program for business development, planning and 

marketing available to registered MSMEs and producers 

• Partnership between MTIT, DAB and business schools in the 

implementation of the list of courses 

• Actual entrepreneur-graduates of the program 

• Increased formal financing availed by local MSMEs and 

producers from banks and financial institutions 

• Increased registration of commerce and trade players in the 

region 

Area coverage: Across BARMM 
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Operational setup: • List of business development, planning and marketing courses is 

jointly crafted by the MTIT, Development Academy of the 

Bangsamoro (DAB), and business colleges in the region, in 

consultation with business chambers and organizations. 

• MTIT shall be the designated owner of the courses and 

corresponding inclusions.   

• The cost of developing the list of courses and its inclusions shall 

be funded by respective participation of parties involved, but 

subsidies can be given to defray costs of participants sent by the 

academic institutions.  

• Memorandum of Agreement between MTIT, DAB, and the 

academic institutions that will be designated as training and 

resource centers for the courses. 

• Entrepreneurs who will enroll in the courses will be required to 

pay for minimal fee; fees can be waived by the regional 

government during the launch of the project and allocate 

budget to pay for professional fees of lecturers.  

• Private sector subsidy or donation is allowed, as well as LGU 

sponsorship for their respective constituent 

entrepreneurs/MSMEs/producers. 

• The first year of the project will be devoted to consultation with 

the business chambers; drafting of different course 

requirements and inclusions, pilot training and instruction 

materials for 50 participants in mainland and another 50 for the 

island provinces, as well as approval of implementation plan and 

signing of MOA with business schools. 

Inputs • 3 training/workshop providers per province 

• reproduction of training course materials 

• general supplies 

• Transportation and meals 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 7,600,000.00 100.0 

Total 7,600,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 
1
st

 year:  100 participants (100 participants from MSMEs) including 

farmer/fisher outfits. 

2
nd

 year: roll out of program across the region with 200 participants 

per province 

3 years and onwards: 400 participants per province, and 20% 

increase thereafter 

Monitoring and assessment: Bi-annual monitoring  

Yearly assessment of project; and impact assessment on the 3rd year 

(at least for the 1st year and 2nd year cohorts) 
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Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency of the project), Development Academy of the 

Bangsamoro (DAB), and select academic institutions; local chambers 

of commerce and industry, local business entities 
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Project B.9.   

  

Halal and Culture: School of Living Traditions 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  439,322,139.50 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Culture is a mundane aspect of living in the local communities in the Bangsamoro region so that 

the act of passing on cultural knowledge to the younger generations and the promotion of cultural 

goods and services to the wider public, under a formal education setup, has gained little priority in the 

policy and fiscal budget management circles.  

 

          Households and artisans pay little attention to embodying the halalan tayyiban concept into the 

production of cultural goods (e.g. traditional food items, traditional cosmetics and medicines, tangible 

art forms) because the former are satisfied that having Moros prepare those goods is enough assurance 

for halal. This belief stems from their limited view about halal and the fear that what is presently left 

of traditional or indigenous practices to produce cultural goods will be even further eroded once proven 

that these practices have the slightest bit of shirk employed in the production of cultural goods. At the 

same time, the lack of conducive space to hone the production of cultural goods that are up to the 

global standards on quality and safety is one of the challenges faced by the communities. 

 

          The project envisions to establish and construct a school of living traditions per province in the 

Bangsamoro region that has better facilities, conducive workspaces, classrooms,  and showrooms, as 

well as dedicated teachers who are local artisans and craftsmen and women. The proposed school 

building will be designed according to local and indigenous motifs, and will stand to blend and preserve 

the natural environment. The school of living traditions will serve both as an educational institution of 

culture and the arts as well as a main attraction or site of tourism activities of BARMM and the LGUs. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • One school of local tradition with workshop area and showroom 

per province in BARMM 

• Approved curriculum on local arts and tradition (with varying 

aspects) 

• School administration plan 

• Information campaign and marketing plan 

Area coverage: One per province in BARMM. Specific location need not be in the 

capital but somewhere closer to the local communities that produce 

cultural artefacts and goods 

Operational setup: • Under MBHTE and BCH 

• Income generating through tuition fees 

• Curriculum and teachers must preserve authenticity (so that 

teachers must come from the pool of local artisans 

Inputs: Per province: 
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• Purchase of land 

• Construction of: 

    • 1 school of living tradition made of traditional architecture and 

materials, with: 

          •  1 production workshop area 

          •  1 show or trade room 

          •  conference room/classrooms 

          •  fixtures and equipment 

          •  1 power generator  

          •  1 WASH facility    

          • utilities 

          • general supplies 

         • maintenance 

         • materials procurement 

         • development of curriculum (approved by MBHTE, BCH, and 

the community of traditional cultural workers) 

         • 1 school administration plan 

         • 1 marketing campaign plan 

         • 1 School administrator 

         • 6-10 teachers who are existing local/traditional artists 

         • 1 teacher in business 

         • 3 staff 

 

         • engineering and architectural design plan 

         •  environmental assessment 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 47,672,139.50 10.9 

Capital Outlay 377,400,000.00 85.9 

MOOE 14,250,000.00 3.2 

Total 439,322,139.50 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• 50 students per year per school x 1 school per province x 6 

provinces in BARMM 

• Local artisans and cultural workers 

• Local residents 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: forward linkages (tourists and workers in the 

tourism industry, traders, workers in the logistics sector) 

Monitoring and assessment: Bi-annual 

Stakeholders MBHTE (lead agency of the project), BCH, MTIT, LGUs, local artisans 

and cultural workers, local residents 
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C. Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram:  Improving Halal Trade and Logistics  
 

Project C.1.   

  

Provision of Dedicated Space for Informal Micro and Small 
Enterprises Engaged in Halal Business and Trade, as 
Incentive to Formalizing Businesses 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  53,128,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The informal micro and small enterprises (MSEs) in the region face protracted development not 

only due to the lack of access to financial capital and resources, but they are also largely excluded from 

established halal markets to showcase their products.  Start-up commercial ventures in the region are 

mostly unregistered, informal, and are most vulnerable to economic shocks.  More often than not, 

micro and small halal entrepreneurs need to afford putting up a physical stall to sell their products or 

consign goods with established stores in their localities. These brick-and-mortar shops are only 

accessible to those that are within the vicinity, or who can physically visit and purchase from the store.  

The regional government can address the shortage of productive halal market spaces for informal MSEs 

thru provision of dedicated commercial places (such as weekend markets, or within a public market) 

where these entrepreneurs can safely promote and sell their halal products.  The provision of these 

spaces should be for a set duration, while the micro and small entrepreneurs are consolidating their 

profits, as well as business requirements to formally register with local business regulatory agencies.   

 

          This project aims to provide for a defined period, a commercial space allotment for micro and 

small enterprises within dedicated city, municipal or provincial markets, or any available public space 

conducive for a halal market.  The objective of allowing these entrepreneurs to sell their halal products 

for a limited time is to enable them to earn in the immediate term without incurring additional high 

operating charges (for store rental, etc) while giving them time to accumulate resources in order to 

formally register.  Any micro or small enterprise can apply with the LGU for a minimal rent on the public 

commercial space for three (3) months, after which he/she must show ongoing application with MTIT, 

LGU, and BIR for the necessary business requirements.  If there is satisfactory proof that the MSE has 

formally applied and paid necessary business license fees, its initial commercial space rental can be 

extended from three (3) months to six (6) months. Upon completion of the six (6) months, the newly 

registered MSE can avail of business development training, access to shared service facilities, and can 

determine where to set up shop or consign/partner with (can also rent in bigger commercial spaces in 

public markets).  The vacated commercial space shall be rotated to other new interested start-up 

enterprises.   

 

         This project shall be taken jointly with the projects on business registration, on firm-level skills 

upgrading (for the business development), and on access to shared service facilities for processing—

that are identified in different parts of this document. 
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          The local government unit (LGU) can partner with private sector in setting up this dedicated 

commercial space if there are no available public spaces to be utilized (or public markets are only 

available to registered entrepreneurs).  Another option is to permit halal traders’ associations to 

participate in the project by allowing them to set up the commercial space where MSEs can rent.  The 

association can maintain the space, and manage the minimal fees collected (payment of necessary 

utilities and/or rental charges, if any).  This way, traders within a jurisdiction can strengthen their 

membership by identifying potential members and remain relatable to new entrepreneurs within their 

locality.   

 

           

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Dedicated farmers/commercial/market space for informal MSEs 

• Increased business registration for MSMEs 

Area coverage: 2 dedicated spaces per urban areas in BARMM: 

Bonggao, Cotabato, Jolo, Lamitan, and Marawi 

 

3 dedicated spaces per province (in peri-urban areas or capitals)  

Operational setup: LGU commercial space for MSEs for minimal fee (lower than public 

market space rental), business registration with LGU, MTIT and BIR; 

subsequent MOA of LGU with traders’ organization for management 

and/or maintenance of commercial space 

Inputs: • Covered (temporary) dedicated farmer’s market space (rental 

provision, but can also be counterpart of the LGUs) 

• Tables and benches for sellers and buyers (counterpart of the 

LGUs or the beneficiaries) 

• Portable toilets with water supply 

• Garbage disposals 

• Community organizing 

• Information campaign and community marketing 

• Assistance to business registrations 

• Training on business development (covered by other project) 

• Access to shared processing facilities (covered by other project) 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 53,128,000.00 100.0 

Total 53,128,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

 Direct beneficiaries:  

1st year: at least 100 MSMEs per urban area; at least 50 MSMEs per 

peri-urban areas 

2nd year to 5th year: additional 20% per area 
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Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (farmers and logistics 

workers), 2) forward linkages (consumers and traders) 

Monitoring and assessment: Annual operational assessment; Annual update on the list of 

registered establishments/MSMEs in the region  

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency of the project), LGUs, BIR, local traders’ 

associations 
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Project C.2. 

  
Halal Lanes and Trading Posts in the Bangsamoro 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  16,200,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The general consumers in BARMM are predisposed to the idea that any commodity they see in 

the market that does not contain pork, alcohol, or  their derivatives are considered halal. Any goods 

that are displayed or sold in the public markets, groceries, shops, or other outlets within or outside 

BARMM are halal just by the individual judgements of the consumers regardless, save for few goods 

with halal logo. These outlets, on the other hand, have not taken steps beyond what is necessary to 

increase trade of halal products by making the latter visible to the discerning public in the Bangsamoro 

region, albeit the have special aisles for imported products. The losers in this kind of market 

arrangement are the Bangsamoro consumers. 

 

          The project aims to establish a law and implementing guidelines requiring owners or operators of  

groceries, retail or wholesale shops, public markets, barter areas, or other similar public spaces for the 

exchange of goods and services to establish lanes or posts that are exclusive for commodities that have 

been certified halal. It’s a type of trade regulation that BARMM needs because it segmentizes the 

market (certified halal and non-certified goods) and it promotes halal trade. The regulation will include 

penalties for non-compliance, incentives for early mover, as well as mechanisms for compliance and 

monitoring. A thorough consultation will be needed to ascertain the adjustment costs to be shouldered 

by traders and store owners once the law will take into effect, and the sort of assistance from the 

regional government needed to facilitate the compliance and adjustment process. 

 

          A comprehensive study on the proposed legal measure is necessary to see the full economic 

impacts as well as its implication on existing national or local laws and executive orders on retail and 

trade, barter trade, as well as on international trade agreements like BIMP-EAGA or WTO. 

 

          The project will include regular monitoring to ensure due diligence and compliance. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Bangsamoro law on dedicated halal lanes and trading posts. 

Area coverage: BARMM 

Operational setup: BTA 

Inputs • Consultations with wholesale and retail traders, LGUs, shop 

owners, grocers, and consumers 

• Assessment study on the proposed legal measure 

• Information campaign 

• Monitoring cost on compliance 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 16,200,000.00 100.0 

Total 16,200,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: all BARMM consumers and all halal producers 

and traders (wholesale and retail) in the region 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: backward linkages (farmers and local 

manufacturers of halal goods) 

Monitoring and assessment: Bi-annual; assessment on the impact of the law one year after the 

passage of the law 

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency of the project), BTA, LGUs, wholesale and retail 

traders, grocery owners, market owners, consumers 
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Project C.3.   

  

E-commerce on Halal Products to Complement Traditional 

Market Platforms 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  22,400,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          To increase the reach of local halal products, trade and consumption of these products must 

necessarily go beyond the traditional markets.  With increased use of the internet, the adoption of 

electronic commerce platforms must be embraced in the BARMM.  This project is mainly an 

encouragement of halal players to adopt e-commerce as an option to market their products and look 

beyond the reliance on physical markets and shops as trading points. In addition, e-commerce is a cost-

efficient method of promoting BARMM halal products to a wider market that can further promote and 

spur interest for BARMM halal products and potentially increasing halal supply volume from the region 

to the global market.   

 

          The project is a combination of complementary services and marketing promotion offered by the 

MTIT for trade and market updates to halal players and interested parties, and assistance from the 

MOTC for aligned programs in ensuring e-commerce capacity and integrity in halal trade. 

 

          The project involves two (2) main ministries, MTIT and MOTC.  The MTIT together with the 

assistance of national government agencies such as the DTI (as the Philippine agency with an e-

commerce mandate), should craft a halal e-commerce program for the region.  It will consist of 

description and general tutorial on how information and communication technology (ICT) increases the 

competitiveness of local halal industries, revolutionize trade of goods and services, use of online 

payments, and aids in the traceability of halal supply chain.  Actual utilization of e-commerce in the 

halal market, including best practices from known halal traders who are using e-commerce will be 

references in the awareness campaign.  MTIT can subsequently explore promulgation of regulations, 

quality standards or issue certifications that promote the inclusion of e-commerce in the BARMM halal 

trade.    

 

          The MOTC on its part will adopt an e-commerce use and integrity program for halal traders that 

promotes appropriate utilization of online public information, enforcement of lawful access and 

confidentiality of electronic data of consumers online, maintenance of integrity from online resources, 

and how market updates and monitoring systems can be integrated in the available e-commerce 

tools/programs.  In addition, an e-commerce marathon for the youth and interested e-commerce 

platform developers should be organized to cultivate a regional e-commerce outlook and programs for 

halal e-trade.  Any resulting development on incubating these e-commerce programs will be supported 

by MTIT, MOTC, and IPO, as applicable. It is necessary that these e-commerce platforms or programs 

are run by private entities including the incubators themselves as it is costly to maintain an e-commerce 

or trade infrastructure. Although the project is initiated by the identified government offices, 
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participation of private sector in e-commerce and halal logistics requirements should be encouraged 

and pursued.  Some of the assistance that the ministries can provide are on the information campaign, 

ensuring greater degree of participation by private players as suppliers or buyers of halal goods in 

BARMM, regulations including ensuring quality standards and issuance of certification as described 

above.  

 

This project is conditional upon the strengthening of internet and telecommunications 

infrastructure in the region.   

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Actual registered halal traders utilizing e-commerce 

• Presence of e-commerce providers and platforms in the region 

• Increased halal trade for BARMM products thru various e-

commerce sites 

• E-commerce marathon 

• Guidelines and regulations on halal e-commerce 

• Awareness campaign on halal e-commerce 

Area coverage: Across BARMM (start with urban areas)  

Operational setup: • Govt programs for e-commerce within the halal unit of MTIT, 

and dedicated unit of MOTC with allocated budget and targets 

annually 

• Subsequent MOA between MTIT/MOTC with LGU/chambers of 

commerce for sustained efforts (LGU or private sector will 

shoulder costs of event/s)   

Inputs: • Development of guidelines and regulations, and their 

enforcement, on halal e-commerce 

• Development of quality standards and issuance of certification for 

MSMEs or farmers that use halal e-commerce platforms for trade  

• Information and awareness campaign (including development of 

tutorials on how to use halal e-commerce and online payments):  

o 5 MTIT campaign events per province, per year 

o 3 MOTC events per province, per year 

• Organizing e-marathons to encourage development of halal e-

commerce platforms to be run by local private players, start-ups, or 

incubators in BARMM 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 22,400,000.00 100.0 

Total 22,400,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries (i.e. traders and consumers): 

o 1
st

 year:  100 beneficiaries per province 
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o 2
nd

 year:  200 beneficiaries per province 

o 3 years and onwards: at least 300 beneficiaries per 

province and 20% increase in the number of 

beneficiaries per year after the 3rd year;  

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (local manufacturers 

and farmers), 2) forward linkages (logisticians, financial service 

players, consumers) 

Monitoring and assessment: bi-annual operational assessment; quarterly digital integrity audit; 

annual review and updating of E-commerce projects  

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency of the project), MOTC, LGUs, private sector 

partners, incubators, MSMEs, traders, and consumers 
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Project C.4.   

  

Digital Connectivity Infrastructure for Halal Market Players 

in BARMM 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  77,800,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Digital connectivity has been a seen as a recent infrastructure requirement for economic 

development with internet and electronic connectivity enabling real-time management and monitoring 

of all types of activities.  As such, resilient and stable internet connection and access to information and 

communication services are seen as basic conditions for the development and sustainability of halal e-

commerce within the region.   

 

          This project is centered on provision of ICT facilities and connectivity (off-grid/on-grid) across the 

BARMM.  The MOTC should identify necessary digital technologies, and formally correspond with 

telecommunication companies to ensure that these entities are procuring licenses to operate in the 

region, are investing physical facilities to set up and sustain their services, and monitoring if the region 

enjoys high-speed broadband internet connection.  A digital connectivity framework should be drafted 

to analyze the requirements of digital infrastructure, including consideration of constraints that may be 

relayed by telecommunication companies, and identification of regulations, skills and institutions that 

can implement and support digital transformation of the region.  The framework (along with MOA with 

private service providers) shall also include management of risks of ICT facilities, and developing 

safeguards for physical infrastructure investments, in coordination with the MILG on local deployment 

of necessary security precautions to protect hard infrastructures required for digital connectivity to 

operate from vandalism.  This project is crucial to the implementation of the previous projects on e-

commerce.  The objective of having this infrastructure is to enable many the halal players, from farms 

to producers, manufacturers, traders – to connect to technologically-savvy market consumers.  Market 

competitiveness around the world is increasingly compelled by the use of the internet, and the BARMM 

regional government should acknowledge that digital connectivity is inevitable in doing business. 

           

          In addition to the framework, ensuring digital connectivity necessitates government intervention 

– making the regional government (and LGUs) the forerunners in adopting digital transformation in its 

offices and transactions. The regional government offices should adopt digital and inter-operable e-

governance thru establishment of dedicated website, that actually works, per office or ministry, 

migrating manual records to e-forms, online submissions of government documents, and enabling 

digital transactions such as payment, registration, procurement, and directories.  Select LGUs like those 

in urban and peri-urban areas as well as the LGUs that have recently exhibited success in implementing 

good governance shall receive the initial assistance (e.g. infrastructure and system) from the regional 

government so they can adopt and achieve the goals envisioned for e-governance as a way to reduce 

the cost of doing business at the local level. 
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          The COVID-19 pandemic has pushed all organizations, including the regional government to 

recognize the critical role of stable internet connection in the provision of public goods and services.  

Not only will digital connectivity infrastructure enhance the linkage of halal producers and 

manufacturers to the consumers, but the adoption of the government itself of digital connectivity 

signals that it embraces transformative interventions in its pursuit of moral governance.   

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Stable and strong internet connectivity in the region, with at 

least 4G internet speed 

• Framework on digital connectivity in the BARMM 

• Private telecommunication facilities in all provinces 

• Presence of telecommunication providers per province 

• MOA with private service providers 

• Regional government adopting an e-governance system 

• A thriving community of actual halal farmers, producers, traders 

utilizing 4G technology in their operations 

 

Area coverage: All areas of the region (starting with urban and peri-urban areas and 

towns that exhibited successful implementation of good governance 

 

Operational setup: • Govt programs from ministries identified in the framework – 

with MOTC having a dedicated unit for digital connectivity 

• MOA with private service providers to fast track the installation 

of facilities, securing permits, as well as providing security to the 

facilities 

• LGU involvement for the local implementation of digital e-

governance 

 

Inputs: For the digitization of all areas across BARMM: 

• Development of digital connectivity framework in BARMM 

• Coordination cost to invite privately-owned service 

providers to install off-grid or on-grid fast speed internet 

connection in BARMM areas 

• Non-financial ssistance to private digital service providers 

to secure permits, licenses, and security (for the installation 

of towers or other essential facilities) 

 

For the BARMM regional government and LGUs: 

• digital e-governance and inter-operable systems 

(websites, repository, and other digital transactions such as 

registration, procurement, issuance of certifications, etc.) 

for BARMM and for LGUs 

•  e-payments system 

•  trainings of BARMM offices and LGUs (for the digitial e-

governance system) – 124 LGUs, and 20 BARMM offices 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 50,000,000.00 64.3 

MOOE 27,800,000.00 35.7 

Total 77,800,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

o 1
st

 year:  all urban and peri-urban areas in the region 

have 4G 

o 2
nd

 year: 40% of all other municipalities in BARMM have 

4G 

o 3-5 years: at least 80% of region have 4G; subsequent 

years: reach 100% internet access across the region and 

improved speeds beyond 4G 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) forward linkages (consumers, farmers, 

MSMEs, traders, consumers, logisticians, regional and local 

government units, as well as other players that has business or has 

interest in BARMM) 

Monitoring and assessment: annual operational assessment; Annual Report on digital 

connectivity to the Parliament; real-time connectivity monitoring   

Stakeholders MOTC (lead agency of the project); Regional Telecommunications 

Commission (RTC), Telecommunication and internet providers; 

MILG (security assessments and protocols), LGUs 
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Project C.5.   

  

Bangsamoro Greentech Initiative: Providing Hybrid Solar 

(On-Grid Or Off-Grid) Power to Communities 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php129,549,328.86 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Many farms and production areas in BARMM are not served by electricity. Farming communities, 

particularly in Lanao del Sur and the island provinces, lament that their productions are stifled because 

of lack of electricity. Even in major trade centers in the region, businesses and household are scourged 

by frequent power interruptions affecting operations. 

 

          Farmers engaged poultry production lament that they had to shut down their operations because 

incubators are useless without electricity. Without electricity, water pumps for irrigation and household 

needs remain idle, goods are lost to spoilage especially during rainy season, some machines and 

equipment are left to obsolescence. Even those engaged in product processing, many of whom who 

received assistance from the government and donor community have barely used their machines and 

equipment (e.g. dehydrators, grinders, etc.) to produce higher level or value adding goods. Some 

appeals for diesel generators to power their operations, but they found the cost of fuel eating up their 

profit margins. The only options that farmers and producers including micro, small, and artisanal 

manufacturers are: (i) they resort to the traditional manual approach to farming and production, (ii) 

maintain a low scale of production, or, worse (iii) abandon their farms and shops and pursue another 

form of enterprise less reliant on electricity (e.g. micro trading including sari-sari store). The lack of 

electricity generally serves an impediment to modernize agriculture and fishery in BARMM and, more 

so, severely restricts the expansion of the local manufacturing and service sector. 

 

          The problem of lack of electricity is not unique in the production sector. In fact, about 106,491 

households (or 29% of total in the region) across BARMM do not have access to electricity as of 

December 2020, according to the National Electricity Administration. But the production sector is 

crucial because if it fails to take off, the region will succumb to high inflation rates due to low supply of 

essential commodities particularly food, and economic growth and deepening are put at stake. 

 

          The irony of BARMM is that it has ample sources of zero carbon or renewable energy, but its 

capacity to supply them is severely constrained. 

 

          The project aims to address this gap by installing up hybrid solar  (off-grid or on-grid) power 

generators including converters and storage batteries in selected strategic areas engaged in clustered 

production (clustered farms and local manufacturing).  

 

          The provision solar power generators can be conditional on the ability of the community to 

organize the households engaged in farming or processing to embrace clustered approach to 
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production (see projects under the Gadung Subprogram). In other words, access to electricity will be 

twinned with improving economic production. 

 

          The project will explore collaboration with local university with electrical engineering department 

so that their students or faculties can engage with the community beneficiaries of the renewable energy 

generators to properly maintain the technology. Similarly, students from the business course and social 

work can provide assistance to the community in terms of resolving issues related to managing the user 

fees and managing members of the community or cooperatives within the cluster. 

 

         If 15,000 households were given This means that by end of the 4th year, BARMM will reduce the 

number of households without access to electricity from 29% in 2020 to only 12.6% in 2025. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Community-managed 50kw off-grid solar energy generators 

with converters and batteries (for lowland areas) 

• Community-managed 50kw off-grid hybrid solar and wind 

generators with converters and batteries 

• Community guidelines on household-level farming and 

production usage, maintenance, as well as amount and 

collection of user fees 

Area coverage: Across BARMM (initial: selected priority clusters identified in various 

projects under the Gadung Subprogram and Pagpataud sin 
Industriya Subprogram  

Operational setup: • Community organizing within the cluster for a community-

managed renewable energy source 

• Collection of user fees by the community and community-level 

monitoring based on agreed guidelines 

• MOA with local university or department (with electrical 

engineering departments or college) to provide technical 

assistance to the beneficiary communities and households on 

the proper maintenance of the community-managed renewable 

energy source 

Inputs: Hybrid (on-grid and off-grid) solar power units for the following 

subprograms/projects with varying output capacities: 

A. Gadung Subprogram: 
• Halal cattle and goat production project - 6 units (i.e. 1 unit 

per community shared facility) 

• Small-scale pastured livestock production project – 4 units 

(i.e. 1 unit per pasture) 

• Halal chicken (broiler) production – 80 units (i.e. 8 units per 

25 households) 

• Small-scale pasture free-range native chicken project – 9 

units (i.e. 1 unit per pasture) 

• Halal and organic vegetable production project – 1,210 

units (i.e. 1 unit per 20 farming households) 
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• Halal fruit production project – 164 units (i.e. 1 unit per 25 

farming households) 

• Hatchery/production of halal mud crab project – 4 units (i.e. 

1 unit per hatchery) 

• Sustainable halal tuna farming project – 40 units 

• Halal organic farm input production project – 135 units (i.e. 

1 unit per farm) 

• Halal organic farm feed production project – 62 units (i.e. 1 

unit per farm) 

• Halal seed banks and community seed distribution center 

project – 3 units (i.e. 1 unit per laboratory for the seed 

bank) 

 

B. Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram 

• Halal smoke tuna community managed processing plant 

project – 4 units  

• Shared facilities for small-scale agri-based manufacturing 

project – 5 units 

• Developing halal indigenous packaging materials project – 

10 units (i.e. 1 unit per facility) 

• Community-level innovation centers for halal development 

project – 3 units 

• Halal and culture: Institute of Living Traditions – 6 units 

 

C. Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram: 

• Halal consolidation points integrated in the supply 

management project – 21 units (i.e. 2 units per bagsakan) 

 

D. Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram: 
• Tulong Dignity: Establishing food banks and voucher system 

project – 2 units (1 per facility) 

 

• Training communities (connecting and maintenance of the 

generator) 

• After-sales service 

• Community organizing 

• Coordination cost for university faculty and student (from the 

Electrical Engineering Department or College) OJT to provide 

technical assistance as well as from the departments of social work 

and business administration for community management and 

managing user fees 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 116,873,423.45 90.2 

MOOE 12,675,905.41 9.8 

Total 129,549,328.86 100.0 
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Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• Yearly (for 4 years): 

• Highland areas including Lanao del Sur: 33 households 

per “energy service community” x 3 “energy service 

communities” per cluster x 30 clusters 

• Lowland areas: 33 households per “energy service 

community” x 3 “energy service communities” per 

cluster x 120 clusters 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly, and yearly assessment 

Stakeholders MENRE ((lead agency of the project for the installation of renewable 

energy facilities), MAFAR and MTIT (for the determination of 

production and farm clusters based on this halal program described 

in Gadung SubProgram in this People’s Budget), LGUs, farmers, 

producers, and local manufacturers 
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Project C.6.   

  

Inland Port System and Water-Based Transportation in the 

Mainland Provinces 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  508,898,701.25 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

 In addition to the road, seaport and airport requirements in the region, the BARMM needs to 

explore alternative connectivity infrastructure such as ports in its inland waters.  The two (2) main 

bodies of water in the mainland are Lanao Lake and Liguasan Marsh, and these are geographical areas 

that can augment connectivity in addition to the existing road networks in its peripheries. Water-based 

transportation infrastructure has the potential to increase trade routes that can deliver additional fiscal 

revenue for BARMM, as well as encourage investments beyond the conventional transportation 

systems.  The benefits of establishing or upgrading inland ports to cater to the volume of passenger 

and goods mobility is that the former opens up new location options for more effective distribution 

channel but also for improved access to production areas of agricultural goods and other raw materials. 

     

           This project aims to define the basic structure of these two inland ports and the requisite 

conditions necessary to appropriately operate a transportation system within, and to start the actual 

installation of infrastructures and facilities. 

 

          For Lake Lanao, the traditional trading routes still persist albeit informally and community 

operated (but most of them are neglected to poor operations and maintenance).  The lake is not only 

a transport route for the littoral towns around it, but it is the reservoir for the Agus system that provides 

majority of Mindanao’s electricity consumption.  The project therefore has to be conscious not only of 

the feasibility of an inland port, but also consider the environmental and security concerns of a 

transportation infrastructure.   

 

          The Lanao del Sur PDPFP has indicated four (4) potential port locations based on the economic 

clusters identified.  These ports will not only revive the traditional trading routes and boat-building 

industry in the province, but also decongest the traffic in the municipal road networks around the lake.  

The lake ports will enable halal producers and traders in the surrounding littoral towns to ferry goods 

at lesser cost and higher volumes.  The identified lake ports should be allocated with the necessary 

resources (budget and legislative resolutions) to complete its feasibility and environmental impact 

assessment, to revive the economic activities in Marawi City and its neighboring areas.  Lastly, the ports 

to be constructed must allow provisions for passenger and trade terminals, as well as provisions for 

port authorities, integrated road connectivity and transportation systems including halal logistics 

facilities (loading and unloading).   

 

          For the Liguasan Marsh, as the biggest wetland in the Philippines, and its tributaries, Rio Grande 

de Mindanao and the Tamontaka River, have an untapped potential in connectivity infrastructure.  
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Although it has been largely seen as containing natural gas deposits, the communities along its banks 

can utilize simplified port systems to augment the road networks and coastal gateways. It will connect 

areas in the hinterlands of Maguindanao del Sur to the agglomerated area of Cotabato City via Rio 

Grande, as well as  Maguindanao del Sur to peri-urban area of Kabacan via the Tamontaka River in 

ferrying both passengers and halal goods. The size of the Marsh makes it a substantial resource in 

establishing various halal distribution and consolidation points following the location of established 

ports once the farm production clusters (identified in the Gadung Subprogram as discussed in this 

report are implemented).  Similar to Lake Lanao project, the Liguasan Marsh transportation system 

must be integrated to the road networks, and allocated with the necessary infrastructure capital 

resources by the BARMM regional government.   

 

          Both these inland waters have been necessary in the life of the Bangsamoro people for 

generations, and instead of seeing them as mere mineral deposit sites, their environmental and 

economic impact for halal tourism, trade and logistics need to be explored and supported as these are 

the most immediate and practical for many of its communities.  

 

          It necessary that the inland ports must be connected to good quality road system to achieve a 

cohesive or integrated inter-modal transportation system. As much as possible, the terminals for land 

transportation vehicles, in the identified strategic towns below, must be located near and must be 

connected to the port areas to allow ease of mobility. Water-based transport and inland port system 

are among the strategic infrastructures identified in the PDPFP, at least for Lanao del Sur 

 

          The project proposes to construct or upgrade small but modern inland ports each with reception 

area (including ticketing booth), loading and unloading facilities (e.g. passenger and freight terminals), 

and warehouse space for storage and consolidation of goods, and lighthouses in strategic areas. 

 

         (Note that there BARMM and LGUs must strictly adhere to supporting only few but strategic ports. 

Constructing too many ports as is conventionally practiced by the LGUs defeats the benefits of 

economies of scale. This is known as the “divided-by-n” problem). 

 

           The project will install or construct one small dockyard in waterways in Lanao del Sur and another 

one in either Maguindanao del Sur or Maguindanao del Norte for the maintenance and repairs of c 

boats. 

 

          To jumpstart a modern water transportation industry, the project shall provide about 2 medium-

sized commercial boats and 2 medium-sized boats exclusive for transportation of bulk cargo, that can 

each accommodate enough volume. However, it is necessary the inland water transport industry shall 

be open to the private sector or investors (whether local or otherwise) for a more efficient and 

sustainable operations. 
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          To make the inland ports operational, each port will be equipped with the soft infrastructure on 

small inland port management, logistics operation management, inland naval safety, etc. The LGUs and 

port management shall also be trained on naval and port administration, maintenance of safety 

requirements, and other related law enforcements on navigation and port administration.   

 

           In the same way, the proper and effective operations of the commercial water-based 

transportation industry necessitates strict enforcement of inland navigational laws and regulations 

such as those pertaining to vessel registration, vessel documentation, maintenance of safety 

requirements, sanitation and environment, etc. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Necessary: Engineering study, feasibility study, and 

environmental study for the construction of inland port systems 

• Inland port systems for Lake Lanao and Liguasan Marsh and 

tributaries with reception area, loading and unloading facilities 

(e.g. passenger and freight terminals), warehouse space for 

storage and consolidation of goods , and lighthouses 

• Dockyards 

• Inter-municipal commercial boats for passengers 

• Inter-municipal commercial boats for cargo 

• Systems for port management and administration, logistics and 

cargo management 

• Connective roads and land transportation terminal near or 

connected to the inland ports 

• Regulations and guidelines on inland port management and 

administration, and logistics management and administration 

Area coverage: Towns in Lake Lanao and Liguasan Marsh (and tributaries 

Tamontaka River and Rio Grande de Mindanao) 

 

• Lanao del Sur: Bayang, Tamparan and Tugaya 

• Maguindanao del Sur: Pagalungan, Sultan sa Barongis, General SK 

Pendatun, and Datu Piang  

• Maguindanao del Norte: Datu Odin Sinsuat, Kabuntalan 

• Cotabato City 

• North Cotabato: Pikit (barangay Buliok) 

Operational setup: First year: 

• Engineering, feasibility and environmental assessment 

 

Later part of first year and subsequent years: 

• Government financed or blended financing (government and 

private) for the construction of modernized inland ports and 

complementing facilities 
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• Financing, operations, and management of shipping vessels will 

be open to the private sector during the 1st year or subsequent 

years 

• Revenue earning operations for all inland infrastructures in 

favor of the BARMM government and LGUs. Lessons be learned 

that community-managed ports veers towards neglect and 

substandard operation 

• Revenue earning operations for all vessels/boats in favor of the 

ship owners (government and/or private investors) 

Inputs: • Experts (engineering, feasibility, and environmental assessment 

studies) 

• Construction materials for small but modern inland port 

systems and related facilities: reception area, loading and 

unloading (passenger and freight terminals), warehouse space, 

lighthouse, shipyard/dockyard, access roads and pedestrian 

lanes to land transportation terminals, 

• Initial procurements of passenger and cargo vessels/boats, 

handling equipment; communication device, etc. 

• Soft infra: systems and guidelines for port operations 

management and administration; logistics and cargo handling; 

naval maintenance and safety; etc. 

• Port, logistics, and inland naval personnel (management and 

staff) – can be a counterpart of the LGUs 

• Trainings 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 97,026,701.25 19.1 

Capital Outlay 380,000,000.00 74.7 

MOOE 31,872,000.00 6.3 

Total 508,898,701.25 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• All residents within the catchment area of each port: at 

least 155,543 households who did not have any private 4-

wheel vehicle (according to PSA, 2015; 59.8% from 

Maguindanao provinces and 40.2% from Lanao del Sur) 

• All production or farm clusters within or near the 

catchment area of each port 

• Traders 

• LGUs 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (farmers and fishers), 2) 

forward linkages (consumers, traders, local manufacturers, workers 

in the service sectors) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly monitoring 

Annual infrastructure operational assessment 
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Annual Report on completion of the inland port systems 

Stakeholders MPWH (lead agency of the project), MOTC, MILG, MFBM (capital 

outlay and funding), LGUs, and local investors 
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Project C.7.   

  

Halal Consolidation Points Integrated in the Supply 

Management (target client: big manufacturers and traders) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  151,557,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Supply management ensures a link from producers to consumers along the halal supply chain-

value chain at the minimum cost and, if possible, zero wastage.  BARMM can plot, design and invest in 

halal consolidation points per industry, wherein established manufacturers and market traders 

operating in the region or neighboring places can directly access supply of halal commodities, by big 

volume, from the farms and related production facilities.  

 

          This project intends to initiate a straightforward link between local halal manufacturers and big 

traders, on one hand, and the farms/farm producers, on the other, by establishing accessible halal 

consolidation points across the region.  The link will ensure that stable supply of halal materials can 

support manufacturers in the region and nearby areas, to achieve the volume for a steady supply and 

prices of basic commodities.   

 

          Consolidation points are areas where manufacturers and processing companies have access at 

specific times per period (weekly, monthly, quarterly), where farmers and fisherfolk can organize to sell 

and promote products directly. The schedule for the meeting of halal suppliers and manufacturers shall 

coincide with the calendar conducive for harvest period and halal production.  If the local farmers and 

producers have grouped themselves into organizations, the schedules for consolidation can properly 

be set by formal representation of the various halal market suppliers. In doing so, the supply 

management for the established halal manufacturers are in sync with their suppliers from the farming 

and fishing communities.   

 

         The consolidation points shall be near or adjacent to the identified strategic inland port area (see 

the proposed project on inland port and water-based transportation included in this report) and/or 

land transportation terminals, while other consolidation points are in designated areas near the 

clustered farms or production areas. 

 

          Each consolidation point can start from a traditional bagsakan, but can be later on formalized and 

strengthened with inclusion of physical halal logistics and shared facilities such as dedicated halal cold 

storage, public warehouse, milling and the like.  Based on the development plan and the clustering of 

halal products, the consolidation points will consider the types of facilities necessary for a given area, 

as well as the transportation system linking the consolidation point to other markets and transportation 

hubs.  Note that the apex of consolidation points is the big integrated food terminal identified by the 

province LGU. 
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          The shared facilities in the consolidation points are significant in supply management since unsold 

produce may be processed by the producers themselves into packaged halal goods that have an 

extended shelf life/expiration.  Subsequently, these goods may further be sold to nearby public 

markets.  In the end, the access to halal products whether raw or have undergone simple processing, 

is generated not only for halal manufacturers but to end-consumers buying from the marketplaces. 

 

          The regional or provincial government, with interested private sector stakeholders can finance 

the initial infrastructure needed for establishing these consolidation points.  To ensure that it is 

productive and sustained, these facilities should charge minimal operating fees.  The government can 

maintain all structures which should be covered by the fees charged when utilized.  Subsequently, local 

organizations of farmers and fishers can manage and designated administrators of these facilities and 

share with the operating costs and revenue with the government. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Halal community consolidation points with small-scale shared 

service facilities (depending on type of halal product produced by 

the production clusters identified in the proposed Gadung 
Subprogram).  

• Coordinated bagsakan and selling schedules with local 

manufacturers 

• Linked transportation routes to each consolidation point 

• Assisted supply/procurement contracts between farmers and 

producers (as well as consolidators) and manufacturers 

Area coverage: Across BARMM near terminals/ports and selected production 

clusters: 

• 6 units each for Lanao del Sur and Maguindanao 

• 3 units each for the island provinces 

Operational setup: • Govt subsidy for construction and maintenance (1
st

 and 2
nd

 year) 

• MOA with LGU, farmers\fishers organization(s) for subsequent 

maintenance and management 

• Shared processing/service facilities should be income-earning 

Inputs: • Consolidation points or bagsakan: near ports or land transport 

terminals, and production clusters: 

• 1
st

 year:  3 consolidation points per province  (with apex to 

be determined [whether existing or not] by the LGU 

• 2
nd

 year: additional 3 consolidation points per province 

• 3rd year onwards: consolidation points are interconnected 

with transportation hubs for the entire region 

 

• Small space for small-scale shared facilities attached to the 

consolidation points 

 

• Equipment: 

           • Per consolidation point:  
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                   • 2 heavy duty weighing scale, 4 push trolleys 

                   • 1 water tank and 1 water pump  

                   • 1 hybrid solar (off-grid and on-grid) generator* 

 

• general supplies: sacks, baskets, ropes, record books, etc. 

 

*Note: to be provided by the proposed project, Bangsamoro 

Greentech Initiative, under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, as 

identified in this report 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 147,735,000.00 97.5 

MOOE 3,822,000.00 2.5 

Total 151,557,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries:  

• 1st year: 30% of farmers from the farm or production 

clusters plus 20 big manufacturers or traders 

• 2nd year: additional 30% of farmers from the farm or 

production clusters plus additional 30 big 

manufacturers or traders  

• 3rd year: additional 40% of farmers from the farm or 

production clusters plus additional 50 big 

manufacturers or traders 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) forward linkages: logistics workers, manual 

laborers, OSYs, traders, financiers, consumers 

Monitoring and assessment: Annual impact assessment; Annual operational report for each 

consolidation point’s maintenance costs and revenue generation 

Stakeholders MPW (lead agency of the project), MTIT, MAFAR, MILG, MOTC, 

LGUs, production clusters, farmers and producers, manufacturers 
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Project C.8.   

  

Strengthening Point-to-Point Delivery along the Supply-

Chain--Production, Consolidation and Supply Management 

(target client: micro or small manufacturers) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  5,500,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

           Across the globe including the Philippines, the rise of technological platforms thru the internet 

has ushered in personalization of consumption where point of sale has been advanced to consumer 

convenience.  In turn, products and services in the market have become more accessible, more in-tune 

and tailored to varied individual preferences thru real-time processing of sales and serviced by point-

to-point delivery services.   

 

          It is imperative that the development of the halal markets in the BARMM be sensitive to these 

platforms and ensure that opportunities to progress are responsive to new consumer behaviors.   

 

           The BARMM shall encourage such services to complement market and trade mechanisms for 

halal by allowing point-to-point delivery services access not only to markets but allowing them to link 

production, consolidation and supply management needs.  The point-to-point delivery project targets 

to introduce access to halal products through these straightforward delivery systems can complement 

and strengthen established halal consolidation and supply management schemes since it relates to 

retail markets rather than wholesale.  If the project of halal consolidation points (see the project 

proposal mentioned earlier) brings in halal suppliers and manufacturers, the point-to-point services 

project aims to connect simple and small delivery providers (utilizing motorcycles and small vehicles) 

to the entire halal value-chain – bridging suppliers to producers, consolidation facilities up to the end-

consumers.  This means that local suppliers and actors must comply to the requirements of business 

registration as a necessary condition to make this proposed project work. (For this purpose, the 

initiative will benefit from the proposed project on registration and branding for local MSMEs and 

farmers [refer to earlier sections]). The type of vehicles to be utilized should be limited to small scale, 

typically ranging from two to four wheeled-vehicles - obtainable even to those who own one vehicle.   

 

           The project intends to highlight how these delivery services can enable cost-effective halal 

production and processing in the region, especially for those that have no capital resource to acquire 

their own logistics systems.  Small halal players do not need to procure their own fleet of delivery assets 

but can still increase the reach of their halal product distribution.  In line with transportation licenses, 

these straightforward delivery service providers may similarly be given franchises from the 

transportation authorities to allow them to offer services to the public.  The project is an 

encouragement of private sector participation, allowing enterprising individuals or business entities to 

offer point-to-point delivery services in the region.  Existing players in other areas, such as Grab, Food 

Panda, Maxim, are already working models of customized delivery service.  Their business model can 
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be adopted to cater to the halal logistics requirements in the BARMM, in addition to small vehicle 

delivery systems.   

 

           The project does not preclude logistics entities from operating in the region.  What point-to-point 

delivery intends is to open the movement of halal goods to local delivery service operators who can 

immediately deliver required products around the community.   

 

          If there are no takers from established delivery service to operate in select areas in the region for 

various reasons, then BARMM can host an e-marathon for systems development from youth or 

information technology graduates or students. The regional government, in coordination with MOTC 

and MOST, will provide initial funding for roll out operations. 

 

          The goal is to establish point-to-point service in the urban areas in BARMM for the first year. Each 

urban area must include 1 or 2 catchment towns. For the second year, the initiative will target to have 

point-to-point delivery service to be available in all areas with consolidation points across BARMM. The 

third year will expand the service to about 50% of all municipalities in BARMM working towards to full 

region coverage. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: •  Halal point-to-point delivery services across the region 

•  Specific transportation franchise and license for such type of 

services 

 

Area coverage: 1st year: 5 urban areas (Lamitan, Marawi, Cotabato, Jolo, and 

Bongao) and 1 or 2 towns for each urban area as catchments. 

2nd year: Additional of all areas with consolidation points and 

terminal 

3rd year: 50% of total municipalities per province in BARMM 

4th year: Full coverage in BARMM 

 

Operational setup: •  Government franchising system for point-to-point delivery 

services 

•  Government-sponsored e-marathon to develop systems for point-

top-point delivery service (if no takers from established delivery 

firms in other parts of the country) plus initial funding for operations 

for the winning entrant. 

•  Private-owned point-to-point delivery service.  

 

Inputs 

 

•  Coordination cost to organize local operators (who own motors of 

tricycles) and participant local suppliers, farmers, small and artisanal 

local manufacturers 

•  e-marathon activity for the development of the system of point-

to-point delivery service 

•  Training 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 5,500,000.00 100.0 

Total 5,500,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: local suppliers, micro and small (artisanal) 

enterprises, traders, farmers, and consumers  

 

Indirect beneficiaries: backward linkages: farmers and fishers 

Monitoring and assessment: Annual franchise assessment (to deter overcrowding of franchises) 

Stakeholders MOTC (lead agency of the project), LTO, LTFRB, MOST (for 

development of systems), MAFAR (for registered farms), MTIT (for 

registered business operators, LGUs, traders, suppliers, local 

manufacturers, farmers, consumers 
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Project C.9. 

  
Cable-Assisted Transportation System for Halal Agricultural 

Harvests 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  144,000,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The most labor intensive aspect of farm operation is that related to post-harvest, particularly 

transporting farm goods from the actual production area to consolidation or pick-up points as well as 

to processing areas. Among farmers toiling in relatively mountainous or elevated terrain or in expansive 

farmlands in BARMM with limited transportation systems, a significant portion of their meagre income 

and time is spent on transportation. In addition, the risks of losses arising from crop deterioration 

during transport is high.  

  

          This gap traps the farmers  to sell their goods to unscrupulous middlemen who offer to pay for 

the transportation along with other costs for farm inputs provided the former sell their goods to the 

latter at very low price. This leaves little value of goods left for the farmers. In some cases, farmers opt 

to have their produce rot in the farm. It discourages some to venture into high volume production and 

instead succumb to produce only enough for their household to consume for the year.  What is left is 

an agriculture sector that cannot produce enough surplus to feed the rest of the population or to 

support local manufacturing industries. 

 

          The project aims to install a simple cable-assisted transportation system for goods using a 

tramline similar to the unit provided under the Kuyong Agricultural Tramline Project in Silay City in 

Negros Occidental.  The benefits of the project will be optimized if each cable-assisted installation links 

identified clustered production areas  (see projects under the Gadung Subprogram for further  details) 

and consolidation or pick-up points so that economies of scale will kick in.  

 

          Each installation will have a tramline transportation system with carriages (for cargoes),  landing 

pad, waiting shed, and a renewable generator capable with power of at least 80 HP. 

 

          Each installation is aimed to be income generating through payment of user fees to cover for its 

maintenance. Once constructed and installed, each community will be organized to operate the cable-

assisted transport system, but it will be best that said transport will be directly under the LGU to ensure 

its proper management and sustainability. The reason is that such transport system is highly strategic, 

from a production and logistics point of view, so that it minimizes the risk of market capture by an 

unscrupulous individual or household if it were completely left to the community, unless the 

community has existing strong safeguards. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: Cable-assisted or Tramline Transportation System (for harvest 

cargoes) 
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Area coverage: Per cluster in elevated areas without sufficient transportation or 

logisitics system (i.e. 5 clusters per municipality*): 

 

Basilan: Lamitan, Sumisip, Tipo-tipo and Ungkaya Pukan 

Lanao del Sur: Amai Manabilang, Butig, Kapai, Lumba-Bayabao, and 

Madamba 

Maguindanao del Norte: Datu Blah Sinsuat, and Upi  

Maguindanao del Sur: Talayan and South Upi 

Sulu: Kalingalan Caluang, Indanan, Maimbung, and Patikul  

Tawi-tawi: Panglima Sugala 

 

[Note: if some farm clusters in the target municipalities have full 

access to conventional transport system, then the project can cover 

other areas where there is a dire need.]  

Operational setup: BARMM funded but LGU-operated 

Income earning but minimal compared to fee paid using 

conventional transport system 

Inputs Per installed unit in a cluster: 

• 1 tramline transportation system which includes: 

• 1 landing pad 

• 1 waiting shed 

• 2 carriages 

• diesel generator (can be a counterpart of the LGU) 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 144,000,000.00 100.0 

MOOE 0.00 0.0 

Total 144,000,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 100 farming households per cluster x 5 clusters 

x 18 municipalities 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: forward linkages (consumers, logistics 

workers, traders, local manufacturers) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders MOTC (lead agency of the project), MAFAR, MOST, LGUs, farming 

households in production clusters 
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D. Ganap Pagguro Subprogram: Support to Halal Specialization 
 

Project D.1.   

  

Incentive Scheme to Encourage Diversified Halal Product 
Lines  

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  11,160,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

           

          Market oversaturation is a common economic trait among producers and traders in different 

parts of BARMM. This means that there are far too many players in market producing or trading more 

of the same goods. Flooding the market with undiversified products depresses any room for profit 

margins, customer growth, buildup of inventories, and rise of product obsolescence. 

 

          As a mechanism to ensure that saturation of similar halal products is monitored and minimized, 

the proposed Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation under the MTIT (refer to the project under 

the Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram in later section) shall formulate incentives to encourage 

producers and manufacturers to innovate and venture into new halal product lines to instill high value 

creation among players in the industry in the Bangsamoro.  The goal is to create a critical mass of local 

manufacturers and producers that offer a ranged of halal diversified products that can compete to the 

rest of the world. 

 

          The initial halal supply from the region will be prescribed by the identification of primary halal 

products and their high-value processed product turnout, guided by the market, the MTIT and the BPDA 

in coordination with the priorities of the LGUs.  To encourage the halal producers and manufacturers 

to undertake fresh halal products, there shall be incentives to do so.   

 

          Other than the provision of business development and facilities to encourage incubation of new 

halal production ideas, the producers themselves shall be convinced to actually invest into additional, 

supplemental or innovative production outputs.  The supply and production of halal products in the 

region shall not only represent a broad consumption demand based on current preferences and 

availability, but must be geared towards transforming and updating existing halal products into diverse 

manufactured products. 

 

          This project captures the mechanism of encouraging halal producers and manufacturers to come 

up with new products distinct from those already being offered in the market.  To complement the 

performance incentives given to innovative farm suppliers and farmers, an incentive scheme can be 

adopted to urge constant diversification of halal product lines from producers and manufacturers.  In 

doing so, innovation and seeking constant improvement is endowed in the complete halal value chain 

– forming new and fresh raw inputs, production and manufacturing processes, into novel manufactured 

halal consumer goods that can match a dynamic global halal market. 
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          The incentives can be in various forms of asset payment, in cash, in-kind payouts or 

provision/access to production facility or service. Cash payouts may be straightforward cash payments, 

or tax/business charge relief from the government. In-kind payouts can be in the form of physical 

production or manufacturing implements, production/manufacturing raw material supply, or 

packaging resources.  Lastly, access to service facilities or needed technical amenities can be provided 

as incentives to interested innovative halal producers and manufacturers. 

      

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Presence of new halal products constantly introduced 

• Guidelines on performance-based incentive pay-outs to halal 
producers and manufacturers 

• Incentive scheme 

Area coverage: Across BARMM 

Operational setup: MTIT through the proposed Bureau of Halal Development and 

Innovation will craft the guidelines and administer the incentive 

scheme 

Inputs: • Incentive pot money 

• Coordination cost 

• General supplies 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 11,160,000.00 100.0 

Total 11,160,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• 1
st

 year: 50 beneficiaries per province; 

• 2
nd

 year: 100 beneficiaries per province;  

• 3 years and onwards: at least 150 beneficiaries per province 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (farmers and fishers), 2) 

forward linkages (other manufacturers, traders, exporters, logistics 

workers, financial service workers, and consumers) 

 

Monitoring and assessment: Annual monitoring of registered new halal products; Annual 

assessment of the incentive program (including audit of 

beneficiaries)  

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency of the project through the proposed Bureau of 

Halal Development and Innovation), BPDA, LGUs, local 

manufacturers and producers 
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Project D.2.   

  

Exposure Trips and Learning Exchange Initiative for 
Innovative Manufacturers Engaged in Halal 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  8,320,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The common perception in terms of transforming the BARMM halal economy from highly 

informal and retail trading into modern manufacturing systems is the lack of introduction and 

experience in the latter.  The enterprising entities in the region are mostly engaged in buy-and-sell halal 

trade, with only minimal halal processing involved.   

 

          Therefore, acquainting and setting the stage of the regional economy to a halal production and 

manufacturing route can be encouraged from learning best practices and innovative solutions from 

exposure trips to different established halal manufacturers here and abroad.  Given the nascent stage 

of halal development in the BARMM, there is a necessity to seek insight and inspiration from existing 

halal industrial manufacturing players to provide a glimpse of operating these types of halal 

enterprises.   

 

          This project recommends an exposure program for identified halal producers in the region that 

have inclination and plan venturing into manufacturing.  It is open to registered halal local 

entrepreneurs who have good business standing and performance (particularly its history to export 

goods), and have existing commercial enterprise/s in the BARMM.  It will be organized by the MTIT 

together with other government agencies involved in foreign halal trade missions (such as DTI, MinDA), 

recognized halal chambers of commerce and industry, as well as farmers, traders and producers’ 

associations.   

 

          The project will primarily be exposure trips to both local (outside BARMM) and foreign halal 

manufacturing plants, but will include visits to halal markets, halal trade organizations, logistics 

operators, and halal regulators to provide practical and comprehensive understanding of a halal 

ecosystem.  The objective of the exposure trip is to demonstrate to BARMM halal players the 

operations of halal manufacturing and innovation, as well as provide practical illustration of how each 

component of the halal ecosystem should interrelate.   

 

          The MTIT and the various government offices will facilitate the schedule and innovations for the 

visits to different halal entities during the trip.  Government can subsidize some costs of the trip 

(especially for travel abroad) as allowed, but travel and accommodations must be paid by the respective 

parties joining the exposure trip. 

 

          The MTITI through the proposed Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation (see the 

Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram in later section) will develop guidelines and selection 
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criteria for the new cohort of grantees. Among the important consideration is that the selected local 

entrepreneurs must submit a post-mission/post-trip halal business expansion plan on manufacturing. 

Upon return of the grantees from the mission, the Bureau will follow through on their plans with 

possible assistance for application in the Bangsamoro—a form of technology transfer facilitated by the 

regional government based on the learning and appreciation of the grantee-local manufacturers to 

expand halal enterprise in BARMM. The objective to establish and deepen the halal manufacturing 

sector in the region.  

 

          A maximum of 20 halal local manufacturers with good business standing, history of export 

performance, and business plant or operations in BARMM per year will be carefully selected for the 

exposure trips or missions.  

        

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Actual exposure trips to halal manufacturers operating outside 

the BARMM (domestic and foreign) 

• Post-mission/post-trip halal manufacturing business plans of 

selected grantee-local manufacturers, and follow through 

assistance by the regional government 

• Guidelines and selection process 

• Follow-through assistance (whether cash, in-kind, tax relief, 

etc.) 

 

Area coverage: Across BARMM  

 

Operational setup: • MTIT together other government agencies facilitate the trip, 

including invitations to different halal sites/offices 

• All participants pay their own expenses during the trip 

• Government involved may subsidize some costs of the trip 

• Open to partnership with multi-national agencies that may 

subsidize/shoulder costs of the exposure trip 

• The proposed Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation for 

the guidelines, selection, criteria, and follow-through of post-

mission/post-trip plans submitted by the selected grantee-local 

halal manufacturers 

 

Inputs: • Mission/trip cost for a maximum of 20 halal local 

entrepreneurs: 

o 2 exposure trips per year (1 domestic, 1 foreign) per 

entrepreneur   

• Incentive or business assistance (cash, in-kind, tax relief) as a 

follow-through of the post-mission business expansion plans of 

the grantees 

• Coordination cost 

• General supplies 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 8,320,000.00 100.0 

Total 8,320,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 20 local manufacturers engaged in halal per 

year 

 

Indirect beneficiaries upon successful implementation of their post-

mission plans into an actual halal business expansion plan for 

manufacturing: 1) backward linkages (local producers and farms), 2) 

forward linkages (other local producers through positive externality 

of innovations; traders; exporters; workers in the logistics and 

financial service sector; consumers) 

 

Monitoring and assessment: • Assessment at each conclusion of the trip, jointly submitted by 

the participants to MTIT (esp. Bangsamoro Halal Board and the 

proposed Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation) and the 

different halal business groups 

• Quarterly monitoring (for grantees that have received incentive 

or business assistance to carry out their post-trip/post-mission 

halal business expansion plan for manufacturing) 

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency of the project through the proposed Bureau of 

Halal Development and Innovation), DTI, DFA, MinDA, chamber/s of 

commerce and industry within the BARMM, 

traders/producers/manufacturers’ associations in the region, halal 
local manufacturers 
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Project D.3.   

  

Scholarships on science-based courses for halal 
development 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  37,000,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The project will provide the number of post-graduate merit-based scholarships, research 

fellowships, and awards on hard and applied sciences to meet the technical needs to develop the halal 

industry in BARMM. Some of the fields to be supported include food technology, materials and 

packaging engineering, machine and mechanical engineering, clothing technology, chemical 

engineering, marine and plant system engineering, water engineering, aquaculture technologists, 

transportation and logistics engineering, plant and fish genetic engineers, among others. A one-year 

professional enhancement fund/seed fund will be given to the successful scholars once they complete 

their degree. 

 

          The project will be a step towards providing a coherent approach to developing the human capital 

in BARMM for halal. Research and scholarship endowments may be explored with  other reputable 

universities in the Philippines or abroad. Grantees must sign a contract that they will return and 

contribute to halal development in BARMM. 

 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Post-graduate scholars who successfully completed their course 

or fields 

• Guidelines on selection, alignment of courses with the 

requirements of halal development in BARMM 

• Entry strategies and seed fund for successful grantees to work 

on halal in BARMM (public sector) or initiate a spin-off halal 
venture (private sector) 

Area coverage: BARMM (host institutions: nationwide and international) 

Operational setup: • The MBHTE will lead the project. 

• Criteria for field selection will be coordinated with a Project 

Steering Committee consisting of MBHTE, MOST, MTIT, MAFAR, 

MENRE, MOTC, MPWH, 3 private sector representative from 

established producer or manufacturer (at least 1 sa BARMM, 

the rest outside), reputable science-based halal practitioner and  

reputable educator will set the policy directives, screening, final 

selection of grantees, and post-entry guidelines for awardee 

employability in halal development in BARMM.  

• A PMO will be formed to implement and screen applicants for 

the scholarships, grants 

• BARMM must craft or establish reciprocity with international 

and national schools. 
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Inputs: • Post graduate scholarship fund (for school within Southeast Asia), 

research fellowships and awards for science-based courses for Halal 
development 

• Professional enhancement fund (after successful completion of a 

degree);  

• Guidelines for selection 

• Promotional tools or tours for application 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 37,000,000.00 100.0 

Total 37,000,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

5 years: 1 cohort per year. 30 grantees per cohort. 

Monitoring and assessment: Annual 

Tracer study after year 5 

Stakeholders MOST (lead agency of the project), MTIT, domestic and 

international universities (with post-graduate programs); Moro 

constituents across the Philippines 
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Project D.4.   

  

Establishment of Product Guilds or Associations for Halal 
Development 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php 10,800,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Because most commercial enterprises in BARMM are informal and unsophisticated in operating 

systems, these businesses are not likely to be convened into organizations or guilds.   

 

         The halal business environment is largely composed of independent players, functioning by relying 

exclusively on their respective capacities. Although these enterprises welcome the regional 

government as a benefactor in growing halal industries, there is an absence of viable business 

organizations that enable collective efforts to be consolidated entirely from the private sector with 

halal as its core business operations. 

 

          In maintaining halal product quality and distinction, producers’ guilds and organizations are 

encouraged to empower a shared voice representing particular sectors.  These organizations signify 

mutual and common experiences in their respective halal industries, are better equipped in lobbying 

for government assistance, legislation, or trade deals.  Halal guilds or associations provide members 

the support system, as well as the platform to exchange ideas, share best practices on innovation and 

technology, processes, sources of inputs, and growth prospects. 

 

          This project endorses a support mechanism from the regional government in enabling different 

halal farmers, producers, manufacturers, and related business groups to establish distinct 

associations/guilds representing their corresponding halal products and services (e.g. seaweed guild, 

bakas guild, durian association, tenun guild, etc.). The strategy is to form guilds around different halal 

particular product and, where possible, to pursue broad membership from functional areas of the value 

chain so that each guild is comprised by all actors in the value chain for a particular product or service 

rather. The idea is that guilds will not be exclusive to just the farmers or local manufacturers or traders. 

 

          Although organizing these groups will necessarily be a private sector endeavor, the BARMM can 

assist such bodies in formalizing and propose membership structures and requirements.  The project 

will be provision of preliminary support from the MTIT or MAFAR to potential guilds/associations, 

meeting the would-be members, and assisting them define what and how associations and guilds work, 

presumably based on similar organizations already composed.  This support will be convening members 

in meetings and discussions prior to formalizing an organization, and subsequently, arranging for 

possible partnerships in halal development programs.  Such bodies can become beneficiaries or 

administrators of some of the projects envisioned in this report such as shared-facilities, halal trade 

promotion campaigns, as well as possible financing assistance.  Gradually, guilds institutionalize the 

private sector into becoming partners of the regional government in furthering halal growth in BARMM. 
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Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Registered and organized halal product guilds/associations 

Area coverage: Across BARMM 

Operational setup: • MTIT and MAFAR acknowledgement and support to production 

clusters, producers, manufacturers, transport and logistics 

operators through initial convening/meeting of identified 

potential members 

• Identification of product guilds based on the top 5 priority 

products of BARMM and each province (NOTE: it is highly 

important that these priority products must be based on the 

dictates of the market signals rather than a haphazard 

identification of product priority) 

• Possible endorsement from the LGU to assist the registration of 

the guilds/associations 

• Guild/association pays for their own registration fees and collect 

membership dues independently 

Inputs: • Support to organizing and strategizing halal product guilds or 

associations in BARMM 

• Coordination cost 

• Information campaign 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 10,800,000.00 100.0 

Total 10,800,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries 

o 1
st

 year: 5 registered halal product guilds per province 

(with at least 100 members each guild per province) 

o 2
nd

 year: additional 20% increase in members per guild 

per province 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly  

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency of the project), MAFAR, LGUs, farmers, fishers, 

local business chambers, producers, traders, logistics workers 
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Project D.5.   

  

Science, Innovation and Trade Fairs on Halal 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  23,880,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The success of the halal industry in BARMM is hinged on the ability of local players particularly 

producers (farm, manufacturers, or service-oriented entrepreneurs and operators) and the community 

to find and use new and innovative ways and means to produce more and quality products and services 

at least cost possible.  

 

          The project will organize (i) science fairs to encourage and promote basic and applied R&D in 

relation to halal production and trade, (ii) innovation fairs to encourage entrepreneurs and community 

actors to promote innovations, as opposed to R&D, and (iii) trade fairs to encourage and promote the 

commercialization of innovations, new technology, techniques, processes. International and local 

suppliers can participate in the trade fairs or expositions (e.g. BARMM Agriculture and Food Processing 

Expo) to link them with local halal manufacturers and farmers. 

 

          For science and innovation fairs, special assistance (e.g. patents, trademarks, and other forms of 

intellectual property) will be given to winning innovators with high potential for commercialization to 

support the halal industry in BARMM. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Trade fairs (e.g. Agri and Food Processing) 

• Science & innovation fairs 

• Business matching of local producers with technology/machine 

suppliers (for trade fairs) 

• Winning innovators with high potential for patents and 

commercialization 

• MOA for the winning innovators for incubation and 

commercialization of products 

Area coverage: 1 regional science and innovation fair – 3 day event 

1 regional halal trade fair (production processing suppliers; new 

products) – 5 days 

Operational setup: • Collaborative efforts of MTIT and MOST.  

• Partnership with universities and specialized institutions (e.g. 

SEAFDEC, UPV Miag-ao Fisheries, UPV), business chambers, 

business associations (e.g. food processing suppliers and food 

packaging, association of food technologists or materials or 

mechanical engineers), halal industry players, socio-business 

oriented NGOs (e.g. PBSP)  

Inputs: • Venues for the fairs  

• Coordination of participants 
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• Events organizing 

• Transportation and accommodation cost 

• General supplies 

• Awards 

• 2 Marketing plans 

• 15 Assistance or subsidy for intellectual property registration 

(patents, trademarks) 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 23,880,000.00 100.0 

Total 23,880,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• At least 100 students  

• At 10 local innovators x 6 provinces 

• At least 60 local producers or manufacturers including 

MSME 

• At least 1,000 visitors 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: forward linkages (local manufacturers availing 

new technology or having access to machines to enhance 

production, positive externalities for innovators to enhance local 

manufacturing industry) 

Monitoring and assessment: Bi-annual 

Stakeholders MTIT (lead agency of the project), MOST, MinDA, LGUs, local 

business chambers, local universities, domestic and international 

manufacturing groups 
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Project D.6.   

  

Support to Strengthen the IPO Standards and 
Implementation of Halal Geographic Indication System in 
BARMM 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  6,240,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Many endemic raw or final products that are unique to particular areas in BARMM are lost to 

intellectual piracy and have been claimed by other cities or provinces outside BARMM as the latter’s 

own. They are sold or used to manufacture similar or related products in other parts of the country 

without giving fair price (or premium) to the Moro communities where the products originally come 

from. 

 

          To recognize the endemic BARMM halal products and raw materials appropriately, the 

Geographic Indication (GI) system shall be explored to secure the authenticity of Bangsamoro products 

in the arena of global trade and to acquire the premium branding of authentic halal materials and goods 

originating from the region.   

 

          A GI is a distinct mark or symbol being used to indicate that a product originates and has qualities 

from a specific area. The distinct qualities of products arise from the local terroir including the traditions 

or manner by which the products were cultivated, produced, manufacture, and handled.   

 

          Currently, this indication system is used in many parts of the globe, particularly in Europe, to 

determine authenticity of endemic products which are generally agricultural goods, wines, handicrafts, 

industrial and other food products (e.g. Gruyere cheese originating in the town of Gruyeres in Fribourg, 

Switzerland). A GI system is beneficial when it protects the endemic products and when its symbol and 

certification are recognized and enforced. But, before a product is given a GI status, it must adhere to 

a stringent validation process, based on established methods and standards, largely informed by the 

traditions on production or cultivation that are applied or followed by local communities. 

 

          The Intellectual Property Office of the Philippines (IPOPHIL) is currently strengthening its GI 

system. The IPOPHIL is mandated by law to examine applications for the registration of marks, 

geographic indication, integrated circuits, as well as coordinate with other government agencies and 

the private sector efforts to formulate and implement plans and policies to strengthen the protection 

of intellectual property rights in the country. (Note that classifying intellectual property is a retained 

power of the Government of the Philippines, according to the Comprehensive Agreement on the 

Bangsamoro) 

 

          This project aims to identify, document, and validate a range of endemic products (that are also 

halal) and to apply them a GI-status registration from IPOPHIL. In the process, the project will set up a 
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mechanism to increase the number of existing endemic or traditional goods to be submitted for GI 

registration yearly.  

 

         The goal is to safeguard local halal farmers, fishers, producers, manufacturers, artisanal producers, 

and backyard producers of products endemic to their communities in BARMM from being copied, 

produced and manufactured by any entity outside of the region.  

 

         The strategy is to align BARMM’s application for GIS registration to what is being conceptualized 

or implemented at the national level through the IPOPHIL so that it conforms to the national and global 

community of GI-based trademarks of products.  

 

          The MTIT (and the proposed Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation), MAFAR, BCH, MIPA, 

MOST, MENRE and MILG in coordination with the IPOPHIL shall form an initial technical working group 

(TWG) to identify specific endemic or traditional products (raw materials or final products) and the 

specific areas of origin in BARMM where the products are grown or manufactured. Engaging local 

communities, elders, and experts on local cultures as well as traditional raw materials shall be engaged 

to get a definitive information on endemic or traditional products (as well as the processes to grow, 

make, manufacture, and handle the commodities). 

   

          Once the product and the communities where it traditionally cultivated or manufactured are 

given the GI status, the regional government in collaboration with the LGU shall designate the 

communities a production cluster and shall pour in assistance to nurture it. The assistance can come 

from some of the projects identified in this report. 

 

          Halal products that gain geographic indication will carry a quality premium in the market, and 

consequently, can command a higher value and price for the producers.  In addition, the geographic 

indication is a distinctive promotion of BARMM products to the global halal markets, paving the way 

for increased interest and patronage of the regional halal and endemic industry as well as 

complementing tourism initiatives in the featured communities. 

 

           

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Actual endemic product (raw materials or final product) 

registered to GI-status: 

o 1
st

 year:  1 product that has geographic indication and 

that is also halal per province 

o 2
nd

 year: 1 new product that has geographic indication 

and that is also halal per province 

• 3 years and onwards: at least 3 geographic indication that are 

halal for the region List of endemic products (including 

documents to support them) for application of GI-status 

registration at IPOPHIL  
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• Mechanism (including identification, documentation, and 

validation) to increase the number of endemic or traditional 

products in BARMM submitted and applied for GI status at 

IPOPHIL 

Area coverage: Across all areas of the region (per province) 

Operational setup: • An inter-ministry TWG will be created to speed up identification, 

documentation, validation of traditional or endemic products in 

BARMM 

• Collaboration with local universities, experts, and local 

community to document proof that products are endemic and 

uniquely identifiable to some areas in BARMM (verify with 

IPOPHIL on other requirements for GI-status registration) 

Inputs: • Coordination cost 

• Assistance (to cover for application fees for GI-status 

registration at IPOPHIL, documentation, and research on 

endemicity of a product, etc.)  

• Consultation activities 

• General supplies 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 6,240,000.00 100.0 

Total 6,240,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: At least 500 number of farmers, local 

manufacturers, handlers, etc. involved in the production of an 

endemic or traditional product (across the value chain) in BARMM 

per identified product x 1 product with GI-status and halal certified 

per province x 6 provinces 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: forward linkages (consumers, traders, 

tourists, etc.) 

Monitoring and assessment: Annual reporting of halal GI milestones and operations  

Stakeholders MTIT (as lead agency of the project through the proposed Bureau of 

Halal Development and Innovation), MAFAR, BCH, MIPA, MENRE, 

IPOPHL, LGUs, communities, elders 
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Project D.7.   

  

Product Quality Assessment as Part of Halal Assurance and 
Compliance 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  13,740,211.14 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Part of misconception prevalent in the region on halal assurance or certification is based on the 

lack of pork or porcine derivatives and alcohol in the product being sold.   

 

          What is not understood is the fact that a product can only be certified as halal if it abides by both 

Shariah components and required quality standards – meaning, it abides by the safety and quality 

standards required of production and manufacturing processes in the industry (such as food safety).  

Halal quality assessment of products must be concretely depicted in the halal certification, 

accreditation policies and procedures adopted by the regional halal authorities.  Halal assurance 

considers both the concepts of halal and halalan tayyiban (the concept of purity which is largely 

represented by cleanliness, non-contamination of unclean or unsanitary elements and practices) and 

gives credence that halal products are not only fit for Muslim consumption, but that these are untainted 

products that are ideal for any human consumption. 

 

          Securing a halal certification can be prohibitively expensive to many ordinary farmers, producers, 

and local manufacturers, especially among those organized as micro, small, and informal business 

entities. Complying to the halal assurance standards presents a cheaper option while they work 

towards certification in future when profitability prospects are more congenial. 

 

          This project is a reiteration of requiring adoption of halal assurance standards (HAS) as a necessary 

component of halal integrity in BARMM farm inputs, production and manufacturing (considering that 

the regional government is empowered to accredit halal certifying bodies). The expected outputs of 

the project are: 1) a set of HAS guidelines with specified quality assessment component, as a 

requirement in regulating halal food products (regardless if raw food from farms, or food 

produced/manufactured in the region), and 2) a yearly monitoring visit from designated staff in 

BARMM (from various ministries or other better arrangement) to check on farmers, producers and local 

manufacturers if they really embraced the halal assurance standards in their farm or business 

operations.   

 

          Note that those that have secured halal certification or those planning to get one, a constant 

appraisal of the processes of halal farmers, producers and manufacturers are performed not only when 

they need halal certification, but for the entire time their certifications are effective.  There are HAS 

available for reference globally, including guidelines from the Philippine Halal Board, which can provide 

the BARMM halal authorities a systematic approach to ensure and preserve halal integrity.   
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          All halal producers and manufacturers are to be mandated to adopt an appropriate HAS for their 

respective operations, with identified quality assessment procedures and documentation (as indicated 

in the HAS guidelines), as part of their obligations when given a halal certification or quality seal.  In the 

periodic halal quality assessment of these halal players, any divergence to the regional HAS guidelines 

will imply that the production and manufacturing practices they employed do not meet the quality 

required to be classified as a halal product produced in BARMM – and will thus be grounds for 

revocation of any halal assurance seal or certification.   

 

          The quality of halal products from BARMM shall be demand-driven and entrenched in consumer 

preference to appropriately create the halal branding of the region.  BARMM halal products that are of 

high-quality are well-priced, and eventually generate the momentum necessary to increase 

consumption for a sustained market demand. The project aims to revamp the image of BARMM, 

classifying its regional halal products with an assurance of quality – meaning, that the halal production 

and manufacturing methods employed to produce these products conform to requirements of halal 

and halalan tayyiban throughout the product lifetime. Quality is always connected to excellence and 

the higher the quality of a product, the higher its price premium. Once BARMM halal products prove 

compliance to HAS and quality assessments (with immaterial deviations), the perceived value for 

regional halal products can command superior values in the global halal market. 

 

          Once BARMM has come up with the HAS Guidelines (in collaboration the Bangsamoro Halal 

Board, the Philippine National Standards, and the proposed Bureau of Halal Development and 

Innovation), the regional government can proceed with its implementation by deploying designated 

staff from relevant ministries (MAFAR for farms and fish landing areas, abattoirs; MTIT for local 

manufacturers and producers; MOTC for consolidation points and logistics; MILG for public markets; 

etc.) to appraise farmers and producers. Or, the Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation will have 

staff at the provincial level who will be responsible for the yearly monitoring. 

           

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Halal Assurance Standards (HAS) Guidelines and corresponding 

set of rules or guidelines to enforce halal product quality 

assessment by halal authorities as mandated in the region 

• Actual HAS followed at each halal farm, production and 

manufacturing in the region 

• Increased halal branding for BARMM products once it complies 

with the assurance standards in addition; increased public 

awareness on the concepts of halal and halalan tayyiban  

Area coverage: All halal farms, producers and manufacturers in the region 

Operational setup: • Bangsamoro Halal Board (in collaboration with the Philippine 

National Standards and the proposed Bureau of Halal 
Development and Innovation) crafts and passes HAS Guidelines 

and corresponding quality assessment for all halal certification 

processes 
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• The guidelines and assessment will be required for all halal 
entities in the region.   

• Monitoring or Implementation of regular appraisal: 

o Designated staff from relevant ministries will be the 

monitoring unit, with any noncompliance reported to 

the Bangsamoro Halal Board for remedial actions. 

o The Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation unit 

will be the monitoring unit, with any noncompliance 

reported to the Bangsamoro Halal Board for remedial 

actions. 

Inputs: • Research and experts’ recommendation on the development of 

a Bangsamoro Halal Assurance Guideline 

• Coordination cost 

• General supplies 

• Personnel:  

o 2 staff per province for 6 provinces in BARMM 

o 2 staff in Cotabato City including barangays in North 

Cotabato 

• Field monitoring for appraisal 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 8,740,211.14 63.6 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 5,000,000.00 36.4 

Total 13,740,211.14 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 
1
st

 year:   

• drafting of HAS Guidelines and product quality 

assessment mechanism 

• Rollout of 10% of total number of farms and local 

manufacturing, both engaged in halal production 

(baseline and pilot) 

2
nd

 year:   

• roll out of HAS Guidelines and quality assessment to all 

provinces: target (50% of total number of farms and 

local manufacturing, both engaged in halal production) 

 

3 years and onwards:  

• all halal farms, producers and manufacturers have 

operational HAS and are undergoing halal quality 

assessment for their products 

Monitoring and assessment: Part of halal compliance especially for halal certification 

requirements 

Annual or bi-annual quality assessment 

Annual review and updating of compliant halal entities   
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Stakeholders MTIT (as lead agency of the project through the proposed Bureau of 

Halal Development and Innovation), Bangsamoro Halal Board, 

Philippine National Standards, farmers and fishers, local 

manufacturers, logistics operators, etc. 
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Project D.8.   

  

Business and Finance Literacy among Farmers, Fishers, and 
Other Farm Producers 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  12,200,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Business development and innovation among the farmers and farm producers in BARMM remain 

weak, resulting in very limited market reach of regional farm products and stagnant business growth.  

The labor force employed in farming and fishing is ageing and has, generally, limited educational 

attainment. Their lack of business acumen and financial literacy have rendered farm commercial 

success dormant.   

 

          The commercial viability of farmers and farm producers is important in ensuring that the halal 

value chain is productive at each of its component – safeguarding the necessary supply of halal inputs 

to support all halal production and manufacturing in the region.   

 

          This project is a business and finance literacy program for farmers and farm producers.  To be able 

to sustain operating a halal business, farmers will be taught that access to capital should be arranged 

with a comprehension on how to run a business, and understanding of financial transactions.    

 

          Most of the farmers and farm producers concentrate their understanding of the halal production 

(land preparation, planting and harvest), and may easily ignore the necessary knowledge on cost 

management, investment returns, basic bookkeeping, filing of taxes and business permits, building 

credit or financing scores, and other fundamental business insights.   

 

          The regional government through MFBM, MTIT, and MAFAR shall facilitate its resources into 

assisting these micro and small players with practical literacy arrangements that ensure proper and 

productive utilization of their capital, especially when BARMM has given financial assistance to these 

farming communities.   

 

          The aim of the project is to equip halal farmers with necessary knowledge of sustaining their 

business, covering not only requirements of accessing funds to operate the farms, but more importantly 

to teach the beneficiaries how and why there is a need to turn their investments into profit and 

eventual return of capital borrowed.  For the regional government, crafting a business and financial 

literacy for its farmers and farm producers also ensures that financial assistance to these communities 

become productive and will spur more farm output and trade.  Hence, viable farm businesses will 

increase revenue generation from the regional agricultural - and consequently - halal industries. 

 

          The project shall cater to farmers, farm producers, and fishers in the region, providing them with 

free access to literacy seminar and training programs that center on what a business requires and how 
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capital should be utilized productively in the context of the agricultural economy.  These literacy 

programs will ideally be taught in the community, and utilize learning materials that are catered for 

farmers and farm producers. MAFAR can identify which communities have the concentrations of 

farmers and fishers, as beneficiaries of these programs.  Those who register their halal farms or halal 

farm production can be given priority slots in these programs, as a means of encouraging the farmers 

to pursue formal and registered farms/production ventures.   

 

          With the farmers in mind, MFBM, MTIT, and MBHTE can craft a business and finance module that 

includes all basic operating requirements for the beneficiaries.  The course or program outline shall be 

responsive to the perspectives of agricultural practitioners, especially on the examples of record-

keeping, basic accounting and bank financing conditions.  The project can be a stand-alone program of 

the ministries or in partnership with interested institutions such as the academe, private sector (as part 

of their corporate social responsibility programs), and select civil society organizations.   

 

          The project will require development of the financial and business instruction materials, training 

of instructors, and pilot-testing the materials, before the actual rollout of the literacy initiative. 

 

           

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Sustained business and finance literacy program available to 

farmers and farm producers 

• Registered/formalized farms and farm producers whose 

members have improved financial and business literacy 

• Continued agricultural operations from enrolled farmers 

• Strong collection rates on financing made available to halal 
farms and farm producers 

Area coverage: All halal farms and farm producers in the region  

Operational setup: • The proposed Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation 

consolidates and facilitates the program whereby MAFAR 

identifies beneficiaries and their profiles 

• MFBM and MTIT (in collaboration with MBHTE) will draft the 

contents of the literacy program based on general business and 

financing requirements 

• At each scheduled rollout of the program, 

representatives/resource persons from the participating 

ministries will attend to the farm community identified. 

Respective ministries will incur their own costs.   

• The literacy initiative will be part of the Bureau’s annual budget 

allocation.  

• The initiative will benefit from partnership with the private 

sector, especially in select corporate social responsibility 

programs of companies, local university with business or finance 

courses, and CSOs. 
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Inputs: • Development of financial and business literacy instruction 

materials (including hiring of experts) 

• Pilot testing the literacy instruction materials: 2 small groups of 

farmers and farm producers, as well as fishers 

• Reproduction of financial and business literacy instruction 

materials 

• Training of instructors 

• Transportation and meal cost for the rollout of the financial and 

business literacy project 

• General supplies 

• Information campaign 

• Coordination cost 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 12,200,000.00 100.0 

Total 12,200,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries: 

• 1
st

 year:  300 beneficiaries per province plus 100 for North 

Cotabato barangays 

• 2
nd

 year:  500 beneficiaries per province plus 200 for North 

Cotabato barangays 

• 3 years and onwards: at least 600 beneficiaries per province 

plus 300 for North Cotabato barangays 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: forward linkages (local producers, 

manufacturers, financial services, and consumers) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly monitoring and annual assessment 

Stakeholders MTIT (as lead agency of the project through the proposed Bureau of 

Halal Development and Innovation), MAFAR, MFBM, LGUs, local 

business groups, local farmers 
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E. Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram: Halal Social Inclusion  
 

 

Project E.1.   

  

Tulong Dignity: Establishing Halal Food Banks and Voucher 

System to Improve the Social Welfare of the Marginalized 

(PILOT) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  15,177,500.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          Various welfare programs, that are implemented by different ministries or offices of the transition 

government as well as by the LGUs, are crucial in protecting individuals and households from economic 

risks and uncertainties. They are even more relevant in the region where the authorities have taken on 

the mantle to combat extremely high poverty and lack of access to basic services by some segments of 

the population, as the essence of moral governance. About 6 in every 10 residents in the autonomous 

region were poor, and about 1 in every 3 residents were food poor, according to the latest (2018) data 

of the Philippine Statistics Authority. 

 

          Social welfare programs consist of assistance given to qualified beneficiaries—the marginalized, 

the surviving victims of disasters, former combatants and their families—either in the form of cash, 

grocery and essential household items, emergency feeding, or a combination of both. Other types of 

programs that come under the universe of redistributive welfare assistance include free housing units, 

free medical and hospitalization (which is effectively a premium-less health insurance) and public 

health precautions, education assistance, etc.  The long queues that beneficiaries endure in receiving 

relief goods or assistance during the day of disbursement and distribution is nightmarish, especially 

during a pandemic. 

 

          While some have achieved their intended outcomes, there are aspects of the social welfare 

programs particularly involving cash assistance or provision of food, grocery and household items that 

can be improved. These include targeting to determine the population covered, distribution issues, 

procurement and logistics hurdles, assurance of halal contents for grocery items, and, most 

importantly, the behavioral implications of aid dependency—such as moral hazards, tarnished 

maratabat (deep sense of family honor or dignity) for being part of aid recipient group, etc.  

 

          The halal concept, which encompasses various elements of the value chain, is compatible with 

social welfare programs.  

 

          The proposed program, tentatively called Tulong Dignity, aims to set up a system that combines 

the production and logistics aspects of halal and the distributive welfare objective, while it attempts to 
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address some of the prevailing challenges. It will be a pilot program to iron out the kinks, before full 

rollout in the following fiscal years. 

 

           Tulong Dignity has two components: 1) establish one or two halal food banks and/or identify one 

or two existing and designated grocery stores selling halal and essential products, and 2) make the halal 

food banks and designated grocery stores accessible to the eligible beneficiaries through the voucher 

system. 

 

          The first component will entail setting up two food banks in pilot and strategic areas across 

BARMM. Goods locally procured from halal producers in BARMM (both farm goods and manufactured 

goods) and other essential household items sourced within or outside BARMM will be stored and 

stacked up as grocery items in each food bank. Local producers and farmers that have received any 

form of assistance from BARMM will be encouraged to sell or to contribute one or few items of their 

produce to the food banks of their choice, while the ministries and LGUs can replenish each food bank. 

The other option—or it can be taken in combination with the food bank—is to identify and designate 

privately-operated grocery stores that sell halal and other essential items. In both cases, the prices of 

goods being sold will be monitored.  

 

          The second component will be the design, pilot, and rollout of a food voucher system. Each 

eligible beneficiary will be given a voucher by the MSSD, corresponding to amount or equivalent value 

of assistance payouts that they are qualified to receive. Recipients will use the voucher to redeem goods 

at the halal food bank or designated grocery stores, or they will be given the option to exchange the 

voucher for cash at the food bank or store registry. By allowing eligible beneficiaries to shop grocery 

items of their own choice and at their own convenience, rather than having them receive uniform 

bundle of goods from relief operation, will remove the stigma of being recipient of dole-out goods and, 

hence, will restore their dignity as any regular consumers or customers buying their goods.  

 

         The vouchers must be tamper-proof, and the infrastructure and training must be installed to 

properly administer the voucher system. The MSSD in collaboration with the LGUs will have to develop 

a mechanism to monitor that halal food banks or grocery stores have sufficient inventory. 

 

           Not only the Tulong Dignity program will reduce the logistics burden of transporting the goods, 

but also it will decentralize the distribution of government welfare assistance in an orderly fashion. 

While the program will pursue to achieve the social objectives, it will secure local farmers and producers 

of halal products a market for their goods while the social objective . 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Halal food banks 

• Designated grocery stores of halal products 

• Voucher system 

• Procurement plan with local farmers and manufacturers of halal 
products 
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• Eligible beneficiaries and levels of assistance 

• Pilot and  

Area coverage: Across BARMM 

Operational setup: • The whole operation will be administered by the MSSD. In the 

event that other offices and ministries in BARMM have similar 

welfare programs, the MSSD will still be the prime issuer of the 

voucher system to prevent duplication, tampering, etc. 

• The MSSD will work in collaboration with the province LGU, 

MAFAR, MTIT, and MILG (through MOA) for the procurement of 

inventories to be sourced primarily from local farmers and 

manufacturers within the latters jurisdiction and, if some goods 

are unavailable, from other cheaper sources. 

Inputs: For pilot only: 

• Construction of 2 food banks (with Hybrid solar energy and 

water tanks) 

• MOA with 2 existing and designated grocery stores 

• Grocery items (inventory) from local farms and manufacturers 

of halal products 

• Research and expert opinion on establishing halal food banks 

and voucher system in BARMM 

• Impact assessment of the performance of pilot halal food banks 

and voucher system in BARMM and recommendations 

• Public consultations 

• List of eligible beneficiaries (in the pilot areas) 

• Coordination cost 

• General supplies 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 6,017,500.00 39.6 

MOOE 9,160,000.00 60.4 

Total 15,177,500.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Direct beneficiaries:   

• For the pilot (on 1st year): 50 eligible beneficiaries per pilot 

area x 2 pilot areas, i.e. one in mainland and another in the 

island provinces 

• For full rollout (on 2nd year onwards):  

o 38,968 households who are food poor on 2nd year 

and additional 30% yearly  

o Other eligible beneficiaries (orphans, widows, 

elderly, IDPs, etc.) 

 

Indirect beneficiaries: 1) backward linkages (farmers and local 

manufacturers), 2) forward linkages (logistics workers and 

consumers) 
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Monitoring and assessment: For pilot: 

• monthly monitoring for a period of 10 months 

• Year-end impact or results assessment or evaluation 

Stakeholders MSSD (as lead agency of the project), MAFAR, MTIT, MILG, other 

agencies or offices in BARMM engaged in social welfare programs 

including the OCM, LGUs, local farmers, local manufacturers, the 

marginalized, IDPs and other eligible population  
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F. Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram: Strengthening the Halal Governance System  
 

Project F.1.   

  

Bangsamoro Halal Governance Initiative 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  54,960,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The success of the halal program identified in this report and of a culturally-relevant economy, in 

general, crucially depends on whether the Bangsamoro regional government will be able to put the 

halal ecosystem agenda at the core of the regional and local governance at the earliest opportunity.   

 

          BARMM has to embrace the view that halal can be a vital driver of a broad spectrum of societal 

needs: production, employment, transportation, commerce and trade, innovations, communities, 

safety nets governing social welfare, and even education as a tool to influence behavior and accept 

halal as a lifestyle.  And, in doing so, the regional government has to lead—with thoughtful 

understanding of the supply chain, ease of doing business, access, and affordability of halal 

commodities—in creating an enabling environment for halal players to thrive in the years to come. 

 

          The proposed project aims to establish and frame the governance to make the halal ecosystem a 

reality. This covers the drafting and adoption of policies (which can be legislated, as necessary), plans, 

and creation of regional or local bodies to be responsible for specific aspects of halal in the context of 

supply and value chains. 

           

          Foremost are the drafting and adoption of: 

1. BARMM halal development framework 

2. Halal industrial policy, plan, and implementing guidelines 

3. Halal logistics policy, plan, and implementing guidelines 

4. Halal tourism policy, plan, and implementing guidelines 

5. Islamic charity and endowments policy, plan, and implementing guidelines 

6. Islamic microfinance plan and implementing guidelines 

7. Amendment to the Bangsamoro Administrative Code: 1) to expand the membership of 

the Bangsamoro Halal Board (given the inter-departmental or multi-disciplinary nature of 

halal ecosystem as identified in the list of stakeholders in this report (see Project F.3 

below), 2) to create a Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation under the MTIT, and 

others to facilitate the proper administration of the halal ecosystem  

8. Policy to reflect preferential procurement of halal products, as necessary for community 

welfare or relief assistance 

9. Policy  to create a dedicated halal unit at each participating ministry to support the 

existing Bangsamoro Halal Board 
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10. Policy to set up halal collection points per province in BARMM to facilitate processing of 

assays at halal laboratory and testing centers to reduce the transaction costs incurred by 

local manufacturer-applicants across the region 

 

          In addition, designated officers and staff of each ministry and office in BARMM including the 

LGUs will undergo trainings for each adopted policy instrument for halal ecosystem. 

 
 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Enabling policies, legislations, plans, and implementing 

guidelines (see items above) 

Area coverage: Across BARMM 

Operational setup: • The BTA will lead activities pertaining to legislations and creating 

of offices. 

• Collaboration among ministries and offices of the drafting of 

specific policies, plans, and guidelines, noting the role and impact 

of each policy instrument on the working of the supply and value 

chains. 

• Public consultations and expert recommendations will be critical 

in drafting each policy instrument. 

• Consultation with the national counterpart since some of the 

identified policy instruments will have implications on national 

policies on industry, transportation and logistics, procurement, 

as well as international or regional trade agreements. 

Inputs: • Policy research studies 

• Expert opinions 

• Coordination costs 

• Public consultation costs 

• General supplies 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 54,960,000.00 100.0 

Total 54,960,000.00 100.0 
 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

All constituents of BARMM 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 

Stakeholders BTA, MOTC, MTIT, MAFAR, MOST, MFBM, MSSD, BPDA, MPW, 

MENRE, MOLE, national counterparts, LGUs, trade groups, transport 

and logistics groups, microfinance groups and existing (potential) 

borrowers, local manufacturers, consumers, academe, research 

groups and experts, and tourism operators including those in hotel 

and restaurant industry. 
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Project F.2. 

  
Establishment of the Bangsamoro Halal Manufacturing 

Industry Council (private-led) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php 1,200,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

           Halal manufactures and processing operators including the small or micro players are loosely 

organized to advocate their common interest in BARMM. 

 

          The proliferation of highly informal and ultra-micro producers (particularly those involved in food 

or agri-based manufacturing) in the Bangsamoro region, with all the challenges and limitations they 

face reflect their lack of voice to advocate for a business environment that favors growth and expansion 

as competitive and robust halal manufacturers. 

 

          The proposed project will support the establishment of a private-led Bangsamoro Halal 

Manufacturing Industrial Council. The latter will serve as the voice for the halal manufacturing 

community. Its members shall include the MSMEs, artisanal producers, corporations, and cooperatives 

involved in halal processing or manufacturing in the Bangsamoro. Membership shall also be open to 

players in the industry sector that directly supports halal manufacturing through the supply and value 

chains. 

 

          The council will be the platform for the industry players to catapult halal manufacturing into a 

globally competitive industry in BARMM. It will advocate issues that affect the halal manufacturing 

sector, such as, but not limited to: 

 

• Predictability of the regulatory environment 

• Labor, employer accountability, and education/training of halal manufacturing workers 

• Formalizing halal manufacturers in the region 

• Taxation system that promotes capital investment in the halal manufacturing sector 

• Energy and water policies which bears on the affordability and reliability of the supply of 

utilities to the halal manufacturers 

• Environmental responsibility of halal manufacturers 

• Awareness about the halal manufacturing sector in BARMM 

• Technology adoption and innovation diffusion, among others, or as may be decided by the 

Council.  

           

         The Council will have an advisory unit that will serve as the principal private sector advisory 

committee to the Bangsamoro Halal Board and the MTIT on the halal manufacturing sector in the 

region. 
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          The Council will produce various knowledge products such as the status and recommended 

strategies to address the challenges, market intelligence, and other topical issues faced by the halal 

manufacturing sector in BARMM. 

 

          The regional government in coordination with business chambers will provide assistance in 

organizing the council; initial meetings to set up its memberships, strategies, and activities for the year; 

etc.  

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Organized Bangsamoro Halal Manufacturing Industrial Council 

(with one chapter per province) 

• By-law; goals and strategies; memberships 

• Line up of activities at least for the year 

Area coverage: Across BARMM 

Operational setup: • Private-led 

• Membership can be two-tiered with perks (1st tier: 

manufacturers with halal certification; 2nd tier: manufacturers 

who plan to acquire halal certification of their business) 

• Constant communication with the government; and 

representation in various policy making bodies on halal, 
manufacturing, and industry 

• Income earning to fund its later activities 

• The transition government will provide funding support for its 

inception activities 

• Can collaborate with business chambers on certain activities 

Inputs • Registration 

• Coordination cost 

• Workshop activities (membership and officer election, strategic 

management planning, 1st activity, etc.) 

• Information campaign 

• Office (to be provided or donated by members) 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 1,200,000.00 100.0 

Total 1,200,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 
• Direct beneficiaries: all manufacturers engaged in halal 

production 

• Indirect beneficiaries: forward linkages (BARMM regional 

government and LGUs, traders, and consumers) 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 
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Stakeholders MTIT (as lead agency of the project), Bangsamoro Halal Board, local 

manufacturers and processing plant operators (MSMEs, 

cooperatives, corporations), industrial sector players 
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Project F.3. 

  
Establishment of a Bureau of Halal Development and 

Innovation under the MTIT 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php 25,690,292.22 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The governance of halal ecosystem requires the creation of a local body responsible for the 

development and nurturing of the halal manufacturing and industry, as well as the role of technology 

to permeate the marketplace.  

 

          The recently approved Bangsamoro Administrative Code has affixed the powers and functions of 

the Ministry of Trade, Investment and Tourism (MTITI) and delineated the roles of the office units or 

bureaus under the ministry. But, none of the bureaus is tasked to spearhead and oversee the 

implementation of policies and programs governing halal industrial (particularly manufacturing) 

development and technology diffusion.  

 

         The roles given to the bureaus by the Code are generally confined to promotion and coordinative 

roles aside from tasks unique to the bureau. The Bureau of Trade and Industry, in particular, is devoid 

of a pro-active role on industry development when its functions revolve only around the market 

promotion and consumer protection rather than lead in identifying selective government interventions 

that will transform the structure of production in the whole of the Bangsamoro region from lower 

productivity to higher productivity across sectors within the industry production base.   

 

           

          The Bangsamoro Halal Board, which is an attached office to the MTIT, is the highest policy-making 

body on anything related to halal including the formulation and strengthening of halal industry 

development and promotion. Because a significant aspect of halal industry development is to be in the 

manufacturing and the creation of enabling environment, which will be defined by a coherent industrial 

policy in the future, it is essential that a bureau precisely tasked to ensure the proper implementation 

of policies and programs on halal industrial and manufacturing development must exist.   

 

          The function of promoting technology diffusion which includes commercialization of technology 

resides with the Ministry of Science and Technology. The prevailing literature classify two types how 

science and technology emerge and are adopted: science-push or market-led. Many well-crafted  

industrial policies across the globe identify market prospects as the most significant stimulant of 

technology adoption. Hence, it is necessary that the administration of industrial development must 

cover the area of technology and innovation and the development of technological capabilities, if the 

Bangsamoro government is to elevate halal industry development in the region into the modern era of 

global system of production and trade. 
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          The project proposes to create a separate bureau to be called Bureau of Halal Development and 

Innovations, under the MTIT. The new bureau will have functional roles specific to the aspects of halal 

industrial development:  

1. Halal Consumer Goods Industry Division   

2. Halal Innovations Division 

3. Halal Sustainable Development Division 

4. Halal Knowledge Services Division   

 

          In the future, once the halal concept evolves into a full-fledged manufacturing industry within the 

ecosystem, the BTA can expand the division within the Bureau of Halal Development and Innovations 

depending on the type of sub-industries that will emerge.  

           

          A strategic planning and management will be one of the initial and most critical activities of the 

bureau, with the MTIT, pending an approved Halal Industrial Development policy for BARMM—which 

by the Administrative Code will have to be formulated by the Bangsamoro Halal Board. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Functional bureau (Bureau of Halal Development and 

Innovation) with four divisions 

Area coverage: Across BARMM 

Operational setup: • The bureau will be under the MTIT 

Inputs • Legislative measure to create the bureau 

• Budgetary support for its operation  

• Budgetary support for human resource development 

(recruitment and hiring, training): 

o 1 bureau director and 4 division chiefs 

o 1 chief administration officer 

o 4 technical personnel 

o 5 administrative support staff 

o 5 contractual personnel 

• Strategic planning and management 

• 2 training events of the bureau staff and officers 

• Office equipment, furniture and fixtures 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 11,606,861.48 45.2 

Capital Outlay 640,000.00 2.5 

MOOE 13,443,430.74 52.3 

Total 25,690,292.22 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

All industry players engaged in halal manufacturing and trade across 

BARMM 

Monitoring and assessment: Quarterly 
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Stakeholders BTA, MTIT, Bangsamoro Halal Board, halal manufacturing and 

industry players in the region 
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G. Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram: Consumer Behavioral Change for Halal Development 
 

 

Project G.1.   

  

Halal and Islamic Finance Literacy for the Community 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  16,500,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

 An awareness program for the general public on what is halal and Islamic finance is warranted 

in the BARMM considering its high financial exclusion and low formal halal production.  To promote 

halal and introduce its entire ecosystem, a practical understanding for the general public is 

recommended.  Halal remains to be equated with food products, and in particular, the lack of 

contamination of pork derivatives.   

 

This project aims to design a literacy program to be utilized by the regional government in its 

halal and Islamic finance awareness campaign.  Since the project will be deployed in different media 

platforms across the region, the literacy program shall be sensitive to a universal understanding of 

topics on halal.   

 

A campaign to explain what halal is, and how products are deemed such, shall be crafted and 

distributed across different media programs on radio, community billboards, social media and select 

community learning sessions.  The content of the literacy program shall be straightforward and made 

practical and easy to digest by the public, and shall introduce concepts on food safety, consumer 

protection, fair trade practices, and practical economic approaches.  

 

The aim for this project is to get the communities accustomed to the concepts of halal and aid 

them in establishing a pragmatic discernment of the topics.   It will involve composing a technical team 

of halal, trade, Islamic and finance professionals, development, and communications experts to 

recommend a concise literacy material in readable and visual formats (1 for halal, and 1 for Islamic 

finance), to be promoted by relevant BARMM offices and circulated to interested parties and sectors 

in the region.  

 

The project is recommended to be spearheaded by the Bangsamoro Halal Board but will be a 

consolidated effort with MTIT, through the proposed Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation, 

MAFAR, MOST, MOTC, Bangsamoro Information Office, Darul Ifta, MFBM, BSP, DTI (Philippine National 

Halal Board), and PIA.  

 

At the minimum, the literacy program will enable communities to recognize what is considered 

halal, perceive common Islamic finance transactions, and how these concepts are practically applied in 

their daily lives. 
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Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Literacy media materials for halal and Islamic finance, distributed 

and promoted across the region 

• Radio programs featuring the halal and Islamic finance literacy 

materials; visual presentations featured by the Bangsamoro 

Information Office in its media portals (social media, TV, etc.) 

• Use of the literacy materials in religious events/Dawah 

• Periodic media interviews of relevant agencies and offices 

regarding the halal and Islamic finance concepts featured 

• Subsequent development and reproduction of literacy materials 

in different regional dialects 

• Communication plan on Halal Development in the Bangsamoro 

• 1 literacy material for halal, and 1 literacy program for Islamic 

finance, to be disseminated and distributed throughout the 

region.   

Area coverage: Across BARMM and areas outside BARMM with significant Muslim 

population 

Operational setup: • Basic halal and Islamic finance literacy materials jointly crafted by 

relevant ministries and offices with Bangsamoro Halal Board to 

take lead (owner of both halal and Islamic finance literacy 

materials), funded by respective participation 

• Costs for media exposure can be programmed under the annual 

budget of relevant ministries 

• Based on annual assessment, materials and distribution across 

region can be revised and partnership with private sector 

explored 

Inputs: • Experts’ opinion (halal and Islamic finance, journalist and 

editors, graphic artists) 

• Reproduction and distribution of information materials for 

radio, news, radio, social media, and other platforms 

• Payments for advertising info materials (radio beats, social 

media sponsor payment, etc.) 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 16,500,000.00 100.0 

Total 16,500,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Target audience: household heads and household members, 

religious leaders, professionals, traders and vendors, manufacturers, 

farmers and fishers, and consumers 
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Monitoring and assessment: On the 1st year, quarterly feedback on literacy materials and manner 

of roll-out; thereafter, annual assessment of the impact of literacy 

campaigns.   

Stakeholders Bangsamoro Halal Board, MTIT (as lead agency of the project 

through the proposed Bureau of Halal Development and 

Innovation), MOST, MAFAR, Bangsamoro Information Office, Darul 
Ifta, MFBM, LGUs, and national government (BSP, PIA, and DTI). 
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Project G.2.   

  

Establishing of Halal Subjects/Courses in Basic Education 

Curriculum in BARMM 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  65,525,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

            To increase the understanding of the public on the halal ecosystem in BARMM needs a sufficient 

institutionalization of halal education as a viable tool to influence individual behavior, norms, and 

attitudes of the general public in the Bangsamoro starting at a young age. To date, there is no formal 

inclusion of halal in both basic education and in collegiate courses, even for food production which 

constitutes the most significant component of the halal value chain.   

 

           For a halal ecosystem to be viable, the comprehension of its topics must be introduced as a 

school-based program.  This will entail designing halal topics or courses for inclusion in basic education 

curriculum in the region, such as basic principles of halal, fundamental food production processes and 

safety, value chain and logistics components, introduction to Islamic finance, up to scalable school 

projects that involve models on agriculture, production, processing, logistics, and consumption to bring 

practical exercises to the communities.  Introducing halal subjects to the existing school curriculum 

shall not only include halal as a concept, but eventually, introduces the entire halal value chain as a 

milieu of career or professional opportunities for students.   

 

          The above topics can be determined as a stand-alone subject or can be composed within a 

congruent curriculum subject at each grade level, and with suitable grading system structure. 

 

          The halal component in the school curriculum is expected to be a combination of subject-centered 

(halal) development and problem-centered model, as the objective of the curriculum is on the 

improvement of specific skills and knowledge on halal as well as tackling innovation for actual 

challenges identified in the subject areas of halal.  The working group is expected to come up with 

recommended halal topics and methodical approaches to learning, per grade level, based on 

consultations of appropriate academic offices and organizations, discussions with students, parents or 

guardians, teachers, school owners and administrators, as well relevant halal sector authorities.   

 

          The MBHTE will lead the initiative in collaboration with other ministries (MTIT, MAFAR, MOST, 

etc.) for a comprehensive appreciation for halal as a way of life and as a means to strengthen the 

economy and the communities. The MBHTE will convene a steering committee for the overall direction 

of the proposed project and a separate technical working group for the curriculum design, design of 

instructional materials, training and recruitment of teachers, piloting, and other school input 

requirements.  
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         It is expected that the first year of the project will revolve around the development of subjects or 

courses to be part of the existing school curriculum, as well as the development of instructional, 

materials, recruitment/trainings, pilot, and further improvement to the curriculum and materials. 

Actual rollout for the full implementation will commence the following school year. 

  

         Investing in education for the future generations with deep appreciation and understanding of 

halal confers high returns for the individual, the community, the society, and the economy. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 
Expected outputs: • Approved subject courses on halal as additions to the existing 

curriculum at basic education level in BARMM 

• Development and reproduction of the approved school-based 

learning or instructional materials on halal for grade school and 

high school students 

• Trained teachers and school administrators to handle the halal 
subjects 

• Pilot of study of the halal subjects and courses and instructional 

materials 

• Revision or review of the methods and content of the new 

subjects and the learning materials on halal based on the findings 

of the pilot study 

• Launch of the approved halal subjects or courses for the next 

school year after pilot 

Area coverage: All public basic educational institutions in the BARMM, including 

Madaris system 

Operational setup: • A project steering committee and a separate technical working 

group will be organized and convened. 

• Educational program for halal to be included in basic education 

curriculum, with appropriate instructional design, 

implementation and assessment as approved by the MBHTE.   

• The halal concept will become part of the subjects taught in 

grade and high school students.   

• The inclusion of halal in the curriculum will also entail periodic 

development strategy to adapt to any changes in real-world 

experiences on halal. Grading system for the halal component 

will undergo same process of curriculum development. 

• The first year of the project will be devoted to introducing the 

new subjects or courses into the curriculum, as well se 

developing the instructional materials, trainings for teachers and 

school administrators, pilot study, and revision based on the 

findings of the pilot 

• Introduce the halal courses or subjects to the schools across 

BARMM the following school year. 

Inputs: • Expert opinions (halal experts, curriculum development experts, 

learning materials experts, 
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• Drafting of the curriculum and instructional materials by hired 

experts 

• Reproduction of the revised and approved instructional 

materials on halal  
• Training of teachers and school administers to handle halal 

curriculum or subjects 

• Pilot study 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 65,525,000.00 100.0 

Total 65,525,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Elementary and high public school students in BARMM; teachers 

and school administrators  

Monitoring and assessment: Annual assessment of the halal curriculum; Periodic monitoring to 

ensure congruence of curriculum to developments in the halal 
ecosystem 

Stakeholders MBHTE (as lead agency of the project), MTIT (through the proposed 

Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation), and MAFAR, Parents-

Teachers Associations 
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Project G.3.   

  

Information Campaign on e-Commerce for the General 

Public (Prioritizing the Younger Population and Halal 
Producers) 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  24,000,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The region has low telecommunication penetration, rendering scaling up of commercial 

organizations problematic as seen in cities within BARMM still suffering from poor internet connection.  

As a consequence of poor communication infrastructure, the region is expected to lag behind in 

maximizing the potentials of electronic commerce as BARMM communities are delayed in knowing and 

experiencing sophisticated trade and delivery solutions that are highly dependent on technological 

connectivity.  Even in the advent of new technology in the coming years, a significant barrier to 

favorable reception to e-commerce in the region is the unfamiliarity of how innovative modern tools 

work and the benefits they can bring.   

 

          E-commerce is basically the exchange of information or transactions using electronic means – 

mainly through the internet.  The pandemic has underscored e-commerce as obscuring barriers to 

establishing and running businesses, and has provided opportunities to expand reach of markets, 

increase transparency and traceability regardless of size of the enterprise or operational longevity. 

           

          The availability of e-commerce platforms across the globe and the rest of the Philippines has 

simplified commercial and financial transactions and is now the most important arrangement for 

MSMEs. But, its penetration in the Bangsamoro communities remains low.     

 

          This project aims to introduce e-commerce as a component of doing business, as well as orient 

the general public on the various schemes on how it can make consumption safe, convenient and 

timely.  This will involve an information campaign to the general public on the approaches and 

mechanisms involved in e-commerce.   

 

          The MTIT together with MOTC, MOST, and the Bangsamoro Information Office, shall craft a 

straightforward media material to explain the mechanisms of electronic commerce, the 

accountabilities of business owners in safeguarding information gathered, the mandates of each 

ministry on e-commerce, and the responsibilities of the public in the use of their personal information.  

The information campaign can be visual materials such as infographic posters, branded images, and 

FAQs, that can be widely disseminated across offices and government units in the region.  As part of 

the MTIT’s mandate on expansion of trade, the e-commerce campaign should aid producers in the 

region to intensify platforms for increasing market reach in addition to traditional retail sales.   
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          In addition to other recommended business literacy projects, a region-wide awareness of latest 

electronic commerce (including financial) methods can complement existing business management and 

development programs of the BARMM government that similarly push for economic empowerment.   

 

          Accessing and utilizing the internet is mostly understood by the youth and those who have the 

exposure to such technologies, therefore, they are considered as the primary target beneficiary of this 

project.  The youth sector has the most comprehension and use of e-commerce and some have enough 

purchasing power.  Eventually, as the youth create a significant market demand and sway economic 

gains for halal producers, there will be a shift in reception for e-commerce in the way business in 

conducted in the region. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Information campaign rolled out on e-commerce from the 

relevant ministries and offices 

• Visual materials across regional offices and units, targeting the 

youth sector 

• Reproduction of e-commerce information materials into 

different age groups and translated into different regional 

dialects  

• Dedicated information campaign for business and commercial 

entities 

• Increase use of e-commerce platforms and systems (starting with 

the existing digitization and e-governance programs of BARMM)  

Area coverage: Across the region, targeting areas 1) with intensive exposure of 

materials intended for the youth: schools, universities, social/civic 

centers, as well as 2) private enterprises 

Operational setup: • Govt information campaign on e-commerce funded by the 

relevant ministries and government offices, paying for crafting of 

visual materials to be disseminated region-wide (cost-sharing or 

dedicated budget allocation from each ministry/office).   

• The visual materials are to be printed/reprinted according to the 

volume of materials utilized by the respective ministries and 

charged to their operating budget.   

• The Bangsamoro Information Office in collaboration with MTIT, 

MOTC and MOST will play a role in leading, coordinating, and 

clearing info materials and knowledge products produced by 

each ministry for consistency of messaging 

Inputs: • Experts’ opinion (e-commerce expert, IT expert, journalist and 

editors, graphic artists) 

• Reproduction and distribution of information materials for 

radio, news, radio, social media, and other platforms 

• Payments for advertising info materials (radio beats, social 

media sponsor payment, etc.) 
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Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 24,000,000.00 100.0 

Total 24,000,000.00 100.0 
 

 

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

Target audience: 15 to 32 years old age group of population; 

business and enterprise operators in the Bangsamoro 

Monitoring and assessment: Annual impact assessment of the information campaign; periodic 

revisions as required by new policies and resolutions    

Stakeholders MOTC (as lead agency of the project), MTIT, MBHTE, MOST, BYC, 

Bangsamoro Information Office, youth groups, business groups, 

LGUs 
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Project G.4.   

  

Setting up of Halal Consumer Association and Strengthening 
Consumer Rights on Halal Commodities 
 

Proposed Budget: 

 

Php  21,400,000.00 

 

 

Brief project description: 

 

          The evolving preferences over goods and services in BARMM demands a platform for consumers 

to know and to voice out their demands for a range of information that is tailored to their needs and 

wants about prices, provenance, contents, expiration, and even storage and shipment of commodities 

and quality of services. For halal products and services, these are essential aspect of the commodities 

that Bangsamoro residents are keen to know about.  

 

          At the same time, once the regional government pursues trade compacts or trade relations with 

other countries in the future, the latter will most likely be keen about the strength of safeguarding 

consumer rights in BARMM. The reason is that these future trade partners of BARMM will want to 

secure a robust market of their exported goods (i.e. BARMM’s imports), as is done in any countries 

participating in global or regional trade.   

 

          Consumer rights have to be defined in line with halal policies and standards to be able to protect 

the integrity and quality of the BARMM halal markets.  The Philippine consumer rights and 

responsibilities shall be revisited given the local context in BARMM and drafted into a new charter for 

halal consumer rights to be mandated in the region. Specific advocacy initiatives, and programs to 

strengthen halal consumer awareness on these rights, empower consumers to gain access to 

information they need as well as authorize vigilance on the quality of halal products available to them. 

 

         The project aims to advance consumer rights by: 1) agreeing and codifying consumer rights in the 

context of consumption of halal goods and services in BARMM, 2) forming and strengthening consumer 

association (or advocacy group), and 3) promote general awareness and knowledge. 

 

          The goals of the project are to advance consumer welfare, to seek representation of consumers 

in government policy, to seek a venue where consumers can voice out their grievances, to promote 

halal consumer education, as well as to promote halal producers accountability.  

 

          Defining the consumer rights for halal, and protection of said rights, in BARMM shall take into 

account various contexts in BARMM: public emergency situation due to disaster or conflict, changed 

climate setting.  

 

          This will require the broadest level of public consultations in crafting the halal consumer rights 

charter for a balanced perspective on consumer safeguards, i.e. maximizing consumer welfare but not 

at the expense of subverting firm-level  production, logistics, and trade on halal altogether.  
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          The strategy is to highlight existing laws as applied to consumption of halal goods and services, or 

introduce new legal rights, as deemed. 

 

Operational Targets and Requirements: 

Expected outputs: • Charter on consumer rights on halal goods and services 

• Bangsamoro Halal Consumer 

Area coverage: Across BARMM 

Operational setup: • The MTIT will help organize the Bangsamoro Halal Consumer 

Association. 

• The BTA will lead the public consultations, drafting, and passage 

of the Halal Consumer Rights charter. 

Inputs: • Public consultations and expert opinions 

• Coordination cost 

• Information campaign activities 

• Legislation or charter crafting 

• Organizing and registration of consumer association about halal 

Budget, by expense class  

Expense class Amount (in pesos) % share 
Personnel 0.00 0.0 

Capital Outlay 0.00 0.0 

MOOE 21,400,000.00 100.0 

Total 21,400,000.00 100.0 
 

•  

Expected number of 

beneficiaries: 

• All consumers in BARMM 

Monitoring and assessment: Bi-annual 

Stakeholders BTA Parliament, MTIT (as lead agency of the project), Bangsamoro 

Halal Board, LGUs, local communities/ consumers in BARMM 
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The consolidated budget determined for all the identified seven (7) subprograms or 50 projects under the 

Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program amounts to Php3.360 billion.   

 

A. By Subprogram 
 
Three subprograms accounts for the biggest share of the budgetary requirement. The Sugpat Kalluman 

Subprogram, which mainly consists of infrastructure support for halal trade and logistics, accounts for 

33.5  percent (or Php1.09 billion pesos) of the proposed consolidated expenditures. The Gadung 

Subprogram, which establishes the halal production base, requires 33.2 percent of the total budgetary 

requirement, or about Php1.01 billion. The Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram, which focuses on 

establishing and strengthening the foundation of halal manufacturing (food and non-food) industry, has 

24.2 percent share of the total budget (or Php801.96 million). (Refer to Figure 6). 

 

The rest are apportioned to Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram (consumer behavioral change for halal 

development), 3.8 percent; Ganap Pagguro Subprogram (support to halal specialization), 3.7 percent, 

Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram, 2.4 percent; and Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram (halal social 

inclusion), 0.5 percent.  

 

 

B. By Expenditure Class 
 

A bulk (66.0 percent or Php 2.218 billion) of the consolidated budget proposal of the entire program is 

accounted by capital outlays. Only 28.3 percent (Php 949.362 million) and 5.7 percent (Php 192.585 

million) go to maintenance and other operating expenses (MOOE) and personnel services, respectively.  

 

Figure 7 summarizes the expenditure class of the budgetary requirements per subprogram. The proposed 

budgets for Gadung Subprogram, Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram, and Sugpat Kalluman 

Subprogram are driven by capital outlays. This pattern is as expected because the subprograms aim to 

improve the production base in halal agriculture, fisheries, and manufacturing/industry requiring modern 

equipment, shared facilities, etc. Key infrastructures under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram will support 

the production base, as well as logistics and trade.  

 

The budgetary requirements for remaining four subprograms are largely MOOE as they are designed to 

address needs on the soft infrastructure of the halal production systems, halal governance strengthening, 

behavioral change to influence the demand for halal, social inclusion.  

 

Another way of looking at public investment programming of the People’s Budget is in terms of the 

distribution of subprograms per expenditure class (refer to Figure 8).  

 

While the infrastructure-driven Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram has understandably large capital outlays,  

the Gadung Subprogram includes the provisions for the construction of various halal farm facilities as 
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critical components in expanding the production capacity of halal agriculture and fisheries. The Gadung 

Subprogram’s capital outlay is Php 728.153 million or roughly two-thirds of its total budget. 

 

The project on establishing a network of inland ports and water transport system under the Sugpat 

Kalluman Subprogram explains the large budget share on personnel services at 50.4 percent of total 

manpower budget. This is followed by the Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram at 35.2 percent.   

 

For operating expense budget, the Gadung Subprogram requires 38.5 percent  of the total MOOE to 

defray the cost to procur supplies for the various agricultural projects, training, and technical coordination 

needs.   

 

 

C. By Project 
 

Table 1 to Table 7 list the 50 projects covered by the seven subprograms with their corresponding 

budgets.  

 

Overall, the top three (3) projects with the highest budget allocation are: 1) Inland ports and water 

transportation systems project with Php508.90 million, 2) schools of living traditions with Php 439.32 

million, and the 3) halal vegetable production project with Php 251.26 million.  Collectively, these three 

projects total Php1.2 billion, accounting for 36 percent of the entire budget for halal programs.  All these 

three projects have heavy capital expenditures for land acquisition, construction and setting up of physical 

facilities, and procurement of specialized equipment.   

 

However, each subprogram has its flagship projects, measured in terms of budget size.  

 

The Gadung Subprogram boasts clustered production of halal and organic vegetables. The project has a 

budget size of PhP 251.255 million pesos, or roughly 22.8 percent of the subprogram’s total budget. 

 

The construction of School of Living Traditions with production areas and showrooms across the six 

provinces gobbles a large share (54.8 percent) of the total budget for Pagpataud sin Industriya 

Subprogram. 

 

The Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, which requires the biggest budget pegged at Php1.109 billion, has a 

lineup of four big-ticket infrastructure to support the halal production, trade, and logistics: (i) inland port 

construction and operating system, (ii) renewable energy generation, (iii) agricultural cable/tramlines, and 

(iv) provision of physical consolidation points across the region.  Together, they account for 82.4 percent 

of the subprogram’s total budget. 

 

Provision of science-based scholarships for halal development accounts for a substantial portion (30.0 

percent) of the total budget for Ganap Pagguro Subprogram. 
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There is only one project under the Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram, and it is a pilot project on establishing 

halal banks and voucher system for the vulnerable segment of the population. It is valued at Php 15.178 

million pesos. 

 

The Bangsamoro Halal Governance Initiative requires the highest budget among the three projects under 

the Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram. 

 

And, lastly, establishing a halal course in basic education curriculum needs 51.4 percent of the total 

budget of the Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram. 
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Figure 6. Summary Financial Requirement of the People’s Budget: Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data from the People’s Budget public consultations. 
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Figure 7. Summary of Financial Requirements of the People’s Budget: Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program  
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Figure 8. Percent Distribution of Subprograms, by Expenditure Class 
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Table 1. List of Proposed Projects under the Gadung Subprogram 

Ref Project Personnel 
Services Capital Outlays MOOE Total 

A.1 Halal cattle and goat clustered production with 
community-based fattening facilities 

                                            
-    

                 
32,130,000.00  

                 
38,460,000.00  

           
70,590,000.00  

A.2 Small-scale pastured livestock production (PILOT)                                             
-    

                 
10,320,000.00  

                    
2,632,000.00  

           
12,952,000.00  

A.3 Halal chicken (broiler) clustered production                                             
-    

                 
30,000,000.00  

                 
45,728,000.00  

           
75,728,000.00  

A.4 Small-scale pastured free-range native chickens 
(PILOT) 

                                            
-    

                    
2,592,000.00  

                    
1,498,500.00  

              
4,090,500.00  

A.5 Clustered production of halal and organic vegetables                                             
-    

              
121,849,240.00  

              
129,406,400.00  

        
251,255,640.00  

A.6 Clustered production of halal fruits                                             
-    

                 
47,422,000.00  

                 
27,650,400.00  

           
75,072,400.00  

A.7 Clustered production of halal and organic catfish                                             
-    

                 
50,400,000.00  

                 
15,280,000.00  

           
65,680,000.00  

A.8 Modernized commercial-scale hatchery/production of 
halal mud crabs 

                                            
-    

                 
50,072,000.00  

                 
22,007,200.00  

           
72,079,200.00  

A.9 Sustainable halal tuna farming                                             
-    

                 
85,810,000.00  

                    
8,976,000.00  

           
94,786,000.00  

A.10 Clustered farm production of other crops                                             
-    

                 
25,816,320.00  

                 
44,363,700.00  

           
70,180,020.00  

A.11 Demo floating farms for vegetables or fruits (PILOT)                                             
-    

                 
14,000,000.00  

                    
9,000,000.00  

           
23,000,000.00  

A.12 Halal and organic farm input (fertilizer, pesticide, and 
vermicompost) production 

                                            
-    

                 
87,045,750.00  

                    
2,403,000.00  

           
89,448,750.00  

A.13 Halal and organic farm feed production                                             
-    

                 
27,617,900.00  

                    
2,604,000.00  

           
30,221,900.00  

A.14 Halal seed banks and accredited community-based 
seedling distribution centers 

                
7,381,776.01  

                 
43,077,600.00  

                    
5,280,000.00  

           
55,739,376.01  

A.15 BARMM Halal Agriculture and Fishery Financial 
Scheme 

                                            
-    

              
100,000,000.00  

                                                
-    

        
100,000,000.00  
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A.16 Formalized Agricultural MSMEs and Farmers including 
Branding of Farms 

                                            
-    

                                                
-    

                 
10,530,000.00  

           
10,530,000.00  

 Subtotal                 
7,381,776.01  

              
728,152,810.00  

              
365,819,200.00  

   
1,101,353,786.01  
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Table 2. List of Proposed Projects under the Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram 

Ref Project Personnel 
Services Capital Outlays MOOE Total 

B.1 Modern and halal smoked tuna community-managed 
processing plant 

                
4,702,823.75  

                 
25,267,500.00  

                    
2,176,000.00  

           
32,146,323.75  

B.2 Shared facilities for small-scale agri-based halal 
Manufacturing  

             
11,142,693.95  

                 
68,387,500.00  

                    
1,280,000.00  

           
80,810,193.95  

B.3 Developing and modernizing the industry for halal 
indigenous packaging materials 

                                            
-    

                 
13,670,000.00  

                    
1,450,000.00  

           
15,120,000.00  

B.4 Performance-based incentive scheme for highly 
productive industries and innovators, and farmers 

                                            
-    

                                                
-    

                 
30,800,000.00  

           
30,800,000.00  

B.5 Bangsamoro Strategic Halal Innovation Fund                                             
-    

                                                
-    

                 
22,400,000.00  

           
22,400,000.00  

B.6 Community-level collaborative halal innovation 
centers for product development and promotion 

                
4,311,528.95  

                 
60,052,500.00  

                    
2,400,000.00  

           
66,764,028.95  

B.7 BARMM Small and Medium Industries Financial 
Scheme for Halal Development 

                                            
-    

              
100,000,000.00  

                    
7,000,000.00  

        
107,000,000.00  

B.8 

Bangsamoro Skill Upgrade: Enterprise- or producer-
level skills upgrading on business operations and 
assistance on business development and application 
to access financing scheme for halal MSMEs and other 
producers 

-    -    7,600,000.00          7,600,000.00  

B.9 
Halal and culture: School of living traditions with 
common area for production and showrooms for halal 
and indigenous products 

             
47,672,139.50  

              
377,400,000.00  

                 
14,250,000.00  

        
439,322,139.50  

 Subtotal              
67,829,186.15  

              
644,777,500.00  

                 
89,356,000.00  

        
801,962,686.15  
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Table 3. List of Proposed Projects under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram 

Ref Project Personnel 
Services Capital Outlays MOOE Total 

C.1 

Provision of dedicated market space for informal 
micro and small enterprises engaged in halal business 
and trade (e.g. weekend market) as incentive to 
formalize 

-    -    53,128,000.00  53,128,000.00  

C.2 Halal lanes and trading posts in barmm                                             
-    

                                                
-    

                 
16,200,000.00  

           
16,200,000.00  

C.3 E-commerce for halal trade                                             
-    

                                                
-    

                 
22,400,000.00  

           
22,400,000.00  

C.4 Digital connectivity for halal market players in 
BARMM 

                                            
-    

                 
50,000,000.00  

                 
27,800,000.00  

           
77,800,000.00  

C.5 Bangsamoro Greentech Initiative: Providing hybrid 
(on-grid or off-grid) solar power to communities -    116,873,423.45  12,675,905.41  129,549,328.86  

C.6 Inland port system and water-based transportation in 
the mainland 

             
97,026,701.25  

              
380,000,000.00  

                 
31,872,000.00  

        
508,898,701.25  

C.7 Halal consolidation points integrated in the supply 
management (of big manufacturers) 

                                            
-    

              
147,735,000.00  

                    
3,822,000.00  

        
151,557,000.00  

C.8 
Strengthening point-to-point delivery by connecting 
service operators to the value-chain production, 
consolidation, and supply management 

-    -    5,500,000.00  5,500,000.00  

C.9 Cable-assisted transportation system for halal 
agricultural harvests 

                                            
-    

              
144,000,000.00  

                                                
-    

        
144,000,000.00  

 Subtotal              
97,026,701.25  

              
838,608,423.45  

              
173,397,905.41  

   
1,109,033,030.11  
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Table 4. List of Proposed Projects under the Ganap Pagguro Subprogram 

Ref Project Personnel 
Services Capital Outlays MOOE Total 

D.1 Incentive scheme to encourage diversified halal 
product lines  

                                            
-    

                                                
-    

                 
11,160,000.00  

           
11,160,000.00  

D.2 Exposure trips and learning exchange initiative for 
innovative manufacturers engaged in halal 

                                            
-    

                                                
-    

                    
8,320,000.00  

              
8,320,000.00  

D.3 Scholarships for science-based courses for halal 
development 

                                            
-    

                                                
-    

                 
37,000,000.00  

           
37,000,000.00  

D.4 Establishment of product guilds for halal development                                             
-    

                                                
-    

                 
10,800,000.00  

           
10,800,000.00  

D.5 Science, innovation, and trade fairs on halal                                             
-    

                                                
-    

                 
23,880,000.00  

           
23,880,000.00  

D.6 
Support to strengthen IPO standards and 
implementation of Geographic Indications System in 
BARMM 

                                            
-    

                                                
-                        

6,240,000.00  
              

6,240,000.00  

D.7 Product quality assessment as part of halal assurance                 
8,740,211.14  

                                                
-    

                    
5,000,000.00  

           
13,740,211.14  

D.8 Business and finance literacy among farmers and 
producers 

                                            
-    

                                                
-    

                 
12,200,000.00  

           
12,200,000.00  

 Subtotal                 
8,740,211.14  

                                                
-    

              
114,600,000.00  

        
123,340,211.14  

 
 
Table 5. List of Proposed Projects under the Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram 

Ref Project Personnel 
Services Capital Outlays MOOE Total 

E.1 
Tulong Dignity: Establishing halal food banks and 
voucher system to improve the social welfare of the 
marginalized (PILOT) 

                                            
-    6,017,500.00  9,160,000.00  15,177,500.00  

 Subtotal                 -  6,017,500.00  9,160,000.00  15,177,500.00  
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Table 6. List of Proposed Projects under the Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram 

Ref Project Personnel 
Services Capital Outlays MOOE Total 

F.1 Bangsamoro Halal Governance Initiative                                             
-    

                                                
-    

                 
54,960,000.00  

           
54,960,000.00  

F.2 Establishment of Bangsamoro Halal Manufacturing 
Industry Council 

                                            
-    

                                                
-    

                    
1,200,000.00  

              
1,200,000.00  

F.3 Establishment of Bureau of Halal Development and 
Innovation under the MTIT 

             
11,606,861.48  

                        
640,000.00  

                 
13,443,430.74  

           
25,690,292.22  

 Subtotal              
11,606,861.48  

                        
640,000.00  

                 
69,603,430.74  

           
81,850,292.22  

 
 
 
Table 7. List of Proposed Projects under the Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram 

Ref Project Personnel 
Services Capital Outlays MOOE Total 

G.1 Halal and Islamic finance literacy for the community                                             
-    

                                            
-    

                 
16,500,000.00  

           
16,500,000.00  

G.2 Establishing of halal courses in basic education 
curriculum in BARMM 

                                            
-    

                                            
-    

                 
65,525,000.00  

           
65,525,000.00  

G.3 
Information campaign on e-commerce for the general 
(prioritizing the younger population and halal 
producers) 

                                            
-    

                                            
-    

                 
24,000,000.00  

           
24,000,000.00  

G.4 Setting up of a halal consumer association  and 
strengthening consumer rights 

                                            
-    

                                            
-    

                 
21,400,000.00  

           
21,400,000.00  

 Subtotal                                             
-    

                                            
-    

           
127,425,000.00  

           
127,425,000.00  
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D. By Lead Ministry and Stakeholders for Collaboration 
 

MAFAR has the largest share of the proposed budgetary requirement for the Bangsamoro halal ecosystem 

program at 945.614 million pesos (or 28.1 percent of the proposed total budget). (Refer to Figure 9) This 

is understandably so, because the ministry will secure the expansion of farm production, which will be  

the basis of jumpstarting the economy of the Bangsamoro, applying the halal framework. 

 
 
Figure 9. Distribution of the Budgetary Requirement of the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem Program, by  Ministry 

 
 
Source: BTA Minority Bloc and DAGph (2021), using raw data from the People’s Budget public consultations. 
 
 
The MPW ranks second with proposed budget of 692.602 million pesos (or 20.6 percent) for the 

construction of both strategic and community infrastructures. The proposed inland port system, 
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consolidation points, to be integrated to the supply management of established big manufacturers both 

within and outside BARMM, and bakas or tuna processing plant will contribute to the strengthening of  

the backbone of the halal economy. 

 

The importance of instilling appreciation and promotion of halal knowledge, practices, and traditions to 

the general public, through the basic, technical and cultural education, ranks the ministry third in terms 

of budgetary share of the proposed halal ecosystem program. The sum of 504.847 million pesos (or 15.0 

percent of total) will fund the establishment of schools of living traditions with modern facilities, workshop 

areas, and showrooms per province, as well as the development of halal courses and instructional 

materials to be included in the basic education curriculum. 

 

The MTIT follows with a budget share of 401.662 million pesos (or 12.0 percent of total). Many of the 

activities lined up for MTIT pertain to the domain of implementing important elements of a cohesive 

industrial policies and expanding its traditional roles confined to only promotion and business registration 

of halal activities. This means that, through the halal ecosystem program, the MTIT will embrace an 

aggressive role in jumpstarting the halal industry by remedying areas with significant market failures due 

to missing markets, thin markets, high degree of externalities and elements of public goods, information 

failures (especially pertaining to technology adoption), etc. which, all of them combined, lead to a 

situation of underinvestment by the private sector on halal activities. Hence, public investment to 

establish shared facilities, community-led innovation centers for halal product development, dedicated 

market spaces for halal, incentive schemes for halal MSMEs are just among the many initiatives lined up 

for the upcoming fiscal year. 

 

A proposed sum of 287.650 million pesos (or 9.3 percent of total) is earmarked for the BTA Parliament. 

This will include the passage of laws to create GOCCs or government finance institutions (GFIs) to roll out 

two targeted development finance, as part of an evolving industrial policy in BARMM—Bangsamoro Halal 
Agriculture and Fishery Financial Scheme and the BARMM Small and Medium Industries Finance Scheme 

for Halal Development. The GOCCs/GFIs will require 100 million pesos and 107 million pesos, respectively, 

as capital infusion. The BTA Parliament will lead many legal and policy works to strengthen halal 
governance, as well as the establishment of the Bureau of Halal Development and Innovation to be under 

the organizational structure of the MTIT which will take the crucial oversight, administrative, and 

regulatory roles of securing the industrialization  initiatives (i.e. strengthening the halal manufacturing 

sector) in the Bangsamoro region. 

 

The MOTC will require 251.300 million pesos (or 8.1 percent of total). A significant portion of this will be 

devoted to set up cable-assisted transportation systems for halal agriculture harvest in target clustered 

production sites, as a cheaper alternative to the conventional road infrastructures in areas with high 

elevation or forested, or in low-land but expansive farms.  The ministry will pursue digital connectivity and 

strengthening of point-to-point delivery in the Bangsamoro region and information campaign on e-

commerce. 
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MENRE will lead two projects, with a combined budget of 185.289 million pesos (or 6.0 percent of total) 

under the halal ecosystem program. The Bangsamoro Greentech Initiative which will provide hybrid (on- 

and off-grid) solar power equipment to farming or producer households within the clustered production 

sites will have a significant share of the ministry’s budget on halal program: 129.549 million pesos. The 

remaining amount will be devoted to establishing halal seed banks and accredited suppliers of 

community-based seedling distribution centers. 

 

The MOST will need 76 million pesos (or 2.4 percent of total) to fund science-based post-graduate course 

related to halal development; science, innovation and trade fairs on halal, and the development and 

modernization of indigenous packaging materials. 

 

And, lastly, the MSSD will require 15.178 million pesos (or 0.5 percent of total) to pilot test the 

establishment of halal food banks and voucher system, both under the banner of Tulong Dignity, for the 

marginalized and IDPs.  
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Table 8. List of Proposed Projects under the Gadung Subprogram, by lead ministry and stakeholders 

Ref Project Total Lead Ministry Collaboration with Stakeholders 

A.1 Halal cattle and goat clustered production with 
community-based fattening facilities 70,590,000.00 MAFAR MENRE, LGUs, local university, and 

local communities 

A.2 Small-scale pastured livestock production (PILOT) 12,952,000.00 MAFAR MENRE, LGU, local university, local 
communities, and private investor 

A.3 Halal chicken (broiler) clustered production 75,728,000.00 MAFAR MENRE, LGUs, local university, and 
local communities 

A.4 Small-scale pastured free-range native chickens 
(PILOT) 4,090,500.00 MAFAR 

MENRE, LGUs, local university, 
private investors, and local 

communities 

A.5 Clustered production of halal and organic vegetables 251,255,640.00 MAFAR MENRE, MILG, MOTC, LGUs, local 
university, and local communities 

A.6 Clustered production of halal fruits 75,072,400.00 MAFAR 

MENRE, MOST, DOST-PCCARD, 
LGUs, local universities, local or 

international research institutes, 
and local communities 

A.7 Clustered production of halal and organic catfish 65,680,000.00 MAFAR local university, SEAFDEC, LGUs, and 
local communities 

A.8 Modernized commercial-scale hatchery/production of 
halal mud crabs 72,079,200.00 MAFAR 

local university, SEAFDEC, LGUs, 
local private investor, and local 

communities 

A.9 Sustainable halal tuna farming 94,786,000.00 MAFAR 
MENRE, MOST, MBHTE, SEAFDEC, 

JICA, LGUs, local university, and local 
communities 

A.10 Clustered farm production of other crops 70,180,020.00 MAFAR 
MENRE, MOST, DOST-PCCARD, 

LGUs, local universities, and local 
communities 

A.11 Demo floating farms for vegetables or fruits (PILOT) 23,000,000.00 MAFAR MENRE, MILG, local university, and 
local communities 

A.12 Halal and organic farm input (fertilizer, pesticide, and 
vermicompost) production 89,448,750.00 MAFAR MOST, LGUs, local university, and 

local communities 
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A.13 Halal and organic farm feed production 30,221,900.00 MAFAR MOST, LGUs, local university, and 
local communities 

A.14 Halal seed banks and accredited community-based 
seedling distribution centers 55,739,376.01 MENRE 

MENRE, MOST, DOST-PCCARD, local 
and international research 

institutions in agriculture, and local 
communities (network of accredited 

seed distributors) 

A.15 BARMM Halal Agriculture and Fishery Financial 
Scheme 100,000,000.00 

GOCC/GFI-c/o 
the BTA 

Parliament 
MAFAR, MFBM, and LGUs 

A.16 Formalized Agricultural MSMEs and Farmers including 
Branding of Farms 10,530,000.00 MAFAR MTIT, MILG, PSA, LGUs, and local 

communities 
 Subtotal  1,101,353,786.01    

Note: GOCC refers to government owned or controlled corporations; GFI refers to government finance institutions 
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Table 9. List of Proposed Projects under the Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram, by lead ministry and stakeholders 

Ref Project Total Lead Ministry Collaboration with Stakeholders 

B.1 Modern and halal smoked tuna community-managed 
processing plant 32,146,323.75 MPW 

MTIT, MAFAR, MOST, MBHTE, LGUs, 
UPV-Miag-ao, SEAFDEC, local 

universities, local private investors, 
local communities, and JICA 

B.2 Shared facilities for small-scale agri-based halal 
Manufacturing  80,810,193.95 MTIT MOST, LGUs, local university, and 

local communities 

B.3 Developing and modernizing the industry for halal 
indigenous packaging materials 15,120,000.00 MOST 

MTIT, MAFAR, BCH, MENRE, 
MBHTE/TESDA, LGUs, local 

communities 

B.4 Performance-based incentive scheme for highly 
productive industries and innovators, and farmers 30,800,000.00 MTIT 

MAFAR, MOST, LGUs, local 
manufacturers and local 

communities 

B.5 Bangsamoro Strategic Halal Innovation Fund 22,400,000.00 MTIT 

MOST, Intellectual Property Office, 
Technology Management Center 
(UP Diliman), local entrepreneurs 

and innovators 

B.6 Community-level collaborative halal innovation 
centers for product development and promotion 66,764,028.95 MTIT 

MOST, MAFAR, BCH, LGUs, local 
universities, business chambers, and 

local communities 

B.7 BARMM Small and Medium Industries Financial 
Scheme for Halal Development 107,000,000.00 

GOCC/GFI c/o 
the BTA 

Parliament 

MTIT, MFBM, and local businesses 
(MSMEs) 

B.8 

Bangsamoro Skill Upgrade: Enterprise- or producer-
level skills upgrading on business operations and 
assistance on business development and application 
to access financing scheme for halal MSMEs and other 
producers 

7,600,000.00 MTIT 
DAB, local universities, local 

business chambers, and local 
business entities (MSMEs) 

B.9 
Halal and culture: School of living traditions with 
common area for production and showrooms for halal 
and indigenous products 

439,322,139.50 MBHTE BCH, MTIT, LGUs, local artisans and 
cultural workers 

 Subtotal        801,962,686.15    
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Table 10. List of Proposed Projects under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, by lead ministry and stakeholders 

Ref Project Total Lead Ministry Collaboration with Stakeholders 

C.1 

Provision of dedicated market space for informal 
micro and small enterprises engaged in halal business 
and trade (e.g. weekend market) as incentive to 
formalize 

53,128,000.00 MTIT BIR, LGUs, local traders' associations 

C.2 Halal lanes and trading posts in barmm 16,200,000.00 MTIT BTA, LGUs, local businesses and 
consumers 

C.3 E-commerce for halal trade 22,400,000.00 MTIT MOTC, LGUs, private sector and 
local consumers 

C.4 Digital connectivity for halal market players in 
BARMM 77,800,000.00 MOTC 

MILG, MTIT, Regional 
Telecommunications Commission, 

local service providers 

C.5 Bangsamoro Greentech Initiative: Providing hybrid 
(on-grid or off-grid) solar power to communities 129,549,328.86 MENRE MAFAR, MTIT, LGUs, clustered local 

producers and farmers 

C.6 Inland port system and water-based transportation in 
the mainland 508,898,701.25 MPW MOTC, MILG, MFBM, LGUs and local 

investors 

C.7 Halal consolidation points integrated in the supply 
management (of big manufacturers) 151,557,000.00 MPW 

MTIT, MAFAR, MOTC, MILG, LGUs, 
domestic and local manufactures, 

and farmers in clustered production 
areas 

C.8 
Strengthening point-to-point delivery by connecting 
service operators to the value-chain production, 
consolidation, and supply management 

5,500,000.00 MOTC 
MTIT, MAFAR, MOST, LTO, LTFRB, 
LGUs, local suppliers and traders, 

local communities 

C.9 Cable-assisted transportation system for halal 
agricultural harvests 144,000,000.00 MOTC MAFAR, MOST, LGUs, local farmers 

in clustered production sites 
 Subtotal    1,109,033,030.11    
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Table 11. List of Proposed Projects under the Ganap Pagguro Subprogram, by lead ministry and stakeholders 

Ref Project Total Lead Ministry Collaboration with Stakeholders 

D.1 Incentive scheme to encourage diversified halal 
product lines  11,160,000.00 MTIT BPDA, LGUs, and local producers 

D.2 Exposure trips and learning exchange initiative for 
innovative manufacturers engaged in halal 8,320,000.00 MTIT 

DTI, MinDA, local and domestic 
chambers, DFA, local and domestic 

manufacturers 

D.3 Scholarships for science-based courses for halal 
development 37,000,000.00 MOST 

MTIT, local and international 
universities with post-graduate 

programs, and students 

D.4 Establishment of product guilds for halal development 10,800,000.00 MTIT MAFAR, LGUs, local business 
chambers, local farmers 

D.5 Science, innovation, and trade fairs on halal 23,880,000.00 MOST 

MTIT, MinDA, LGUs, local and 
domestic manufacturing groups, local 
universities, local business chambers, 

and local communities 

D.6 
Support to strengthen IPO standards and 
implementation of Geographic Indications System in 
BARMM 

6,240,000.00 MTIT 

MAFAR, MIPA, BCH, MENRE, 
Intellectual Property Office Philippines 

(IPOPHL), LGUs, and local 
communities 

D.7 Product quality assessment as part of halal assurance 13,740,211.14 MTIT 
Bangsamoro Halal Board, Philippine 
National Standards, local producers, 

and local farmers 

D.8 Business and finance literacy among farmers and 
producers 12,200,000.00 MTIT MAFAR, MFBM, LGUs, local business 

groups, and local farmers 
 Subtotal 123,340,211.14   
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Table 12. List of Proposed Projects under the Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram, by lead ministry and stakeholders 

Ref Project Total Lead Ministry Collaboration with Stakeholders 

E.1 
Tulong Dignity: Establishing halal food banks and 
voucher system to improve the social welfare of the 
marginalized (PILOT) 

15,177,500.00  MSSD 
MAFAR, MTIT, MILG, OCM, LGUs, 

local manufacturers and farmers, and 
local communities 

 Subtotal 15,177,500.00    
 
 
 
Table 13. List of Proposed Projects under the Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram, by lead ministry and stakeholders 

Ref Project Total Lead Ministry Collaboration with Stakeholders 

F.1 Bangsamoro Halal Governance Initiative            
54,960,000.00  

BTA 
Parliament 

MOTC, MTIT, MAFAR, MOST, MFBM, 
MSSD, BPDA, MPW, MENRE, MOLE, 

LGUs, local communities and 
business groups 

F.2 Establishment of Bangsamoro Halal Manufacturing 
Industry Council 

              
1,200,000.00  MTIT Bangsamoro Halal Board, local 

manufacturers and industry players 

F.3 Establishment of Bureau of Halal Development and 
Innovation under the MTIT 

           
25,690,292.22  

BTA 
Parliament 

MTIT, Bangsamoro Halal Board, and 
local industry players 

 Subtotal          81,850,292.22    
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Table 14. List of Proposed Projects under the Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram, by lead ministry and stakeholders 

Ref Project Total Lead Ministry Collaboration with Stakeholders 

G.1 Halal and Islamic finance literacy for the community            
16,500,000.00  MTIT 

Bangsamoro Halal Board, MAFAR, 
MOST, Bangsamoro Information 

Office, Darul Ifta, MFBM, LGUs, and 
national agencies (BSP, PIA, and DTI) 

G.2 Establishing of halal courses in basic education 
curriculum in BARMM 

           
65,525,000.00  MBHTE MTIT, MAFAR, parents-teachers 

associations 

G.3 
Information campaign on e-commerce for the general 
(prioritizing the younger population and halal 
producers) 

           
24,000,000.00  MOTC 

MTIT, MOST, Bangsamoro 
Information Office, MBHTE, BYC, 

LGUs, and business groups 

G.4 Setting up of a halal consumer association  and 
strengthening consumer rights 

           
21,400,000.00  MTIT BTA Parliament, Bangsamoro Halal 

Board, LGUs, and local communities 
 Subtotal        127,425,000.00    

 
 
 



 

                          

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VII. Prioritization 
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The menu of 50 projects identified in the seven subprogram under the Bangsamoro Halal Ecosystem 

Program from an initial list of 95 projects and slashed to 63 projects identified during the public 

consultations constitute the priority projects. The projects were truncated to 50 based on: 1) the cast of 

vote of participants to the public consultation signifying what they think as the most priority, and 2) value 

and supply chains criteria judged by the participants and specialists. 

 

Needless to say, the 50 projects with a total budgetary requirement of 3.360 billion pesos are still far too 

many considering the fiscal space in 2022 as the region still battles the effect of the pandemic. While 

greater public spending is an optimal policy response to stimulate market demand due to the recession, 

the precarious situation in the ground because of the national and local election fever starting early next 

year and culminating in May and the announcement of the winner possibly in the two months may derail 

the implementation of the projects. Hence, the Minority Bloc suggested a further prioritization be applied 

to the menu of 50 projects that can be implementable in 2022 while the rest can be postponed to the 

following year. This third-tier of prioritization leaves a certain degree of subjectiveness, but not quite. The 

crucial question posed to prioritize the projects is: Are there significant (requiring at least six months to 

one year) requirements or preparatory work or activities required before the project can be implemented 

in 2022? 

 

Tables 15 to 21 are list of priority projects that can be implemented for 2022, with production and 

governance leading them as they are considered completely necessary to expand the production base 

and to set the governance parameters that will influence working of production, trade and consumption.    
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Table 15. List of Proposed Projects under the Gadung Subprogram, Implementable in FY 2022 

Ref Project Total Implementable 
in FY 2022 Remarks 

A.1 

Halal cattle and goat clustered 

production with community-

based fattening facilities 

70,590,000.00 YES 

 

A.2 
Small-scale pastured livestock 

production (PILOT) 
12,952,000.00 YES 

 

A.3 
Halal chicken (broiler) clustered 

production 
75,728,000.00 YES 

 

A.4 
Small-scale pastured free-range 

native chickens (PILOT) 
4,090,500.00 YES 

 

A.5 
Clustered production of halal 
and organic vegetables 

251,255,640.00 YES 
 

A.6 
Clustered production of halal 
fruits 

75,072,400.00 YES 
 

A.7 
Clustered production of halal 
and organic catfish 

65,680,000.00 YES 
 

A.8 

Modernized commercial-scale 

hatchery/production of halal 
mud crabs 

72,079,200.00 YES 

 

A.9 Sustainable halal tuna farming 94,786,000.00 YES  

A.10 
Clustered farm production of 

other crops 
70,180,020.00 YES 

 

A.11 
Demo floating farms for 

vegetables or fruits (PILOT) 
23,000,000.00 YES 

 

A.12 

Halal and organic farm input 

(fertilizer, pesticide, and 

vermicompost) production 

89,448,750.00 YES 

 

A.13 
Halal and organic farm feed 

production 
30,221,900.00 YES 

 

A.14 

Halal seed banks and accredited 

community-based seedling 

distribution centers 

55,739,376.01 YES 

 

A.15 
BARMM Halal Agriculture and 

Fishery Financial Scheme 
100,000,000.00 NO 

Requires the setting 

up of a GOCC/GFI 

A.16 

Formalized Agricultural MSMEs 

and Farmers including Branding 

of Farms 

10,530,000.00 YES 

 

 Subtotal  1,101,353,786.01    
Note: GOCC refers to government owned or controlled corporations; GFI refers to government finance institutions 
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Table 16. List of Proposed Projects under the Pagpataud sin Industriya Subprogram, Implementable in FY 2022 

Ref Project Total Implementable 
in FY 2022 Remarks 

B.1 

Modern and halal smoked tuna 

community-managed 

processing plant 

32,146,323.75 NO 
Requires 

engineering studies 

B.2 
Shared facilities for small-scale 

agri-based halal Manufacturing  
80,810,193.95 YES  

B.3 

Developing and modernizing 

the industry for halal 
indigenous packaging materials 

15,120,000.00 YES  

B.4 

Performance-based incentive 

scheme for highly productive 

industries and innovators, and 

farmers 

30,800,000.00 NO 

Award is based on 

the previous year 

performance 

B.5 
Bangsamoro Strategic Halal 
Innovation Fund 

22,400,000.00 YES  

B.6 

Community-level collaborative 
halal innovation centers for 

product development and 

promotion 

66,764,028.95 YES  

B.7 

BARMM Small and Medium 

Industries Financial Scheme for 

Halal Development 

107,000,000.00 NO 
Requires the setting 

up of GOCC/GFI 

B.8 

Bangsamoro Skill Upgrade: 

Enterprise- or producer-level 

skills upgrading on business 

operations and assistance on 

business development and 

application to access financing 

scheme for halal MSMEs and 

other producers 

7,600,000.00 YES  

B.9 

Halal and culture: School of 

living traditions with common 

area for production and 

showrooms for halal and 

indigenous products 

439,322,139.50 NO 

Requires 

engineering studies 

and environmental 

assessment 

 Subtotal        801,962,686.15    
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Table 17. List of Proposed Projects under the Sugpat Kalluman Subprogram, Implementable in FY 2022 

Ref Project Total Implementable 
in FY 2021 Remarks 

C.1 

Provision of dedicated market 

space for informal micro and 

small enterprises engaged in 

halal business and trade (e.g. 

weekend market) as incentive 

to formalize 

53,128,000.00 YES  

C.2 
Halal lanes and trading posts 

in barmm 
16,200,000.00 YES  

C.3 E-commerce for halal trade 22,400,000.00 YES  

C.4 
Digital connectivity for halal 
market players in BARMM 

77,800,000.00 YES  

C.5 

Bangsamoro Greentech 

Initiative: Providing hybrid (on-

grid or off-grid) solar power to 

communities 

129,549,328.86 YES  

C.6 

Inland port system and water-

based transportation in the 

mainland 

508,898,701.25 NO 

Requires 

engineering studies 

and environmental 

assessment 

C.7 

Halal consolidation points 

integrated in the supply 

management (of big 

manufacturers) 

151,557,000.00 YES  

C.8 

Strengthening point-to-point 

delivery by connecting service 

operators to the value-chain 

production, consolidation, and 

supply management 

5,500,000.00 YES  

C.9 

Cable-assisted transportation 

system for halal agricultural 

harvests 

144,000,000.00 YES  

 Subtotal    1,109,033,030.11    
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Table 18. List of Proposed Projects under the Ganap Pagguro Subprogram, Implementable in FY 2022 

Ref Project Total Implementable 
in FY 2022 Remarks 

D.1 
Incentive scheme to encourage 

diversified halal product lines  
11,160,000.00 NO 

Give one year to 

diversify product 

lines 

D.2 

Exposure trips and learning 

exchange initiative for 

innovative manufacturers 

engaged in halal 

8,320,000.00 YES  

D.3 
Scholarships for science-based 

courses for halal development 
37,000,000.00 YES  

D.4 
Establishment of product guilds 

for halal development 
10,800,000.00 YES  

D.5 
Science, innovation, and trade 

fairs on halal 23,880,000.00 YES  

D.6 

Support to strengthen IPO 

standards and implementation 

of Geographic Indications 

System in BARMM 

6,240,000.00 NO 
IPOPHL still piloting 

the project 

D.7 
Product quality assessment as 

part of halal assurance 
13,740,211.14 YES  

D.8 
Business and finance literacy 

among farmers and producers 
12,200,000.00 YES  

 Subtotal 123,340,211.14   
 
 

Table 19. List of Proposed Projects under the Tabang sa Ingëd Subprogram, Implementable in FY 2022 

Ref Project Total Implementable 
in FY 2022 Remarks 

E.1 

Tulong Dignity: Establishing 

halal food banks and voucher 

system to improve the social 

welfare of the marginalized 

(PILOT) 

15,177,500.00  YES  

 Subtotal 15,177,500.00    
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Table 20. List of Proposed Projects under the Namagayon Halal Governance Subprogram, Implementable in FY 
2022 

Ref Project Total Remarks Remarks 

F.1 
Bangsamoro Halal Governance 

Initiative 

           

54,960,000.00  
YES 

 

F.2 

Establishment of Bangsamoro 

Halal Manufacturing Industry 

Council 

              

1,200,000.00  
YES 

 

F.3 

Establishment of Bureau of Halal 
Development and Innovation 

under the MTIT 

           

25,690,292.22  
YES 

 

 Subtotal          
81,850,292.22  

  

 
 
 
Table 21. List of Proposed Projects under the Pagpahap Kahalan Subprogram, Implementable in FY 2022 

Ref Project Total Implementable 
in FY 2022 Remarks 

G.1 
Halal and Islamic finance literacy 

for the community 

           

16,500,000.00  
YES 

 

G.2 

Establishing of halal courses in 

basic education curriculum in 

BARMM 

           

65,525,000.00  
NO 

Requires 

development of 

courses and 

changes in 

curriculum, teacher 

training, and 

development of 

instructional 

materials 

G.3 

Information campaign on e-

commerce for the general 

(prioritizing the younger 

population and halal producers) 

           

24,000,000.00  
YES 

 

G.4 

Setting up of a halal consumer 

association  and strengthening 

consumer rights 

           

21,400,000.00  
YES 

 

 Subtotal        
127,425,000.00    
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